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v. 
ABSTRACT 

This research study investigated the ·,acclaimed, 

stewardship of political office holder during the Second 

Republic of Nigeria (1979 - 1983), with a view to answering 

questions such as "were they corrupt"?, if yes, "what are 

its effects on Nigeria's socio-ecor.aomic development"?. 

The scope is 1979 - 1983 while the case study is Anambra 

State. We saw it appropriate to adopt political economy 

approach in our theoretical framework for this research 

study. 

In the state, three arms of government existed: The 

Executive, the Legislature and the Judiciary. Awote Panel 

Report (1984), Madu Committee Report ~984), Nigeria Police 

P.orce Document at ion ( 1967 - 1986), Goverr.ament wbli:.e. Paper ( 1984) 
,J 

Newspaper Report; Oral Interview, etc., formed the sources of 

ir.iformation. 

The data gathered were represented in tables and figures 

an9_'·w~re comp~ted _iil·_per-centages. 
'•-. '• j 

The analysis of the study shows the official reported 

cases of corruption or misuse of state power by the·public 

officers. Prominer.it among them were the external aids, 

the over-priced government contracts and the mode of award. 

consequently, state power was extensively used as a tool 

for private accumulation of wealth by the governing class. 
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The results are ineffectiveness, instability, sectional 

cleavages, dependence on foreign capital and expertise/ 

technology. All amounts to the under-development of 

N~geria's domestic economy .. secondly, the study four:id out 

that the Nigeria's foreign reserve which stood at N13.7 bn 

in 1979 dropped sharply to a debt of N20 bn in 1982 despite 

the fact that the same study found out that the second 

Republic government earned more revenue from oil than any 

other government since 1958~ rt also explained the political 

behaviour of Nigeria governiAg class and serve as a store

house of data on political corruption.· 

In general, the study was done in six chapters. The 

first introduced the work$ Chapter two reviewed the past 

work on the related problem. Chapter three looked at the 

governmental institutions of the state; while_ chapter {our 
) 

discussed the institutions. Chapter five is or.b the autonomy 
~ ' . 

and politic~! corruption and in summarizing and conclusion, 

chapter six was brought in. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

1.1 INTRODUCTION 

Modernization and Development occupies the central 

positiori~ iri any rational National Development Plan of~ 

given nation. 

The above reason has always placed t~e task on· the 

political executives and bureaucrats whose p~rt responsibi

lities include among others, to formulate and impl~ment the 

machinary for National Development. They achieve this 

through the instrumentality and ~ontrol of state power. 
,· 

However, on a close examination of the expected roles 
i 

of Nigerian politicians and bureaucrats, doubt always engulf 

the mind·= of curious citizens, scholars and students of deve

_lopment on the strict implimen~ation of the desired principles • 

. It is said that •power cortupts, absolute power corrupts 
0 . . 

absolutely•. The bureaucrats though playing the leadership 

role in nation building misuse the state power bestow~don 
' 

them. Thus, events :reveaie~ that some •modernizers' who 

were once hailed as flag-bearers turn round to exploit the 

very people whose political, economic and social development 

they claim to pursue. This, they do through corrupt practices. 

Corruption among public officers may be regarded as political 

and socio-economic ~ape that destroy and decay efforts for 

'),, development. · secondly, corruption also serves as a catalyst 
:l 
'l . 
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and a bed-rock to several criminal and civil offences. 

In Nigeria, several juristic and anti-corrupt fountain 

ink have been used in an attempt to curb the social malaise, 

yet the effect is being minimally or not at all noticed in 

our society. Therefore, the present institutional control

ling machinary_ in force to curb corrupt practices in our 

society is doubtful for its effe~tiveness. 

It is therefor~ misleading and utopian to think of a 

corrupt free society in the contemporary or future Nigeria. 

one recent off-spring of the drive towards industrializa

tion and the oil boom in post war Nigeria, is the increasing 

materialistic desire of Nigerians. This is not unexpected of 

a country that has misplaced its social values. corruption 

is in a sense a product of the way of life of an acquisitiv~

society, where •money talks; where that which works is justi

fied and where p~ople are judged by what they have rather. 

than what they are~ Abel Ubeku stated that ···Nigeria must be 

one of the very few countries in the world where a man•s 

sources of wealth is of no concern to his neighbours, the 

public or the government. once a man is able to dole out 

money, the churches pray for him, he collects chieftaincy 

title and hobnobs with those who govern.· In contemporary 

Nigeria, therefore, material failure and moral excellence are 

mocked while ostentatious living is extolled~ 

Thus, bribery and corruption by the highly placed Nigerian 
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public servants who are supposed to be men of probity as 

mentioned earlier reached an alarming and intolerable propor

tion e·specially during the Second Republic in Nigeria. 

Political corruption becomes endemic in Nigeria and it is 

being observed both in private and public life. It has 

contributed to the political instability and a major obstacle 

to economic development. rn the· words of Abba, that "all the 

political and socio~economic problems facing Nigeria should 

be blammed on corrupt practices of the ruling class". 

Historically, right from the first ·1966 Miiitary coup 

of Major Chukwuma Nzogwu till the present General Sani Abacha's 

military regime (1993), corruption has been the purported key 

reasons for the several coup plotters. The funny thing is 

that it has been clearly evidenced that the military regimes 

are as well corrupt as the civilian administrators they ousted. 

Mr. Churchill Abba in Newbreed 1989 blames all the socio

political and economic problems facing Nigeria on corruption. 

He says he was disappointed on the prospects of eradicating 

the malaise "once the military became severally implicated in 

corrupt practice'!. "Where lies the salvation?, he queried". 

"The civilians are corrupt, so are the military elites 1 thus, 

w~~- · have no hope of redemption", he tries to answer himself •
1 

Re-enforcing the above observation, Shehu Musa asserted that 

''the venomous canker-worm (corruption), has recurr ingl y ... J, · 
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bedeviled all our regimes from independence to date. 

Probably, the UAbriddled corruption in Nigeria attracted 

the attention of the eminent scholars like auchi and umesi 

(1986) who stated that in Nigeria, corruption has been accepted 

as a way of life and has assumed an alarming dimension, a 

situation that should concern all well meaning Nigerians. 2 

They postulated that every economic measures introduced in 

this country offer Nigerians a "brand new club of super rich 

officials". He went further to add that iA all economic deve

lopment plan, virtually all was greeted with large scale 

corruption. Thus, Babangida (1992) supported the above asser

tion when he said that the Nigerian economy has defied all 

logic. 3 Thus in Nigeria, there have been daily accounts and 

stories in the various Nigerian press and in official inquiries 

about corruption in public affairs. Although higher official 

corruption may not be worse in Nigeria than in many other 

countries yet it is pertineAt to examine the extent to which 

public officers use or misuse their official positions to 

corruptly enrich themselves and to examine the effectiveness 

of the existing institutional devices aimed at curbing such 

corrupt behaviour. 

In a broader sense, Bayley (1986) sees corruption in 

developiAg cour.itries as fea.turiAg predominantly and forming 
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a permanent and unavoidable feature of bureaucratic.life.4 

Political corruption can therefore be defined as the 

misuse of state power for private-regarding interests. 

Friederick (1966) associated political corruption with a 

particular motivation, namely, that of private gain- at public 

expense. 5 Thus, a minister or any political office holder 

whose loyalty shifts from that of his country to his home and 

who blantly and shamelessly uses the government•s wealth 'f~r 

his private advantage violates his oath of "office. 

A concreti-defi~ition has always been difficult by eminent 

scholars because of the subjectiveness of the interpretation 

given to actions or omissions as being of personal rather 

than public interest. Some substantial arguments have been 

advanced against the use of "public interest•• as a criterion 

in the definition of corruption. This i~ to say that what 

may be referred to as just "honest graft" by one pers.on or 

in another country may be regarded as a heinous offence by 

another person or by other countries. 

This study therefore intend::·· to look for the political 

corruption and its implication on the social and economic 

development of Nigeria~ 
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1.2 STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 

This study sought to investigate the cases of the 

present socio-economic problem in the society through corrupt 

practices. In doing this, the research sought answers to 

such questions as: 

(a) Is corruption an indispensable aspect of the 

capitalistic economic system; 

(b) What is the relationship between political corruption 

and socio-economic development of the developing 

nations, and 

(c) Does the ineffectiveness of legal system to control 

corruption in Nigeria result from the alien nature 

of the system. 

1.3 OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY 

This study offers indepth insight and undertaking of 

the nature, scope and effects of corruption in relation to 

political and socio-economic development of Nigeriaa 
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1 .. 4 SIGNIFICANCE OF THE PROBLEM 

The study of corruption has become imperative because 

it is a central problem of human society. In view of the 

role of administrators in implementing government policies 

for human development; more especially now that the political, 

social and economic problems of Nigerian citizens are so 

enormous, research into this area seems most invaluable. 

1.5 SCOPE OF THE STUDY 

The scope of the study covers the extent of political 

corruption in the less developing countries, such as 

Nigeria. However, focus was on l\ligerian•s Second Republic 

civilian Regime (1979 - 1983) reported cases of corrupt 

practices. Also inferences were made to other countries. 

1.6 THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 

our focus on the abuse of state power in itself is on 

the political behaviour of people who occupy a particular 

stratum in society - the governing class. Thus, we shall 

ado~t the political economy approach in the study of political 

behaviour of the ruling class. The choice is that the struc

ture of the socio-economic forces extensively influences 

human behaviour in any society. In this respect, Cohen (1981) 

asserted that the holders of power in Africa are, to a large 
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extent, part of the ruling class itself. 6 They come not 

~rom the peasantry or the proleteriate, but from a petty 

bourgeoisie of above average wealth, owners of capital or 

the servants of capital~ He noted that these petty bour

geoisies appropriate that which is produced by the prole

tariate. He therefore concludes that •classes are in 

conflicts because they have different and opposed 

interests ..... , 

Cohen further pointed out that economic activities in 

several African countries are highly influenced by the 

international bourgeosie which consists of those who share 

in the appropriation of surplus value through their owner

ship aAd control of international capital. As a result of 

the enormous influence which ·the international bourgeoisie 

weild on the technologically and ecoAomically weak Africari 

states in several instances, production is geared to the 

needs of international capital through international markets 

for the exports and i~ports that are the key elements in 

African economies. It is through the investment decisions 

of international capital, which constitute the motor of 

economic growth in dependent economies and through the pro

vision of technology and managerial skills by international 
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capitalist institution that they achieve their goal. 

The emergent dominant class in the capitalist oriented 

African societies are, therefore, subjected to marginal 

roles in the major domestic economic activities. rn this 

way, they are compelled to play compradorial role in the 

economic system. The dominant class which emerged •has been 

able to flourish only through a close attachment to the. 

state, which it requires not only to exercise its global 

function in the class struggle, but also to establish its 

own control over the means of production. Thus, class 

approach will help us to identify the class that exercised 

state power in the period under investigation and the fac

tors that influenced their political behaviour. It will 

also help us to have a good grasp of the reasons for, and 

nature of the conflicitng interests between the dorminant 

class and the masses. 

The character of the Nigerian governing class and the 

factors that generate political corruption in society will 

be briefly highlighted. These highlights shall underline 

the appropriateness of our theoretical framework for our 

investigation. 
I 

The colonial st~te hact no interest in the development 

of the productive sector in the colonies. rt relied on the 

pre-capitalist technique of production and property relations 
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to ensure the supply of primary materia~ to the metropole. 

Multinational corporations played decisive roles in 

the colonies. For example, at the early stage of colonial 

control of the territory now known as Nigeria, the Royal 

Niger company controlled the Oil Rivers (Niger-Coast) protec

torate and the Nigeria territories. The colonial agents did 

not make any pretence in respect of the role they wanted the 

colonial state to serve. Ake (1981) has aptly described 

this role as •a tool of capital• 7 The petty bourgeoisie 

spearheaded the Nationalist Movement and inherited power at 

the time of decolonialization. This gave political inde

pendence without a corresponding economic independence. 

consequently~ Iyayi (1986) observed that •the question 

increasingly faced by the indegenous capitalist calls. after 

independence has been how to convert the right it had won 

to govern to the po~er to govern. This forces them to two 

alternatives open to them. 

(a) the development of the productive sector, or 

(b) the use of state power to accumulate private wealth. 

Williams in Cohen asserted that advanced capitalist countries 

appear to be exploiting this situation by accentuating the 

dependency structure through the activities of their multi

national corporations which dominate the major economic 

sectors in many developing countries. As a res~lt of the 
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under-development of the productive sector and the conse

quent dependence of the productive sector and expatriate 

economies, 'politics and the favour of foreign companies, 

itself a product of political influence, became the primary 

sources of capital accumulation by Nigerians•. 

Thus, by underpining our theoretical conception of this 

thesis on the socio-economic formations of the post colonial 

state of Nigeria and the ~haracter of the emergence dominant 

class, we shall be able to grable effectively with the 

phenomenon we are exploring. While conceiving political 

corruption as a mode of property accumulation, logically, 

underpined in the nature of the socio-economic formations of 

society, we have to recognize as earlier stated that political 

corruption tends to differ in nature and degree from country 

to country. rt differs between the advanced and under

developed countriesi between the capitalist and socialist 

countries, etc. There is therefore the need to identify the 

specific factors in society which tends to be responsible for 

the differences in the nature and degree of political corrup

tion in different countries. However, while .reflecting on 

these factors, we shall like to underline at this juncture 

that the character-- of the factors to be identified are them

selves dependent on the nature of the socio-economic forma

tions of society. 
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FACTORS WHICH INFLUENCES THE DEVELOPMENT AND NATURE 
OF STATE POWER 

(a) Economic System Capitalist/socialist 

(b) Efficacy of the existing institutional checks against 

the abuse of state power. 

There is no uniformity in the stages of socio-economic 

formations of society. For example, the political economy 

of the developing coµntries may be the same, but because of 

certain societal factors (including religion, ethnic groups, 

value system, economic resources, etc.), the balance of forces 

and institution in the societies differ. Thus, even though 

Zaire for example share identi~ail::·;,1. political economy with 

Nigeria, the balance of societal forces is different. Hence, 

there tends to be more political corruption in Zaire than in 

Nigeria. In other words, although the political economy of 

the two countries is the same, that is capitalist, the nature 

of state power in the two countries differ as a result of the 

differences in the balance of forces. 

,. 

The ba~ic point being made here is that the more developed 

the state power, the more corruption, depending on the prevail

ing political economy. In the context of the capitalist politi

cal economy, the more developed the state power, the more 

political corruption. Since the capitalist system encourages 

private accumulation of wealth, without limits, the more state 

power is enlarged, the more those who exercise state power would 

be tempted to use state power to satisfy their private economic 

interest .. 
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on the contrary, the socialist system presents a different 

experience. In this respect, the more state power,· the 

less political corruption, because unlike in the capitalist 

system, it presents a different experience. In this respect, 

the more state power, the less political corruption because 

unlike in the capitalist system, the mode of production and 

patt~rn of resource distribution are in favour of the generality 

of the people. 

on the basis of the above analysis, we contend that the 

economic system prevalent in a society and the efficacy of 

the institutional checks against the abuse of state power, 

explain the nature of state power and hence, the incidence of 

political corruptionr This tends to suggest explicitly that 

the socio-economic formation of Nigeria is the bedrock of the 

endemic political cor~uption consistently experienced in the 

country. More specificially, the phenomenon would appear to 

be sustained and exacerbated by the character of the governing 

class of the role of state power as instrument of property 

accumulation. 
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1 .. 8 METHODOLOGY 

1. The result of the Awote Panel - a tribunal set up by 

President Mohammed Buhari/Tunde Idiagbon Military Regime 

(1994) on the recovery of public fund and property and 

miscellenous offences (Eastern zone). 

2e Visits to National .Archieves, Lagos and Enugu 

3. Oral Interview ( Personal Interview). 

4~ The Nnamdi Azikiwe Library and other related publications 

were cons\Jlted. 

1.9 DATA GATHERING 

Although political corruption is held to be rampant in 

Nigeria, concrete evidence tends to be tenuouso Many reports 

on the phenomenon are either not preserved in the public 

libraries a'r.td archieves, or •classified• .. 

rn the first case, some of the people implicated in the 

reports of investigation ihto their activities as public 

officers in Nigeria would appear to have left no stone unturned 

in their bid to ensure that the reports were not preserved for 

public ·consumption and reference~ This view was expressed by 

a staff of the Nigerian National Archieves who preferred to be 

anonymous. It is also plausible that some of the reports have 

not been sent to the public libraries and archieves by the 

governments that instituted the investigations either out of 

carelessness, or with the intension of shielding their fiiands 

and/or relatives from public censure. 
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On the other hand, reports that are •classified• 

implies that they are kept away from the public by legal 

sanction. The practice of classifying documents on the 

basis of which people were convicted raises a fundamental 

question: why should the •how' and •why•, someone convic

ted be made secret by the government. This would appear 

to suggest that government is not convinced that justice 

was not perverted somewhere in the course of the trial or 

probe that led to the conviction of the people concerned. 

The •classification• of report of investigations is one of 

the major reasons responsible for the dearth of concrete 

data, which invariably poses problem to researchers on 

political corruption. In this respect, scot:t(1972) opined 

that •one is forced to infer what lies below the surface 

from an analysis of the exposed tip of the icebag and from 

the general characteristics of the political systemv. 9 He 

observed that •for less developed nations over the past two 

decades, the data base is more tenuous... Consequent! y, he 

suggested that in countries with parliamen~ary system, we can 

examine with appropriate caution - press accounts, campaign 

charges, court proceeding~, and the reports of a :flumber of 

official commissions of inquiry or tribunal. in addition to 

scholarly assessment. These sources would appear to be the 

major sources of data on political corruption in Nigeria. 
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The data gathered for this study include figures 

representing various amounts of government money siphoned 

into private hands by the governing class. 

The report of Awote tribunal and: other publications 

will be critically interpreted/analysed of the implications 

to the socio-economic life of the rest of the society by 

the ~se of cost-benefit method. 

The deductions from those to be interviewed were 

used to rationalise the Awote panel reports and the data 

collected. Tables and summary statistics were used in our 

presentation of data. 
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1.10 RESEARCH HYPOTHESES· 

Based on our literature review and the theoretical 

framework, fr~-ej:!"hypotheses emerged which touched on the 

in~titutions of government the society as a whole and the 

state. In this light, we h~pothesize as follo~s: 

1. Political co~ruption is indispensable in a country 

practising capitalistic economic system. 

2. The existing crusad.e against corruptior.i in Nigeria 

can OAly be successful if and on+Y if the policy-maker, 
! !; 

l.i.ve by example. 

3. Politicial corruptiort iri Nigeria~is the major obstacles 

to h~r rapi~ develop~~nt.· 

~n the light of the aoove hypotheses, we pose the 

following research questions. 

(a) Is capitalist economic system a lee-way to political 

corruption'? 

(b) What are the implications of political corruption in 

Nigeria's development? 
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2.1 

THE CONCEPT 

CHAPTER II 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

19 

The concept of corruption as defined by Webster (1961) 

Third New International Dictionary of current English means 

"improper consideration ·as bribery: to comit a violation of 

duty 11 .. 
1 A bribe is defined as a price, rewards, gift or favour 

bestowed or promised with a view to pervert the judgement or 

corrupt the conduct especially of a person in a position of 

trust as a public official. Bribery and corruption are 

inherently linked together, they are not inseperable. A 

person bribed is a person corrupt, but a man may be corrupt 

who does not take bribe. 

corruption in the contents of this study would therefore 

include the application of dishonesty, nepotism, misappropria

tion, bribery (give or take) fraud, embezzelement, 'I•M•', 

1 419•, etc., in the performance of official duty. I~ both 

cases, there is, as Webster defines the term "an inducement 

by means of improper consideration". These suggest that 

corruption may generally cover the misuse of authority as a 

result of consideration of personal gain which need not 

necessarily be monetary. According to Payne (1975) "Corruption 

exists whenever there are men yearning for~ an unfair advantage 

2 
over their fellow men or at public expense." Similarly, 
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Omotunde (1975) in his study stated that "corruption in 

public offices is the diversion of government revenues and 

national income flow into private official's accounts or 

into those they have a ·_.clientale relationship in order to 

augment the monthly income of the officials."3 corruption 

may also result by influencing public officers to divert or 

allocate government materials or services to any individual, 

group, community, etc,contrary to the proper rules guiding 

such a public policy. 

Accordingly_, Dobel ( 1978) stated that "in contemporary 

usage, corruption means the betrayal of public trust for 

individual or group gain 11
•

4 · This.definition assigns to public 

servants the power to choose between two or more courses of 

action and the possession by the government of some power or 

wealth or sources of wealth which the public official can take 

or use to his private advantage. This access to power and 

wealth, therefore ·re-inforcer: the existence of ·inequality 

between the officials and the public; and induces the officials 

to sacrifice their basic civic loyality to that of the family, 

ethnic or state extensions. 

In his own study, Friedrick ( 1963) :,ref 1 ecting on the incidence 

of corruption sees it as "endemic in all government offices 11
•

5 

But in Africa, because of the present poor political and 

- socio~economic conditions in the continent, wraith and Simpkins 

(1967) asserts that "behaviours which easily pass for cor·ruption 
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are more likely to be experienced in developing countries."6 

Ben-Dor (1974) and Obasi, (1988) emphasized on "both the 

unavoidable character of corruption at certain stages of deve

lopment and the contributions of the practice to the process 

of modernization and development" .. 7 ,Q 

They argue that corruption is inevitable in developing 

countries; because it is part and parcel of their social norms, 

values and practices. Bayley (1966) stated that "the man who 

·in many non-western countries is corrupt ••• is not condemned 

at all by his own society"r9 rather he may be conforming to a 

pattern of behaviour his peers, family and friends strongly 

support and applaud •••• Similarly, Scott (1972) noted that 

"th~ first obligation of man in traditional society is to his 

close kin and then to his lineage, clan or ethnic group 11 •
10 

Thus, when the brother of a personnel official asks his relative 

for a clerical post or when a cousin of a transport official 

asks for a taxi license, the strength of kinship bonds makes it 

difficult to refuse. A refusal would be seen as a betrayal of 

family loyalty. Apter (1963) has it that "nepotism is consider

red a grave offence in western bureaucratic practice, yet in 

African practice, providing jobs for the members of one's own 

family is socially compulsory 11 •
11 Peil (1976) in her studies 

on Nigerian politics equally argued that "various forms of 

corruption fit into the norms of the society so that although 
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they attract formal approprium, they may be considered 

qtlite acceptable by members of the public. 1112 

However, in studies by Akinpeulu (1983); NWala (1980); 

·Eteng (1980) have proved that 11 tradi tional societies did not 

encourage individualistic and materialistic tendencies 11!3 ~ 14 , 15 • 

For instance, describing the social and economic character of 

African society, Akinpelu (1983) noted that"··· in the true 

African traditional cultute, in the lug between the individual 

and the society ••• it was the society or group that had the 

pre-eminence and the superior claim." The social interest of 

the individual was attuned to that. of his community, there was 

none of the present pre-occupation with individual or personal 

wealth, contort, security and affluence 16 . . . . 
Scott (1972) further stated 11 that no state whether new or old 

is ftee from corruption. 1117 

One striking aspect of corruption is its global spread 

despite its global condemnation. It refers to a phenomenon 

that has survived from 6ne historical epodh to another in 

different forms. It predates as far b~ck as Biblical Peter 

who in his 2 Peter 1: 3-4 asserts that in "making one•s calling 

and election sure, that it is the man•s ev11 desires that 

him to comit corruptive practices" .. 18 Bryce (1967) courses 

describes corruption "as a major American flaw and noted its 

outbreak in virulent form in the new states of . "19 America. 
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Wraight and Simpkins (1963) have expressed similar view 

with regard to African- countries~b Analysts traced the 

manifestation of corruption in public life in Nigeria to 

the 1950 1 s when the first panel of enquiry headed by Justice 

Strafford Forster-Sutton was set up to look into the ACB

Nnamdi Azikiwe affair. Thus, corruption in Nigeria is as 

old as history of the country. 

However, Okoye (1979) broadened the concept by asserting 

that two types of corruption exists in the society: "parochial" 

21 and "market" types. He further expantiated that parochial 

corruption dominates where kinship or parochial ties deter

mine access to the favours of the community leader in his 

actions; and that market corruption is accorded to those who 

can 'pay the highest price of goods and services regardless 

of whom they are. He contends that market corruption 

encourages people to struggle for spoils of power and that 

the more people acquire wealth through the abuse of state 

power the more they would feel the urge to continue in the 

practice. Payne (1975) in his study supported these findings 

that "when corruption.settles on people, it readily degenera-

22 
tes to absolute one." 

Scott (1972) examining the origin of corruption found 

out that corruption was a continuation of traditional gift 

exchange ••• that it was only the imposition of western forms 
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that has transformed the traditional gift exchange into 

t . 23 corrup ion. The above assertion according to Audu Bako 

in his reaction to public ciriticism says that what we call 

~orruption here in Nigeria are tips in the developed nationse 

Carino (1974) supported this finding by maintaining that 

corruption is consistent with the tradition and culture of 

the people. 24 He further says that it is the western laws 

that made it to be illegal and actually s~primposed it. 

If corruption is consistent with the tradition and 

culture of the people, then corruption should be seen as 

a way of life of the Nigerians. As a capitalistic oriented 

society, the quest to accumulate capital is the sene-que-non 

for survival. Nye (1967) upholding the aforementioned view, 

stated that "corruption is in a sense a product of the new 

way of life of an aquisitive society, where •money talks•, 

where that which works is justified, and where people are 

judged by what they have rather than what they are". 25 

He contended that as far back as 1964, a political party 

lamented that •money and material wealth has since become 

the supreme value in our society and the goal of all social 

action. This has given rise to corruption, selfishness, 

malingering and a general lack of patriotism and social 

• • b • 1 • t II 26 irresponsi 1 1 y. A legal adviser to a political party 

in 1965 retorted that "when it suits our purpose we quote 

conventions surrounding the British parliamentary system; 
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when it again suits our purpose, we close our eyes to 

certain practices, all in the Nigerian way of life. our 

journalists must make up thei,r minds which system they are 

going to uphold in Nigeria. The British parliamentary con

vention or the Nigerian way of life as it exists today, 

where every body regards it fair to make money 

Nic•c Idoko { 1989) quoting Abel Ubeku said that "corruption 

is one of the commoneit economic crimes in Nigeria which 

has taken such root that seems to have been accepted as a 

f l "f 1128 way o l. e. In a decent society,;·· ·\ he reflects, 

0 corrupt person~ are avoided because of the 6orrupt acts 

which biought them the sudden and mysterious wealth; but ~n 

Nigeria, they are glorified. The chief laments: "Nigeria 

must be one of the very few countries in the world where a 

man's source of wealth is of no concern to his neighbours, 

the public or the government. once· a man is able to dole 

out money, the churches pray for him, he collects chieftaincy 

titles and hobnobs with those who governs''· But one time 

secretary to the Federal Government of Nigeria Alhaji Shehu Musa 

exasperatingly lamented that 'some people think that in this 

country (Nigeria) corruption is institutionalised and it is 

not only· that officials are corrupt, but corruption is 

official''.· 

Attempt has been made to explore the causes of political 

corruption with particular focus on the developing nations. 
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These causes, however have opposing views as explained 

by two schools of thought, thus: 

1~ The persisting pre-colonial values and the modern 

or contemporary demands, and 

2. The contensions that the socio-economic structure of 

the developing countries owe a lot to the present 

state of corrupt society. 

Smith (1973) stated that the modernization school 

represents a broad spectrum of scholars who contend that 

political corruption is mainly a product pf a particular 

stage in the modernization continum. 29 Modernization there

fore denotes a process of social change from traditional to 

modernity. on the basis of the stance of the modernization 

school, scholars like Huntington, while acknowledging that 

corruption exists in all societies, associates it mainly 

with the modernising societies, that is, the developing 

societies. According to Huntington, (1969) corruption in 

a modernising society is thus in part not so much the result 

of the deviance of behaviour from accepted norms as it is 

the deviance of norms from the established behaviour.
30 

on 

this basis, Scott remarked that ''accounts of corruption 

that focus on values contend that •much of what is considerd 

corruption is in fact a continuation of traditional gift 

31 
giving practices ~ ... only the imposition of western 
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forms had transformed traditional gift exchange into 

corruption. Adegbite (1978) argued that this normative 

argument is problematic. For example, how can one on the 

basis of traditional gift-giving system explain the rampant 

use of state power to extort 10% of the value of a contract 

from a contractor awarded contract by the government132 

The fact still remains that gift giving in the spirit 

of the traditional norm ~as voluntary, not defined, arid no 

art of sophistry and rationalization can convincingly equate 

the contemporary practice of extorting 10% of the value of 

a contract from people and the traditional practice of giving 

gifts to people in appreciation for a favour. The stance of 

the modernization school raises some fundamental questions. 

For example, at what point of the modernization of the polity 

would corruption stop, increase or decrease. However, can we 

explain the incidence of corruption in countries like America 

and the S0viet Union, despite the level of their development. 

It would appear that the writers of the modernization school 

have not actually grappled with the factors responsible for 

political corruption, phenomenon which appears to be more 

sophisticated .even in some of the advanced countries of the 

world. 

The second approach as found in literature is that based 

on the socio-economic formations of the society .• Propon~nts 
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of this view include Samir Amin, Claude Ake and Festus Iya~i. 

They argued that the character of society depends on its 

socio-economic formations$ In this light, political 

corruption would not be seen resulting from the stage of 

development of a society in the modernization continum. 

This school of thought appears to be more realistic than 

the former in the sense that its approach is pragmatic, and 

as such susceptible of empirical investigation. But focusing 

on the socio-economic formations of society as basis for 

examining the phenomenon being investigated in this work, 

researchers are compelled to explore the nature, and balance 

of socio-ecmomic forces in society whict.h influence the 

political behaviour of the governing class. Th4s, this 

mode of interpretation of social phenomenon would appear to 

be useful across countries, no matter the level of development. 

Scholars have also differed on their interpretation of the 

effects of political corruption. Notably, some western 

writers have misiaterpreted the attitude of Africans to 

cases of corruption •. McMul lan ( 1961) has erroneously asserted 

that west African countries show little sense of indignation 

about often fantastic stories of corruption by leaders.
33 

Bala Usman (1983) asserted that 11this is neither true of the 

traditional nor of the contemporary west African countries.
1134 
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It has been reported in mid-fifteenth century that. Oba of 

Benin, the Oba Olua, faced a strong public opposition within 

his kingdom becausene was accused of using public treasury 

to buy popularity for himself. 35 Similarly, Bala Usman (1983) 

remarked about Sa~kin Katsina Yusuf (C.1565) whom he stated 

that "he destroyed a lion but was driven out because of what 

· 36 the poor people said: 'that Yusuf took their poultry'. 11 

Two schools of thought need to be mentioned because 

of their conflicting views on the effects of corruption. one 

saw it as non-beneficial while the other contends that it is 

sometimes beneficial and sometimes non-beneficial with either 

of the consequences outweighing the other. Scholars like 

J.s. Nye and onigu otite have effectively used this stance 

in their analys1s of corruption. 

Nye has extensively made use of the cost-benefit. approach 

in his analysis of the effects of political corruption. He 

contended that corruption can be beneficial to political 

development by contributing to the solution to three major 

problems involved: economic development, national· integration 

and governmental capacity~ He suggested that three major 

ways in which some kinds of corruption could promote economic 

development are: capital formation, cutting red-tape and 

entrepreneurship/incentives. 

1® capital Formation 

Nye says that corruption could be an important sources 
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of capital formation in a situation in which private 

capital ii scarce and government lacks the capacity to 

tax surplus out of peasants or workers openly. Also, 

Iheonu (1994) stated that "in capitalist political economy, 

capital is a very important factor of production 11 .. 
37 

Indeed, in a developing capitalist country like Nigeria 

where capital is a limiting factor and a large amount of 

capital is required for investment/development purpose, the 

only lee-way available for a potential in~igent political 

entreprenuer is for him/her to loot the treasury to satisfy 

his immediate and remote needs~ Supporting the above discus

sion, Nye argues that Trujillo accumulated $5_00m and 

Nkururnah/Relatives $10m from the corrupt practicese The 

question was whether such money will be invested locally 

for economic development or will it be stocked away in the 

Swiss Banks. In Nigeria, Murtala Mohamed (1976) observed 

that capital accumulated through political corruption was 

not invested to expand private capital or deposited in 

38 domestic accounts... - Buhari ( 1984) in. his finding says that 

millions of naira invested in Nigeri~'s political parties in 

1976 and 1983 have created more opportunities for self-enrich

ment.39 In February 1985, he reported further that Nigerian 

politicians siphoned away an estimated staggering sum of over 

£6 billion to British banks alone. This figure does not 
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include the sums of money salted away by Nigerian politi

cians in other western European and American banks nor the 

direct investments in the economies of these countries 

during the period. 

Iyayi, (1986) and Lieuwen, (196~observed that between 1954 ~o 

1959 three Latin American leaders - Person, Jimeneze, and 

Batista siphoned a total of $1.15 million out of. their 

countries!0 , 41 It would be doubtful in Nigeria that such 

money accumulated would be used for the •promotion of econo

mic development 1. Even if it would be used for business 

venture, it may be for private capital. Some people argue 

that some would benefit by being employed. But even if such 

is done, the salary to be paid will not be commensurate to 

the in-put of the workers. In respect of capital flight, 

Ziegler (1978) has succintly asserted that "dirty" money 

passes through Switzerland to be re-invested abroad where 

it helps to finance the expansion of the multinational 

. h t . . ·t 1 d 42 compan.:.1.es w ose paren companies are in swi zer an. 

The consequences of not investing capital at home is 

evidenced around the major urban centres such as Latin America, 

Asia and Africa. Around these places, one usually see a desti

tute mass and an army of unemployed men and beggers, etc., 

hurdled around the edges of the residential areas beneath 

the sky-crappers of the propertised class. This, is the 

true picture in Nigeria today. 
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2 .. cutting Through Red-Tape 

This is another point of promoting economic development. 

Waterbury (1973) argued that corruption, to an extent, can 

promote flexibility in intra-administrative procedure, by 

oiling the wheels of government machinary. 43 

Sl:milariy·; ward contended that too much checking on 
..:i,,:1 

corruption can delay or cripple development. He said that 

try~ng to run a development economy with triple checking is 

impossible. Flexibility means that the administrator will 

relax the red-tape when they are bribed to implement some 

government policies by interest group. However, for one to 

accept the above dictum, one has to address his/her mind to 

the following validating questions: 

Ca) Who are the forces striving for the relaxation of 

red-tapism .. 

(b) What are their motives 

(c) What are the consequences of their relaxation, etc. 

However, from Nigerian experience, there is no doubt. 

that red-tapism is often relaxed in favour of the dominant 

class when their interests are at stake. 

3. Entreprenuership and Incentives 

Nye (1967) built his contention on the argument that 

"if Schupenter is correct that the entreprenuer is a vital 

factor in economic growth and if there is ideological bias 

against private incentive in a country, then corruption may 

provide one of the major ways by which a developing nation 
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make use of this factor. 45 

The controvertibility of the entreprenuer as a vital 

factor for economic growth is reversible. we noted the key 

role of entreprenuer in the capitalist economy. We also 

noted that he gathers the relevant factors of production -

l~bour, land, capital, etc., co-ordinates and guides them 

in productive activities. 

a loss or making a profit. 

Thus, he runs the risk of incuring 

But the above p~sitive points 

notwithstanding, it is quite clear that the primary target 

of the entreprenuer in a capitalist system is the expansion 

of his private capital. Therefore, whatever incentives that 

the entreprenuer offers or receives would be such that may 

not jeopardize his profit target. 

one other consequences of corruption is the integration 

of communities in a national structureQ Nye suggested two 

ways the national integration can exist: 

(a) rnt~gration of the Elite 

The political groups based on wealth or power can be 

integrated by the assimilation of each other if exchange of 

gifts or.bribe has taken place between them. However, one 

posing question is 7 of what relevant is this type of rela

tionship important to the developing nation. In a nutshell, 

this purported relationship is no less than to unii::,(a.or 

consolidate the selfish roles of the governing class and 

their allies. 
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(b) Brigding the gap between the Peasants and. 
overlords 

34 .. 

McMullan has argued that a degree of low level 

corruption can •soften• relations of officials and people. 

This form of relationship places doubts on the interest 

of the masses. It supports the offering of inducement 

even in the event of starvation by those who controls the 

state power as primary consideration before they are allowed 

to pick crumbs from the underneath their master•s tables. 

Furthermore, the use of state fund to support political 

parties is another way of enriching the politicians. For 

example,:'\millions of naira that were pumped into political 

parties in 1979 and 1983 created more opportunities for 

self-enrichment in Nigeria than of improving the governmental 

·t 46 capaci y. 

Other benefits of corruption as put forward by posi

tivists includes: 

1. it provokes resentment and promote positive revolution 

in the long run. 

2. it encourages a competition among the businessmen and 

entreprenuer in paying high bribes which may in turn 

promote efficiency in commodity production. 

3. .Avoidance of tax and accumulation of capital for 

entreprenuership for better utilization especially 

where government are inefficient in the assessment 
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of taxes and spending priorities. 

4. corruption promote risk taking for businessmen while 

it enhances the implementation of policies by the 

bureaucrats. 

The leftist's view raises a number of issues against 

these purported benefits of corruption. It is a myth that 

payment of high bribes by business men and intreprenuers 

produces efficiency in commodity production. No history 

lends support for corrupt practices such as tax invasion~ 

10 percent kick back or bribe paid by the contractors, 

obviously forms part of the cost of the contract awarded 

which was infact not utilized in execution of the contract. 

It is then the consumer who will be forced to suffer the 

unutilized 10% kick back notwithstanding that the money 

so awarded is from the public fund. 

Experience in post-colonial states like Ghana and 

Nigeria makes it difficult to appreciate how co7ruption 

could motivate aliens to contribute in the development of 

a country. corrupt aliens have rather been ·cr.i-fical factors 
-r _,',' 

through multinational corporation. 47 Also the idea that 

corrupt practice encourages businessmen and •developers• 

to take risks raises more questions than answers. In this 

regard, one could ask, what type of risks, and in whose 
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interest. It is simply stated that it is for the interest 

of the businessmen and the so-called 'developers 1. 

The purported encouragements to the politicians and 

bureaucrats in the implementation of policies is another way 

of presenting the question of "greasing the palms of govern

ment authorities". This practice bends the wheel of adminis

tration in favour of the priviledged class. 

It can be understood that all the points raised in 

support of corruption are merely various ways by which those 

who control state power accumulate wealth for themselves .. on 

the other hand, sca~,dals associated with political corruption 

could be beneficial to society in the sense that it promotes 

widespread political awareness. For instance, newspaper 

reports on corruption in Nigeria attract wide readership. 

It keeps people abreast of the negative activitie~ of those 

in po\rJer.. It can further lead to awareness which could give 

rise to the revolt of the masses. However, this has not been 

the case in Nigeria despite unbriddled reported cases of 

corruption to date by the ruling class, since 1950. 

Jemebewon (1978) has stated that any administration that are 

involved in political corruption faces the threat of military 

coup. 48 In Nigeria, political corruption have spurred 

military boys to yein for a change of government as we shall 

discuss iii chapter IV•,, __ 

Jemibewon further c6ntends that it has a countervailing costs 

_which could be detrimental to society. Nyesays it is economically 
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wasteful, politically destabilizing and destructive of 

. 49· government capacity. 

Four points have been raised as negative effects of 

corruption: 

(a) .Capital outflow 

(b) Investment distortion 

(c) waste of skills, and 

(d) Aid foregone. 

We have earlier made the point that the corrupt 

members of the governing class sometimes consider it unsafe 

50 to bank their loots in their home country@ 

consequently, it was speculated that in 1978, urnaro Dikko - a 

one time federal minister during the President Alhaji Shehu 

Shagari•s administration catered away N10 billion from 

Nigeria which was scartered in different overseas banks. 51 

Similar situation are bound to some other top government 

officials during second republic in Nigeria. The enormous 

amount involved in such capital flight has a substantial 

impacts on the operations of government in the sense that it 

paralysis the government financiallye 

Another way is the irregular apppopriations while exercising 

state1.power in an attempt to inflate government contracts. 

This distort government financial account and leads to 

financial incapacitation of the government. 

:,' ,., 
·,. 
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Ikenna Nzimiro sumed up the 1 legancy• left by the co~rupt 
, If, 

Nigerian politicians in fo.~ phraseologies: 

·leaving the natior.1al treasury .empty 
leaving themselves richer than the state 
leaving the tradir.1g.companies colJapsiAg, and 
l~aving the nation politically and economically insolvent. 52 

In terms of waste of skills, Leys (1965) has argued that 

•if the top politicai elite of a country consumes its time and 

energy iA tryiAg to get rich by corrupt means, it is not likely 

that the development plans will be fulfilled. 53 This is parti

cularly true because the time that could be spent OA the develop

ment of skills would be spent on planning how to defraud the 

government and extort money from people who need the services or 

favours of the government. 

on the aid forgone, the developing corrupt countries may· 

not receive the cooperatior:i of the expertr;-d;:~tes if they are 

recognized to be corrupt. Contrary, foreign banks lend money 

to countries known to be corrupt as a ·means of creating i~r0ad 

into the countries. Nye also noted that there has not been 

correlational honesty of government and their per capita receipt 

of aid. Estlake (1987) stated that in Washington, o.c., Boon or· 

Paris bemoan corruptions, while their counterpart - third world 

dictators ha~pily conceive with the perpetrators when it suits 

their strategic interests. 54 "IAstabil i ty" and "reduction of 

government capacity" have negative effect on political corruption. 

1t is noted th~t polifical corruption has been used by coup 

Pl6ttefs-in Ni~eria t6 ration~lise their ~ction and to mobiliie 
. . t· .. 55 support of he people •. 
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On the alterr:iative .ecor.iomic system to jettison 

corruptioA in Nigeria. Idoko (1989) stated that capitalist 

structure of the economy as the cause of corruption through 

accumulatior:i of capital by the less developed countries. 

need to be dismantled to pave way for socialist structure. 56 

Femi Odekunle supporting the above view that from all 

available evidence, the only fundamental solution of the 

problem of Nigerian corruption is a 11transformation from 

the existing capitalist type of development strategy to a 

57 genuine ecor:iomic~ political ar:id social democracy. 

Also, Femi Falana writiAg or.i the solution to the wide

spread social malaise concurs that the only way out is for 

any government that is interested in wiping out corruptioA 

or curbing it, is to pluck up the courage to respond positively 

to the demands of the Nigerian people by adapting to the 

bureau .. He retorted nit is only when the majority of the 

people have a stake in the means of production, distribution 

and exchange that corruptior:i can be wiped out in any society, 

he concludes. 
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THE CONTEXT OF POLITICAL CORRUPTION IN 
NIGERIA 

40. 

This section highlights the factors in the development 

of the post-colonial state of Nigeria and the introduction 

of western political system. The relationship between 

economic power, politics and the socio-economic background 

of the emergent governing class will be discussed. 

We hope that the above surveys shall provide a clear 

picture to the study of political corruption,i-,;i !Nigeria. 

EMERGENCE OF THE NIGERIAN STATE 

The pre-colonial state of Nigeria emerged from colonial 

expeditions. As a result of the scramble for Africa by the 

Europe and Asia, Nigeria happened to be colonialized by the 

British government. Economic interest was the major force 

in these expedition. Hakluyt stated that "this western 

voyage will yield unto us all the commodities of Europe, 

f . d . 58 A rica an Asia .. 

Thus, the Nigerian state emerged out of the womb of a 

century of colonial domination, distortion and exploitation. 

1ssj marked the colonial occupation of Lagos. In 1897, the 

Wes~ African Frontier ~rce was set up to enforce the western 

ideologies and was placed under the command of Lord Lugard. 

In 1900, Lord Lugard was appointed the British High commissioner 

of Northern territories.
59 
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In 1906, Lagos and southern Nigeria were amalgamated into 

the colony and protectorate of Southern Nigeria. 6 Q In 1914 

Lugard created a new unit - Nigeria for centralized 

61' 
administration. · 

Abubakar Tafawa·'.:'.Balewa highlighted that 'since the 

amalgamation of the Southern _and Northern provinces in 1914, 

Nigeria has existed as one country only on paper ••• it is 

stil 1 far from being united •62·· Thus, those who seek state 

power in Nigeria sometimes resort to exploiting the country 

when it suits them. 

Therefore, one of the most significant legacies of 

colonial rule in independent African states was the establish

ment of public institutions, agencies and corporations or 

what is usually referred to as the bureaucracy. There are 

political, economic and administrative complex organizations 

in the image of Max Weber•s ideal type bureaucracy. 

According to him, its main feature is "a distribution of. 

autho_rity arranged systematically in accordance with general 

applicable rules. 63 

INTRODUCTION OF WESTERN POLITICAL SYSTEM 

Despite the introduction of western national political 

system in Nigeria, traditional political system still persist 

till today especially in the rural areas. For example, the 
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Igbos has decentralized and democratic system; while the 

Hausas/Fulaij/il5 and Yorubas have centralized and automatic 

autocratic political system. 

Consequently, the British colonial officials in Nigeria 

were responsible for policy-making and policy implementation. 

on· the qualification for franchise, the 1922 Clifford 

constitution alienated a majority of the adult Nigerians 

from voting or contesting for electoral offices. Only 

people with a gross annual income of not less than £100 

were qualified to vote.
64 

As a result, only 1~·,000 and 

1000 out ofl/-0,000 andl~OOO adult males from Lagos and Calabar 

respectively were allowed to vote. 

This implied that the western political system introduced 

in Nigeria was class oriented. rt is possible that the 

colonial officials introduced the western political system 

i~to Nigeria on the assumption that since it functions 

effectively in their home country,.it would also work .satis

factorily in the colonies under their control. History has 

proved such assumption wrong. For instance, political parties 

which are expected to provide the platform for the convergence 

of people from different parts of Nigeria have almost been 

reduced to organizations with ethnic emphasis. It is now 

common knowledge that even before a political association 

received recognition as a political party by the National 

Electoral Commission of Nigeria, some people would have 
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identified it with a particular ethnic group. 

The above points notwithstanding, it is important to 

note that the socio-economic formations of the post-colonial 

state of Nigeria have similarly influenced the political 

behaviour of civilians in the way they have piloted the 

affairs of the state in Nigeria, and the interests they 

have ma{~ly served, as would be clearly shown in the 

subsequent chapters. This point suggests that care should 

be taken in using political system per seas basis for 

explaining the political behaviour of those who pilot the 

affairs of the state. 

POLITICS AND ECONOMIC POWER 

Considering the competitiveness of the demand for 

control of state power all over the world, it would seem 

that there is an intricate relationship between politics 

and economic p.oj~i;t· 

The task between us is to examine the nature of the 

relationship in the context of Nigeria. By economic power, 

we mean the ownership and control of financial and other 

material resources that could be used to influence socio

eGonomic and political activities in society. 

we have already cited the 1922 Clifford's constitution 

that disenfranchised many adults in Lagos and Calabar based 

on annual income of not less than £100. 
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Thus, the role of economic power in politics tends 

to arise from: 

(a) the struggle for state power~ and 

{b) the benefits that accrue from the exercise 

of state power.64 

The implication is that huge spending is required 

from those contesting an -{ election in order to reach all 

the electorates at the remotest part of the country. 

In order to alleviate the financial burden on candi

dates contesting for electoral offices in Nigeria, and to 

guard against possible interference on governmental activi~ 

ties by party financiers, the government of Nigeria before 

the 1979 elections resolved to limit the amount that could 

be sp~~t,_. on elections. The limiting period accordir.ig to 

the chairman of 1979 federal electoral commission is between 

65 
the date notice is given including the polling day. 

To ensure that the political parties does not spend 

beyond the maximum expendit_ure stipulated by the federal 

government,; they further directed that all electoral expences 

should be forwarded to Federal Electoral Commission not later 

t t . . 66 
than three months af er elec ions. 

Evidence reveal that some candidates who contested for 

elective post in 1983 spent money contrary to the federal 

~overnment•s legislated policy. For example, it was on record 

that Chief F.A. Nzeribe who won a senatoral seat in 1983 
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under the Nigerian Peoples Party of Nigeria spent about 

45 ·11· . . 67 N mi ion from his private account alone. It was also 

recorded that another gubernatoral candidate in Anambra 

State in the 1983 elections spent about N23.7 million from 

68 
his private account. Some donation bargained by political 

parties was based on the party patronage if they win; but 

if ,the party is already in power, the bargain will be on 

percentage/patronage of money paid to the contractor as 

'kickback0 !• For instance, Moradeyo Adesida, a prosecution 

witness told the uwaifo Pan.l. that after the payment of 

.N4 mil 1 ion mObi-:ti~atlorl ... fee to Hammer construction Company 

in 1981 in respect of .N20~4 million road contract for the 

construction of Abakiliki - Af.ikpo - Ohafia road, four 
.,, 

members of the National Party of Nigeria ( NPN). collected 

· 69 N1.5 million from the company on behalf of the party. 

This amount was recovered when the military took over the 

government in 1983}
0 

The above discussion shows that the political parties 

of the second republic did not abide by the electoral 

financial regulations of the government. Money was massively 

.spent in order to capture state power. In this respect, 

Ogunna stated that election campaigns were marked with naira 

spree and election battle tended to have taken the form of 

•naira battle•.
71 
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According to Mokwugo Okoye, " ••• only the wealthy 

can afford to contest parliamentary election and that 

t . ' . bl f t · 72 corrup ion is insepera e rom elec ions". 

However, ethnic sentiment is very powerful in Nigeria's 

.election exercises. This goes to imply that ethnicity due 

to a large extent neutralizes economic power in influencing 

voting pattern in an election. In the 1979 elections in 

Nigeria, the influence of ethnicity crystally affirmed the 

above assertion. As one of the ex-legislator stated that 

even if •goats• and •cows• were fielded for elections under 

__ NPP in Anambra andim@ states in 1979 elections, they probably 

would have won the elections. It would :1'e/~m:.-~c±.~e.:,to. indicate 

that Anambra and Imo states in the 1979 election were domina

ted by the NPP ethnic consideration of which the presidential 

candidate or. Nnamdi Azikiwe was presented by the party. 

He is from Anambra State. The same applies to other political 

parties such as National Party of Nigeria (NPN) whose presiden

tial candidate was Alhaji Shehu Shagari from Sokoto state; 

unity ~arty of Nigeria .(UPN) had Chief Obafemi Awolowo from 

Ogun state; Great Nigerian People's Party (GNPP) fielded 

Alhaji waziri Ibrahim from Bornu state; and the Peoples 

Redeemption Party (PRP) whose presidential candidate was 

Alhaji Aminu Kano from Kano state. Each of them/party had 

greater number of votes in their respective state. 
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The implication of the above findings is that ethnicity 

more than any other factor tended to have influenced 

electoral support in the 1979 elections in Nigeria. 

In summary, it is important to reiterate that several 

factors influenced political behaviour in any society. 

In the foregoing an~lysis, we noted that the absence of 

harmony between the western political system inherited as 

the •national political system' of Nigeria and the persisting 

gee-political features of the pre-colonial societies of 

Nigeria, economic dependency -- a.'Jte t&iie consequent weak economic 

base of the emergent governing class have in various ways 

influenced the political behaviour of the Nigerian governing 

class. 

On this note, we shall now succintly examine the charac

ter and motives of the emergent governing class in Nigeria. 

THE GOVERNING CLASS IN NIGERIA 

The word 'governing class• refers to the 'leaders of 

government' as different from the ruling class which is .a 

wider class. However, they are interwovenly related. 

our focus here is not to show that the governing class 

in Nigeria emerge from the higher stratum of the various 

occupational groups in Nigeria. The arrangement would appear 

logical. In both the capitalist and socialist countries, 
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those who govern emerge from the higher stratum of the 

societies. It is noteworthy that the working class is 

said to be in control of states like the soviet Union and 

Cuba; those who actually govern emerge from the upper 

stratum of the working class. 

The task before us in this section is to identify the 

characteristics of the Nigerian governing class in the 

context of the Nigerian socio-economic formation. 

It would be reasonable to raise question as to the 

extent factors like age, education, ethnicity, etc are 

important in understanding the political behaviour of the 

Nigerian governing classe In Anambra and Imo states, 

graduates dominated executive members while the holders of 

School Certificates and diplomas dominated the membership 

of Houses of Assembly. 

The occupational background of the governing class is 

important in identifying the classes from which they emerge. 

Scholars have made frantic efforti to bring to.~ focus the 

occupational background of the indigenous governing class 

in Nigeria during the 1979 election~ 
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Table I 

OCCUPATION OF ANAMBRA LEGISLATORS AND 
COMMISSIONERS (1979 - 1983) 

OCCUPATION 

Business 

Lawyers 

Teachers 

Local Governrner.it 
Councillors/Chairmen 

Professionals other than 
lawyers 

LEGISLATORS 

27 

4 

19 

11 

14 

Others 12 

49. 

COMMISSIONERS 

6 

1 

14 

Source: Adapted from E.c. Amucheazi "Social Background of 
Nigerian Political· Leaders and its Implications 
for Public Policy. The Nigerian Journal of 
social Studies, 2, 2, December 1985, p. 38. 

Nzimiro describes this group of people as 

commanding heights of state powerV 

It • • • those in 

The use of state power for private enrichment has 

adverse effects on both the government and the generality 

of the people. 

considering the fact that the Nigerian governing class 

is economically weak and is oriented towards using state 

power to accumulate wealth for themselves and their clients, 
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it will, therefore not be surprising to observe thae.they 

exploit every opportunity at their disposal to satisfy their 

private calculations through the instrumentality of state 

power. It is in this context that economic powers, 

ethnicity, religion, etc are relatively employed as tools 

by both the political aspirants and those already in power. 

In the final analysis, it is important to reiterate 

that the character of the governing class is itself highly 

influenced by the nature of the socio-economic formations 

of society. Thus, in the communique released by the 

Nigerian Anthropological and Sociological Association at 

the end of its 8th Annual cQnference on May 13, 1982, it 

remarked in respect of Nigeria that 'since the capitalist 

nature of the society emphasizes and glorifies private 

wealth and private accumulation of same, it induces both 

corruption and collusion between the Nigerian ruling elites 

and foreign business interests, to defraud this country of 

its resources.'73 CODESRIA
-LI
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CHAPTER III 

GOVERNMENTAL I-NST[TUTION 

55 .. 

In this chapter, we shall critically examine the major 

government institutions that existed in Nigeria in the period 

under investigation. W~ have noted that political corruption 

results from the nature of the exercise of state power. The 

exercise of state power is done at the various governmental 

levels and through the vario~s governmental institutions. 

Dudley (1~82) has rightly observed that 'ins~itutio~s carries 

the sense of a mechanism or machinary for doing things, a 

machinary·which has parts, each part fitting into the other 

to form a c~mplex whole•! He further explained that institu

tions, or structures, are means through which the political 
. 2 

affairs of the nation are conducted and managed. 

We shall therefore look at these organs or institutions 

of government in the~.s.econd Republic (1979 - 1983) of Nigeria, 

through which public officers exercise state power.· 

The 1979 constitution under which the second Republic 

was ushered in provided for a presidential system of govern-

. ment. In this regard, the _-- prir.hciple of seperation of 

powers was enshrined to ensure that there would be checks and 

balances in the discharge of governmental responsibilities. 

Thus, three organs of government - the Executive, Legislative 
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ar:id the judiciary were established. Achike· C-1978) stated 

that the doctriAe of •separatio~ of powers• etishrir:ies the 

practice whereby the thre~ mair:i organs of goverr:iment, are 

as much as possible made to exist and function independently 
. . . 3 

of or.le another. 

THE EXECUTIVE 

Scarrow (1964) broadei:'ied the executive organ of govern

mer:li: to include the whole government -bureaucracy' together 

with the politicaily responsible officials who direct and 
. 4 

control it. In this study, the word 'Executive(s)• would be 

regulafly used. Ho~~ver, occ~ssionally, we c6uld refer to the 

political executive by tha~ designatior.i i.e., the executive 

organ of government. 

Since 1960, Nigeria has witnessed both the parliamentary 

and,presidential system of goveri'lmer:at. :tti the former, the 

p611tical exectitlve ~as ch6sen fro~ the parliamer:it, iemained 

part 6f the parli~ment and deper:ided on the corifidenc~ of the 

parliament for its cor:itinued stay in ·office. In the later, 

the executive was elected independeAtly of the legislature for 

a fixed term, ar:id was not considered part of the legislature. 

T.he diffussion of power ir:i the parliamentary system as 

~racti~ed in the First Reptiblic of Ni~eria was in6essantly 

exploited by the goverr:iing class. it. is also ob~~rved ~hat 

the struggle for self aggrandLsemeAt led t6 manoeuvrings bet

ween the executive aiid the legislative arm of the government. 
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Dudley stated that Fanon contended that, »following an 

independence in Africa, the national government becomes a 

holding company of the new class with intent of ~haring the 

national booty.n5 

With the above factors, the makers of the 1979 consti

tution for Nigeria, fashioned a presidential system of 

government as an alternative. They thought it.wise and 

psychologically t6o that a single Chief Executive comands 

single mindedness and a clear locus of responsibility. 6 

The following considers the three arms of the govern

ment as they operated in the 1979 constitution of Nigeria 

a~~ was adopted in Nigeria on October 1, 1979. The constitu

tion ensured that those to be elected for~ national and state 

offices were to be of proven integrity and ability. rt stated 

that they should be duly elected by the elect~rates whose 

interest were expected to be protected. s.5(1)(a) of the 

1979 constitution ~,r00icu.s - -- that the executive powers of 

federation is the responsibility of the president; though 

he may deligate his po"'1ers to either the -\(ice~?resident or 

Ministers( of _the federation. Similarly, s.5(2)(a) also I' 

ril'o-i,d!i-S .- that the executive powers of the state shall rest on 

the governors and may be exercised by him either directly or 

through the oeputy.-Governor and Commissioners of the state 

government or any other public officers in the state as may 
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be provided. One interesting aspect·· of the work of the 

Constituent Assembly which fashioned out the 1979 consti

tution is that 'the executive ·of a state is not just the 

single individual who is the head of state; it includes a 

host of aides and auxiliaries,exeeutive assistants and 

administrators whose day to day responsibilities are acts 

. 7 
of the governor. 

Thus, NWabueze (1977) pointed out that the responsibili

ties of government are differentiated in line with their 

respective distinctive features. He grouped them into three 

categories which includes: executiv,, law-making and law

interpretation or adjudication.a 

we hav~ noted that the 1:9 79 constitution of· Nigeria 

vested the executive powers of the federation on the president 

and that of the states on the governors respectively. The 

constitution also provided that the executive powers of the 

local government_,i is vested on the chairman. other executives 

organs were assistants to the Chief s.xectuve. 

The functions of the Chief Executive depended on his area 

of control. Thus, the president of the federation wiilded 

more powers and had more diversified roles than a state 

governor, or local government chairman. For example, the 

president had the responsibility of ensuring equit·able 

distribution of amenities to the whole federation, appointing 
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ministers and other top functionaries of the federation; 

assenting to bills passed by the National Assembly to give 

~uch bills legal status; executing the policies of the 

National Assembly, regulating diplomatic relations, control

ling the Armed Forces of the Feeeration, etc. Generally, 

the President is expected to direct the cotirse of events in 

all dimensions of the national life. Furthermore, the 

President also exercised the power of prerogative of mercy. 

The executives are pre-occupied by the day to day 

activities of the nation. They occupy a prominent position 

in the articulation of the daily needs of the people. 

Pritchett (1977) has it that •the executive is always in 

session, always available to fill in gaps and meet emergen

cies•9 Therefore, whenever, the executive deviates from 

meeting up the people's needs, the people suffers untold 

hardship and consequent hazards. 

The then Anambra State ( now Anambra a.nd Enugu state) 

our focus of political corruption. The responsibi

lities of the state was vested.on the Chief Executives, 

Governor Chief Jim Ifeanyichukwu Nwobodo. It is th,e state 

that this study ~ere· f9.~ed on· ir,vestigation of abuse of 

executive powers · during the Second Republic. 

we shall, for the moment examine some theoretical supposi

tions and structure of another organ 0£ government - the 

legislature in the Second R~public. 
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THE LEGISLATURE 

This is another- important arm of the government. The 

arm was elected to represent the various units ~f· society 

in decision-making at the government level. 

S.4(1) of 1979 constitution provides that· the legislative 

powers shall be vested on the National Assembly for the 

fede~ation which consist of a Senate and a House of Represen

tative. While s.4(7) vested legislative powers on the state 

House of Assembly; the same applies to the Chairmen of the 

local governments throughout the federationo 

The establishment of this arm of the government became 

necessary because the growing population of contemporary 

polities and such other factors as literacy and governmental 

structure have tended to make it impossible for everybody to 

represent himself or herself in decision-making at the govern

mental level. Gould and Kold (1964) explained the principle 

of representation as 'an expedient by which an assembly of 

certain individuals chosen by the people is substituted in 
. 10 

place of the inconvenient meeting of the people themselves. 

Having adopted the American Presid_ential system of govern

ment, the constituent Assembly built much hope on the Legis

lature as a governmental organ that could checkmate possible 

excesses on the part of the Executive, considering the enormous 

power conferred on the Chief Executives ~at the State and 

Federal levels. In this light, the constituent Assembly 
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established by the GJvernment of General Murtala Muhammed 

asserted: "We are, however, only too conscious that without 

a vigilant legislature capable of acting as a check on 

· 11 
Presidential powers, those powers could easily be abused'. 

In a similar vein, the Constituent Assembly asserted that 

•the Legislature must be the protector and the watchdog of 

the people's rights against any encroachments from any quarter 

whatsoever - be such quarters the other branches of govern

ment or external interests•.
12 

On this premise, the func

tions of the Legislature were identified to include •checking, 

supervising and controlling the Administration•, and 

•educating the public with regard to what is going on or·'not 
. ,t 

going on• within the corridor of power. 13 While underpinning 

the primary function of the Legislature as decision-making 

institution, the constituent Assembly stressed that •it must 

keep itself informed of the needs of society and of the ways 

14 in which the laws it enacts are executed. These assertions 

tend to suggest that the constituent Assembly reposed a lot 

of confidence in the Legislature as an effective instrument 

for protecting the interests of the people and checkmating 

abuse of power on the part of the other organs of government, 

including interference from external forces. 

on the whole, 1,8~1 people were elected into the 

various legislatures in Nigeria during the 1979 general 

elections as shown in the following table: 
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TABLE II 
DISTRIBUTION OF LEGISLATORS BY STATE AND LEGISLATUR~ 

HOUSE OF 
STATE SENATE HOUSE OF REP. ASSEMBLY 

Anambra 5 29 87 

Bauchi 5 20 60 

Bendel 5 20 60 

senue 5 19 57 

Borno 5 24 72 

Cross River 5 28 84 

Gongola 5 21 63 

Imo 5 50 90 

Kaduna 5 33 99 

Kano 5 46 138 

Kwara 5 14 42 

Lagos 5 12. 36 

Niger 5 10 30 

Ogun 5 12 36 

Ondo 5 22 66 

Oyo 5 42 126 

Plateau 5 16 48 

Rivers 5 14 42 

Sokoto 5 37 111 

Total 95 449 1,347 

SOURCE: Produced on the basis of the 1gf9 election 
results released by the Federal Electoral 
commission. 
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It would appear important ~t this juncture to under

line the critical roles played by political parties in 

the second Republic of Nigeria. Primarily,the 1979 

Constitution did not provide for independent candidacy in 

any of the elections. This, therefore, implies that 

anybody who wanted an elective office must first of all 

receive the support of a registered political partyo 

Thus, all those who were elected into the office of Chief 

Executive and the Legislature at the state and federal 

levels contested on the platform of the various political 

parties. rt is not surprising to note that even after the 

elections, political parties continued to exercise remote 

control over their members in government.
15 

on the other 

hand, those in power were compelled to respond positively 

to party pressures in order not to jeopardize their chances 

of party support in the subsequent elections. Consequently, 

it could be observed that the constitutional position of 

political party ai the ladder for ascending to power affected 

the loyalty of some of the people in power. A good number 

of them bowed to party pressures that would have otherwise 

jeopardized their electoral chancese Some of the implica

tions of party pressures on those in power in the Second 

Republic will subsequently be highlighted. 
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Okoye (1983) stated that the 1979 Constitution of 

Nigeria is clearly built on the principle of separation of 

powers, the relationship between the Executive and the 

Legisl~ture was intricate. Although members of the Executive 

were not members of the Legislature, they initiated several 

bills in the Legislature. For example, in Anambra State, 

between 1979 and ~1983, the Executive initiated more bills 
.. 16 

in the State House of Assembly than the individual.Legislators. 

On the other ha~d, appointments made by the Chief 

Executive were subjected to the screening and approval of 

the Legislature. Party politics played significant role 

here. Where the party in power also controlled majority 

seats in the Legislature, the Executive experienced minimum 

opposition from the Legislatureo But in a situation in which 

the party that controlled Executive power did not win majority 

seats in the Legislature, the Executive was opposed by the 

Legislators on virtually every point, as was experienced in 

Kaduna State under 0Governor Balarabe Musae 

Two points should also be noted ·in the relationship 

between the Executive and the Legislature. For ir:istance, ~ 

majority votes of the Legislators could give legal status 

to a bill which the Chief Executive refused to assent to. 
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Furthermore, ·while the Legislators could impeach the 

Executive, the Executive could neither impeach any of the 

Legislators nor dissolve the Legislature~ As we have 

noted earlier, these critical powers of the Legislature 

were.institutionalized as a way of checking the excesses 

of the Executive which is constitutionally conferred with 

enormous powers and functions which directly affect the 

life of the people. Having discussed on the executive and 

legislature, it is pertinent to complete the circle by 

reflecting briefly on the third arm, the judiciary. 

THE JUDICIARY IN THE SECOND REPUBLIC OF NIGERIA: 

The critical position of the judiciary in both civilian 

and military regimes in Nigeria could be adduced from the 

fact that under the civilian regime, it is recognised as 

one of the three organs of government with the very important 

responsibility of ensuring that justice reigns supreme in 

society, while, on the other hand, of the three organs of 

government - Executive, Legislature, and Judiciary - it is 

the only organ that no military coup in Nigeria has swept away 

as is the case with the Executive and the Legislature. 

Thus, section 6 sub-section 1 of the 1979 Federal constituti.on 

of Nigeria states that judicial powers of the federat·io~ :···sJia11 

be vested in the courts to -Whlch·-ftr:t.s~ s·ect'.i'or./·ril'~t'-'~·s-; 
·~tiile sectiQ~f.):•6t-l1:::i1;·~'ted ·:tji-ac· judicial powers of the state 

,:. -- . . . . . -- -- - -
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shall be vested in the courts to which this section 

relates being courts established, subject as provided by 

this constitution for a state. (See section S(a) to (f) of 

1979 constitution. 

Generally, the judiciary is looked upon as an arm of 

government that ensures the rule of law, and thus ensures 

that there is equity in society. Justice William has aptly 

stated that •once the rule of law is jettisQnecl,-_. anarchy 

. 11 b th . l b f · · l 7 wi e e so e ene 1c1ary 1 • Similarly, the President 

of Nigeria (1979 - 83), Alhaji Shehu Shagari, (1983) asser-

ted with regard to Nigeria: 'The judiciary acts as the final 

umpire in the entire system. Thereforer the success of the 

judiciary is an important ingredient to our political stability. 18 

Bryce succinctly summarized these views when he asserted that 

•there is no better test of the excellence of a government 

19 than the efficiency of its judicial system•. Efficiency 

in this context should be understood in terms of the success 

of the judiciary in ensuring that equity prevails irrespective 

of the positions of individuals in the social structure of 

society.. In this light, Achike ( 1978). cor.itends that 'the 

attainmer.it of justice is the purpose to which the complicated 

office of jurisprudence is dedicated. Primarily, it is the 

courts the ordinary citizens look to in their quest 
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In the 1979 constitution of Nigeria, the judiciary is 

recognised as one of the three arms of government, and, 

at least in principle, independent of the other two organs 

of government - Executive and Legislature. As a result 
, 

of the responsibility of the Judiciary in ensuring that 

justice prevails in society, Dudley contends that •it is 

the judiciary, ultimately, which holds the balance between 

the executive and the legislature on the one hand, and on 

the other hand between those two arms of government and the 

ordinary citizenG• 21 

Several scholars have advocated that the judiciary 

should be truly independent i.e. self-accounting, if it 

will succeed in performing the onerous task placed on it. 

rn this regard, the International Commission of Jurists 

asserted that: 

An independent judiciary is an indispensable 
requHi:ite_:_ of a free society under the rule of 
law. Sueh independence implies ,freedom from 
interference by the executive or the legisla
ture with the exercise of the judicial function~ 
but does not mean that the judge is entitled to 
act in an arbitrary manner.22 

rn Nigeria, the courts of law exercise the judicial 

powers of the state. The courts are .1~.ierarchically structured 

in accordance with the Federal structure of Nigeria in which 
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power appears to be concentrated the more as one moves 

from the state governments and their subsidiaries to the 

federal government. 

The point about the judiciary which is of interest 

to us is its relationship with the other organs of govern

ment, and the.implications of this relationship on the 

exercise of judicial functions in society. 

rt is important to note that the network· of checks 

and balances provided in the 1979 constitution of' Nigeria 

also tries to guard against the abuse of the judiciary by 

placing the appointment and removal of Judges in the hands 

of the Executive, tegislature, and the Judicial Se~vice 

Commission. The Judges are looked upon as the key figures 

in the Judiciary. Thus, Justice Sparrow contends that 

'when the curtains are drawn and the judge steps up the bench 

h . t h . . 0 b·1·t 23 and takes is sea , e carries a unique responsi 1 1 ye' 

This responsibility includes the task of underlining justice, 

and ensuring the rule of law. 

The 1979 constitution provides that Judges should be 

appointed by the President, and state Governors on the advice 

of the Judicial Service commission, subject to the approval 

of a simple majority of the Legislature. Section 211, 218 and 

229 spell out the mode of appointment of the Judges of the 

Federal Supreme court, Federal Court of Appeal, and Federal 
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High court. While section 211 (1) stipulates that •the 

appointment of a person to the office of Chief Justice of 

Nigeria shall be made by the President in his discretion 

subject to confirmation of such appointment by a simple 

;>'-- majority of the Senate~;· sub-section (2) states that the 

appointment of a Justice of the Supreme court shall take after 

the system in sub-section (1) except that the appointment 

should be made based on the advice of the Federal Judicial 

Service commission. The system of appointment of a person 

to the office of President of the Federal Court of Appeal as 

provided for ins. 218 is the same as that of the appointment 

of a Justice of the supreme court. The same is true of the 

appointment of persons to the offices of Chief Jud.ge and Judges 

of the Federal High Court except that there is no provision 

that the appointment should be subjected to the approval 

of the Senate. 

Similarly, the appointment of the Chief Judge of the 

High court of a state (S. 235(1) r Q(\d (S.241(1), and President 

of a customary Court of Appeal (s. 246(1), shall be made by 

the Governor of the state on the advice of the state Judicial 

service Commission, subject to the approval of a simple majority 

of the State House of Assembly. on the other hand, the appoint

ment of persons to the offices of Judge of a High court of a 

state (s. 235(2), Kadi of the Sharia Court of Appeal of a 
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state (S. 241(2), and Judge of a customary Court of Appeal 

of a State, shall be made by the Governor of a State on 

the recommendation of the State Judicial service commission. 

The approval of a State House of Assembly is not demanded. 

With regard to the removal of the judicial officers 

mentioned above, s. 256 provides that no judicial officer 

should be removed from office before his retiring age 

(60 years, s. 255), except in the following circumstance: 

'inability to discharge the functions of his office or 

appointment (whether arising from infirmity of mind or of 

body) or for misconduct o~ contravention of the code of conduct•. 

s. 256(1) (a) (i) ar.id (ii) and (b) provideSthat those whose 

decisior.i wou]~ determine the removal or otherwise of a 

Federal Judicial Officer are the President, the senate, and 

the Federal Judicial Service Commission, while a State 

Governor, State House of Assembly and State Judicial Service 

commission are involved in the case of state judicial officer •• 

A fundamental problem arising from the power vested in 

the offices of the Chief Executives of the States and Federa

tion, state Houses of Assembly and the state and Federal 

Judiciary Service commissions to appoint judicial officers 

is rooted in the politicisation of the judiciary, thereby 

attempting to make the judiciary partisan in the performance 

of its functions. The root of this problem could be located 
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in the comp·osition of the structures er.itrusted with the 

responsibility of appointing and approving the appointment 

of judicial officers • 

. We may recall that the President, Governors and 

Legislators in the Second Republic of Nigeria contested for 

elections o~· the platform of their various political 

parties. It was not, therefore, surprising to note that 

party alighment was a critical factor in the ~ppointment of 

people to offices at th~ state and Federal levels. This was 

particularly true in cases in which the party in control of 

the Executive also controlled majority seats in the Legislature. 

The role of the Chief Executives of the States and 

Federation in appoir.iting some members of the Judicial Service 

commission tends to weaken the confidence one would like to 

have on the Commission.. Third Schedule, Part 1 Sec. 0(7) (a)-fe,¥·~,;: 

of the 1979 constitution provides that the Federal Judicial 

service commission shall comprise the following members: 

(a} the Chief Justice of Nigeria, who shall be Chairman; 

(b) the President of the Federal Court of Appeal; 

( c) the Attorne.y-=General of the Feder at ion; 

(d) 2 persons, each of whom has been qualified to 

practice as legal practisioner in Nigeria for a 

period of not less than 15 years, from a list of 

not less than 4 persons so qualified recommended 

by the Nigerian Bar Association; and 
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(e) 2 other persons, not being legal practioners, 

who in the opinion of the President are of 

unquestionable integrity. 

Similarly, Third Schedule Part II, Sec. D (8) (a) - (f) 

providefthat a state Judicial Service Commission shall 

comprise the following members: 

(a) the Chief Judge of the High court of the State, 

who shall be the Chairman. 

(b) the Attorney-General of the state; 

Cc) the Grand Kadi of the Sharia Court of Appeal 

of the State, if any; 

(d) the President of the customary court of Appeal 

of the State, if any; 

(e) one member, who is a legal practioner, and who 

has been qualified to practise as a legal 

practisioner in Nigeria for not less than 10 years; and 

(f) one other person, not being a legal practioner, who 

in the opinion of the Governor is of unquestionable 

integrity. 

On the basis of these constitutional provisions for the 

appointment of members of the Federal and state Judicial Service 

commissions, it would appear that the tipinion and interest 

of the President (with regard to the Federal Judicial Service 

commission), and Governor (with regard to the state Judicial 

Service Commission), constituted a critical factor. 
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Aguda (1983) has observed that the danger in these arrange

ments was that these commissions had the responsibility of 

recommending people to be appointed Judges of the superior 

courts and those to be removed from office. He contended 

that as a result of these arrangements 1 the independence of 

the Judges •is thus seriously compromised, and in the circum

stances it would require fearless men of the strongest will 

to do justice where the interest of the reigning political 

t · · l d 24 th b 11. par y is invo ve '· Fur ermore, y contro ing the 

finances of the judici~ry, in addition to possessing the powers 

of nolle prosequi and prerogative of mercy, the Executive 

appeared to have been well Pl~ced to influence some of the 

actions of the judiciary. 

Generally, the 1979 constitution of Nigeria built on the 

principle of separatfon of powers provided checks and balances 

for forestalling the abuse of powers on the part of any of the 

organs of government. This fact notwithstanding, the judiciary 

was . ,exposed to the manipulation of the Executive and the 

Legislature. 

we have mentioned earliar that the 1979 constitution of 

Nigeria made provisions for checks and balances among the 

operations of the three distinct arms of government. our next 

discussion shall now be a highlight of how these principles 

works. 
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For instance, the president can declare war with any 

other country for the protection of the national integrity. 

This declaration shall however be checked by the National' 

Assembly whose supportive resolution shall be by the joint 

sitting of both houses. Secondly, the president can also·· 

appoint federal' minister~. The 1979 constitution provides 

that the list of such .ippointees has to be tabled for the 

senate who shall scrutinize and approve of it. rt shall be 

done ~n quota basis to reflect at le~st one Minister from 

each state before final confirmation~ 

The president as comm~nder-in-chief of the armed forces 

reserves the right to deploy the Armed ,Forces within the 

~ouritry which in his opinion ~hould be foi effective control 
·, 

of the aimy. But where it involves deplo~ment outside Nigeria, 

the senate is expected to give prior approval before 

depl.oyment. 

On the general maintenance of law and order s. 30 - 4.2 

of the 1979 constitution contains the provisions that guaran

teea individual tur:1damer:1tal Human Rights. 

The President prepares the National Budget for the fiscal 

year,· but· the National. A~sembly has. the power to approve 

and give aut_horization for· the expendit::ure. The National 

Assembly also reserves the power to investigate the appoint

ment mad.e by the President. The National Assembly reserve 
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the powers to impeach the President in the eventof any 

gross misconduct in his attempt to provide good government 

for the peoplee The National Assembly also has the power 

to impeach any public officer appointed for national assign

ment by the president in the event of gross misconduct. 

The president reserves the constitutional- right to 

declare a state of emergency in any part or throughout the 

entire nation. However, the National Assembly must give 

supportive approval by at least 2/3 majority. 

On ~he other hand, the National Assembly is the law 

making organ of Nigeria but the president has the constitu

tional right to veto the act of the National Assembly. 

The State House of As~embly also make law for the state 

and the state Governor reserve.the constitutional right to 

refuse assent to the law proposed. The National Assembly may --
propose a bill for creation of more states, but it must be 

approved by 2/3 majority of both Hq:usess People of the area 

affected must also give approval by a referendum to be con

ducted and which must be supportive by 2/3 majoritys 

The National Assembly may legislate to amend any part of the 

constitution as they may deem necessary through the special 

provisions of the constitution, which provides about 2/3 

majority approval of both houses, but 4/5 in case of special 
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issues. In case of state, about 2/3 approval of the 

state House of Assembly is required. 

The judiciary reserves the right to declare non

constitutional of the act of the legislaiire. sut 

chapter II of 1979 consitution also prohibits the court 

to adjudicate on any matter on "Fundamental Objectives and 

Directives Principles of state Policy 11
• Thus, the juris-

diction of the court has been ousted by the constitution to 

adjudicate on those areas. The judiciary after adjudication 

on any matter reserves the right to impose penalities or/and 

sentences on any individual, group, corporation, etc if found 

guilty in accordance with the provision of the constitution~ 

As a check, the president reverves the right to apply prero

gative of mercy where he found it necessary to do so. The 

president also has the constitutt~nal right to appoint leading 

members of the judicature. The National Assernbly has the 

power to legisl-,ite on certain High court practices and pro

cedures even though it is their responsibilities to general 

exercise of judicial powers. 

The excessiveness of the state governor is being checked 

by the president on the residual powers reserved for the 

state. Also the National Assembly checks the state House of 

Assembly on their Legislature on Residual power. 
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The above discussion, thus far, shows clearly that while 
\ 

the Executive and the Legislature could·" invitedly exercise 

checks on the activities of the other arms of government, 

the judiciary has to wait until a case was brought before 

ita The implication of ~his situation is that the voice of 

the judiciary is rarely heard in the politics of the state. 

This tends to suggest why the Executive and the Legislature 

appear to attract more attention in the study of the Q~gans 

of government. 

In summary, we may underline that the so-called 

separation of powers, at least as provided for in the 1979 

constitution of Nigeria, is more of a myth. The political 

parties and the Political Executive interferred with the 

business of the Legislature and the Judiciarye The 

Legislators in turn interferred with the business of the 

Executivee The Executive controlled patronage and, thus, 

could browbeat the Legislators. The Judiciary in turn 

could not interfere with the business of the Executive or 

the Legislature unless a case was brought before it. In the 

whole interplay of power between the various arms of govern

ment, political power was important for secuiity and wealth. 

In this light, public functionaries lean on the Chief Execu

tive for patronage, a situation that generates manipulation 

and corrupti6n. In other words, the uncertainty created by 
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the socio-economic situation of the post-colonial state 

of Nigeria paves way to corruptions This suggests that 

the problem being investigated in this study is not rooted 

in the structure of government. rt is rather underpinned 

in the socio-economic formations of society and the charac

ter of the governing class. 
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4.1 CHAPTER IV 

GOVERNMENTAL !NSTi:TUTI ON$:bi~;@; CORRUPTION 
j """ v.-

Havfng explored the major structures of government 

institutions, we AOW examine the m_ar.mer, · the implicatiOAS 

and subversioa:,s of these governmer:)tal iristi~utioils ll>y the 

go~erning ~lass in ari attempt to satisfy their priv~te 

regarding interests~ 

The coming to force of the Second Repu_blic of Nigeria 

on October 1,' 1979 was received with mixed feelings •. Some 

people welcomed it with lots of good promises for the 

generality of the people, while to others, the factors that 

led to the collapse of the First Republic did not serve any 

purpose for. the actors of the Secbi:lcl Republic. 

The common feature of the stat·e· governmer.1ts iR the 

Secor.id Republic shows that the party that produced the 

governor of~ state also won majority of the·seafs in the 

state House of Assembly as could be seer.1 in the followir.ig 

table: 
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rrom the above tabl~, it could be o~served that 

Kaduna state was the only state in which the party in 

control of the Executive did not produce the majority of 

legislators in the·state. House of Assembly. The influence 

of political party in the relationship between· the Executive 

and the Legislature was outrightly made manifest in Kaduna 

Statee Thus, the list of the governor's nominees for the 

post of state commissioners.was consistently rejected by the 
-

state legislature. The inter-party conflict reflected in the 
- . . . 

strained relationship between the Executive and the Legisla

ture reached its apogee when the state governor was impeached 

and, consequently, removed from office by t~e state (NPK 

dominated) .Legislature. In this light, it could be observed 

that_ politic~l parti~S did not only play critical roles in 

elections, they also influenced tha activities of the govern-

ment at the state and federal levels. The parties appeared . . : 

to have been·_prim~rily selfish in:most of their influences on 
. . 

. . . ( . 

the government. An example is the party influence which led 

to ~he collapse of the working accord between the NPN and NPP • 
.. 

The text of the accord states: 

••• noting that following the Federal Ganeral 
Ele~tions of 1979 that generated some bitterness 
among the competing ~arties, it is necessary to 
termin~te all state of uneasiness in the country 
and effect workfng co-operation among all willing 
political :parties in order to promote effective 
civilian administration which can ~uarantee secu
rity,_peace and pr6gress in the co~ntry •••• 

/ 
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Events in the politics of the second Republic tend 

to suggest that the accord was not established in order 

•to promote effective civilian administration'. Rdther, 

it would appear that the NPN negotiated for accord with 

other political parties because it did not control majority 

power in the National Assembly. The NPN was very conscious 

that .it needed at least a simple m~jority in the National 

Assembly for it to be able to consolidate its control of 

the federal government. 

rt was falsely assumed in the working agreement that 

there was no senior partner in the accord. However, after 

the ministerial nominees and the election of the National 

.A,ssernbl y leaders had received the blessing of the simple 

majority of the National Assembly in the spirit of the NPg'\j-NPP 

accord, the accord started heading for a collapse, and even

tually collapsed. 

on the other hand, the NPP governors collaborated with 

the governors of other political parties that refused to 

enter into accord with the NPN. The NPN considered this a 

betrayal of the spirit of the accord. The NPP on its part 

did not consider its governors' association with the gover

nors of other political parties as a violation of the spirit 

of the accord because the working agreement did not include 

the operations of the state governments. 
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Moreover, the NPP was afraid that the NPN would use 

the forum created by the accord to win over some of its 

key figures. Iwere (1981} rightly observed that 'the hand

writings were already on the wall. Beside, some NPP federal 

law makers like Senator Nathaniel Anah voting on the side 

of the NPN, prominent NPP members like Vincent Ikeotuonye, 

Mathew Mbu, Michael Ogon and Brigadier Benjamin Adekunle (rtd) 

had decamped to the NPN. Not to add former NPP Minister, 

Chief Eteng Okoi-Obuli 1 •
1 Thus, the struggle for survival 

and dominance appear to be responsible for the collapse of 

the accord. Thts suggest that party interest was a critical 

factor in the management of the government of the second 

Republic. 

The critical question that ~ay be asked at this juncture 

is, why were political parties very effective in controlling 

the a,ctivities of those in power. The answer is partly rooted 

in the electoral provision of the 1979 ~onstitution of the 

Federal Republic of Nigeria, and the private-regarding calcula

tions of both those in p_o<wer and those who aspired for political 

offices. For instance, S. 201 of the constitution states 

inter alia: 

nNo association other than a political party.. shall 
canvass for votes for any candidate at any election 
or contribute to the funds of any political party 
or to the election expenses of any candidate,a:t an 
election .. 11 

By this provision, -political aspirants can only realize 
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their political ambition through tne instrumentality of a 

political party. consequently, not many political aspirants 

or those in power could afford to disagree with their party. 

In fact, some of those who disputed with their party ended 

up either decamping to other parties or retiring, at least 

for a period, from active politics. In the final analysis, 

it would aRpear that the personal ambition of aspirants to 

political offices and those already in #dwer were intricately 

tied up with the interests of the political parties, defined 

in terms of the interests of the party 'strong men' who 

consituted the caucus of the various political partiesa rts 

principal effect was the over-riding influence of political 

parties and the personal interests of the political actors 

in the business oe ~overnment. The two major effects of 

this phenomenon were (a) subversion of the checks and 

balances expected to exist between the three arms of govern

ment and the exploitation of the state by its custodians 

which resulted from the favourable condition created by the 

subversion referred to above. 

THE LEGISLATURE AND CORRUPTION 

The executive organ is not the only arm of the govern

ment that involve itself in political corruption. rt is 

gain saying that through the executive irnplimentation of the 

government policies the political office holders and other 

executive officers can misuse the state power. Other arm 
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such as the legislature whose responsibilities include 

among others to make law, due collaborate to enrich them

selves by subverting the constitutional checks and balances. 

The organ that is directly involved in the execution of 

government policies may just be an accomplice in the 

exploitation of the state. 

The involvement of Legislators in the exploitation of 

the state in the Second Republic of Nigeria ~eveals a lot 

with regard to the primary goal of several people who 

contest for political offices in Nigeriao senator 

Olusola Saraki is quoted to have remarked: • ••• we are 

all elected here for a purpose. The foremost 1• that. we 

are here to ameliorate the poor conditions of our people., 2 

This remark plausibly summarizes the opinions of the 

generality of Nigerians with regard to the role of Legis

lators. However, the results of probes on the government 

of the second Republic of Nigeria lucidly suggest that many 

Legislators abandoned their official responsibilities, and 

rather used their offices to acquire wealth for themselves. 

The early sessions of the National Assembly and state 

Legislatures appeared to have been devoted to taking deci

sions on the comfort of the Legislators. The Legislators 

focused on their salary structure and, in this course 

provided for themselves a salary structure that contradicted 

the economic realities of the Nigerian society. 
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We shall now examine in detail some of the cases of 

abuse of state power involving the Legislators. 

CONSTITUENCY ALLOWANCE; It was considered important that 

the Legislators would maintain a functional link with their 

constituents. Consequently, constituency allowance was 

provided for the Legislators so that they could rent consti

tuency offices, and recruit 1staff for that pu~pose. The 

Legislators collected constituency allowance accordingly. 

However, many Legislators collected constituency allowance 

without establishing constituency officesa It had been 

reported that in 1983, 37.0% of the constituencies in 

A~ambra State asserted categorically that their representa

tives did not establish any constituency office, while 52.8% 

could not tell whether their representatives established 

constituency offices. 3 The seriousness of this point may be 

understood if we realize that a large number of university 

graduates in the sample population shared this opinion. 

40% of the graduates responded outrightly that their repre

sentatives did not establish constituency offices while 45% 

could not tell whether any constituency office was established. 

The failure of a significant majority of the First 

Term Legislators in Anambra state to establish constituency 

offices despite the allowances they collected appears to have 
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b~en partly in accordance with their role perception. 

we used four role typologies - Trustee, Delegate, Politicos 

§nd Party Agent in classifying the Legislators. Legisla

tors who preferred the Trustee role contended that they 

did not need to consult their constituents on their possible 

line of action in the legislative business, while those 

who preferred the Delegate role argued that Legislators 

would depend on the opinions of their constituents in the 

legislative business. The Politicos role type is a middle 

course b-etween the two. In this wise, consultatio.n or 

otherwise would depend-on the nature of the issue on the 

floor of the House. The party agent role type depends on 

party directives. 

The result of the questions posed to both the Legisla

tors and the constituents to elecit their role style pre

ferences was as follows: 
Tabla. IV~- · · .. 

-

PREFERENCES LEGISLATORS CONSTITUENTS 

Trustee 48 .. 8% 2 .. 7% 

Delegates 9 .. 8% 69 .. 7% 

Politicos 31.€?% 26.3% 

Party Agent 9 .. a% 1.3% 

Total 100.0% 100a0% 

source: r.c. Okoye. Legislators and Representation: 
A Case study of the 1979-83 Anambra state 
Legislators (Unpublished M.Sc Thesis, UNN 
1983), p .. 139. 
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rt would appear clear from table iv_ that the 
,, ' ' 

majority of the Legislators did not consider it important 

consulting their constituents. This, therefore, raises a 

fundamental question: why did they approve and collect 

constituency allowance, when, in fact, consultation with the 

constituents was not considered necessary? The answer would 

appear to be that constituency allowance was created by the 

Legislators as a means of enriching themselves. The fact 

that the constituency allowance included rent for c~nsti

tuency office, and salaries of workers tends to suggest that 

millions of naira must have been misappropriated through this 

means. 

owner/Occupier in Government Houses for Legislators: 

The Military Government which handed over the mantle 

of leadership to the governments of the Second Republic 

made arrangements for residential accommodation for both 

the political Executive and Legislatorso In 1979, the then 

Anambra state (Now Enugu/Anambra State) outgoing Military 

Goverrurie.rit;: requested the State Housing Development Corpora

tion to sell a number of houses to the government to serve 

as quarters for the incoming Legislators.
4 

In response to 

the Military govefnment's request, the state Housing Develop

ment corporation sold t~enty units0of C3/08 type houses at 

N29.500.00 each. According to the General Manager of the 

Housing Development Corporation, Engr. J.C. Okeke, these 
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houses were assigned to the then Government of Anambra 

state. Assignment Deed was registered at No. 51/51/1045 

Enugu. One additional unit of C3/08 was also sold to the 

Government at N45,000.00 after the assignment of the sixty 

5 
units to the Government. He noted that between 1979 and 

1981, the government of Anambra (now Enugu/Anambra) state 

fully paid the state Housing Development corporation for 

the sixty-one units. 

In 1981, the State government decided to let the 

Legislators have si~ty units of the houses on owner/occu

pier basis. This, therefore, prompted the need to build 

additional twenty-seven houses for the Legislators who are 

not accommodated in the units earlier allocated to the 

Legislators. The State Housing Development Corporation 

was accor-dingly ordered by the State government to buil<ll 

the additional twenty-seven units. 

Okeke stated that •the State Housing Development 

corpora-tion was o~dered by the Executive t-o offer the houses 

to the ex-legislators at the following price~: C3/08 at 
. 6 

N36,054.00 each, and C3/09 at N24,776.00 each. 1 \ 

Although the state Hosuing Development corporation 

was not involved in the decision to give the houses to the . : ;. 

ex-legislators on owner/occupier basis, the •selling prices, 
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and the method of allocating the houses to the buyefs, 

it was ordered by the government to enter into mortgage 

agreement with the ex-legislators in order to recover 

the money to be(pa1d by them on behalf of the govern

ment. The government signed a Deed of surrender 

registered as No. 5/5/1084 'Whereby the government trans

f~erred the ownership of the sixty houses to the Housing 

~evelopment Corporation a layout map of the area where 

these houses were being constructed and went ahead to 

allocate them in the layout to the ex-legislators. 8 As 

was also the case in the decision to sell houses to the 

ex-legislators.:, the ex-Speaker did not involve the Housir:19 

Developmeni Corporation in the decision to allocate the 

layout to the ex-legislators. 

In the reply to Okeke•s letter from the Ministry ot 

works, Lands and Transport, Arc. c .. u. Anozie who replied 

on behalf of the Permanent Secretary succintly stated: 

...... for the C3/08 type houses, Goverr.i.meRt spent 
about N19,268.00 to furnish each for the state 
Legislators. In addition to furnishing the 
C3/09 housest other types of works were executed 
in each of the quarters. These are boys' quarters/ 
kitchen extensions~ burglar-proofing and proping up 
of the varanda canopies. The cost of these totai 
about N19,350.00 for each of the C3/09 quarters.~ 

Anozie•s letter suggests .that at the completion of 

both the building and furnishing of the sixty units of the 

legislators• houses, each of the C3/08 type stood at 
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N64,268.00 while each of the C3/09 type stood at 

N48,858.00. It is difficult to imagine what could be 

regarde~ as the cogent reasons why the political Executive 

decided to sell houses valued at H64,268.00 and N48,B58.00 

at N36,054.00 and N24,776.bO respectively to the legislatorse 

By this singular act, the state ·government lost the sum of 

ttl,527,560.00. Furthermore, it is important to note that 

although the Housing Development Corporation did not hand 

over keys of the et»mpleted additional units to the Legisla

tors, the government expended large sum of money on the 

projects without calculating the overall financial implica

tions on the state. 

Although it is difficult to make categorical,assertions 

on the reasons why the political Executive could afford to 

sacrifice the sum of N1,,527,560.00 in order to satisfy the 

legislators at the expense of the people, the whole exercise 

tends to suggest that some shady traAsactions must have 

taken place between the legislators and the Political 

Executive. In other words, the decision to sell the legis

latorso houses to them on owner-occupeir basis and the 

prices tagged by the political Executive for the sales cast 

doubts as to the honesty of the people involved in the whol~ 

exercise. 

The then Anambra state legislators were r.iot alone in 

shady deals involving legislators. Similar cases have beeA 
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reported both in other state legislatures and in the 

National Assembly. For instance, Agbese (1985) reported that 

in the Inter Parliamentary union (IPU) meeting held in Oslo, 

Norway in 1981, Idris Ibrahim, the Deputy Speaker of the 

House of Representatives, and a member of the party in control 

of the Federal Executive, unilaterally offered that Nigeria 

would host the IPU conference in 1982.10 The proposal 

generated a heated debate in the National Assembly. 

Nevertheless, after a period of intensive lobbying the 'ayes• 

eventually had it. consequently, a National Assembly commit-

tee was set up. Sub-Committees were subsequently set up. 

N6 million was initially voted for the conference and contracts 

were accordingly awarded. 

The sub-committee on transport approved H2,774,000.00 

for the transportation needs of delegates and officials during 

the conference. The money was budgeted for the purchase of 

50 2-seater buses, 50 15-seate~ buses, 100 Peugeot 505 saloon 

cars, 15 delivery vans and 22 motor-cycles. The sub-committee 

on hotel accommodation and catering services voted N86,904.71 

for ;refurbishing of members• lounge, construction of terraces 

ar.id refreshment struc~iares, aAd the construction of a kitcher.i 

where food for drivers ar:1d other junior staff would be prepared 

during the cor.iference. 12 The committee also provided two suya 

stands at- a total cost of H6,000.00. Similarly, about 
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H30U,OOOsOO was allegedly spent on the Badagry Beach'to 

prepare the place for Sunday af'ternoon relaxation for the 

conference participants. 

These expenditures.created the legislators avenues. 

95. 

for self-enrichment. Agbese in th~ N~wswatc~ of AUgUst·s, 

1985, noted that many of th~ vehicles purihased for t~e 

conference ~isa~peared'during and after the 2onfer~n~e·~hile 

many items. that were allegedly paid 'for were not supplied. 

Several others that were supplied Were pilfered. A thorough 

auditing of all the expenditutes made f6r the IPU conference 

will definitely unravel th~ colossal mis-appropriatio~ that 

characterized the entire exercise. 

Legislators and Government Contracts: 

Government c6ntracts provided the legislators ample 
. .. . 

opportunities for self-er.irichment. The political Execlitive 

probably awarded contracts to Legislators as patror:iage. 

The problem with the contracts awarded to the Legi~lators 

appears to be underpinned in the manner of ·· awarding and 

costing of the contracts. Generally, the Legislators calla-

. bo~ated with peopl~ who front~d fcir .them~ These ~eople•s 

n.ames were used ir:1 the application for. government ·contracts 

whil~ the Legislators th~mselves•negotiated. for the contract&. 

When the contract awards were made, the Legislators them

selves determined·whether the contract would be executed or 

not, and how the pro·ceeds would be distributed.. The following 

table will throw some light on these points: 
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Table ·'..V 

EXERPT OF AWOTE PANEL REPORT FROM THE THEN ANAMBRA 
(NOW ENUGU/ANAMBRA) LEGISLATORS AND GOVERNMENT CONTRACTS 

AWOTE PANEL'S 
S/No CONTRACTORS CASE FINDINGS 

1. p. Ape Collected mobiliza- Ape paid the 

(Ape and sons) tion fee of 1460,000, money to 6 
but did not execute Legislators for 
the contract. whom he fronted 

2. s. Uzuakor collected N30,UOO 6 Legislators 
(represented for job not done were involved 
uchechijiebere in the deal 
and company 

3. F.c. Nwofor: Collected NS0,000 4 of the con-
ex-legislator for five contracts. tracts valued 
(Dalleth ( Nig) Only one of the at N40,000 not 
Ltd.) contracts was executed 

executed 

4. A.U .. Asogwa Collected N70,000 Money handed 
for 7 contracts. over to two 
2 of which were Legislators 
20% executed 

s. o.o. Ngene: collected .NSO,OUO Shared the money 
ex-l~gislator Job not done with 68 legis-
(Chumoke l ators 
Enterprises) 

6. Nnaeto: Collected N60,000 N10 7 0UU paid to 
ex-legislator · for jobs not dorie NSO: Nl0,000 
(Vanorg company) given to Mr. Ede 

. also an ex-legis 
lator. Thus 
Nnaeto and Ede 
shared the money 

7. Mr. A.A .. obuna: wso,oou contract work valued at 
ex-legislator money collected, N25,000 left 
(GOAS ( Nig) Ltd). work done valued olAt,:_st~ar.119 i"r.i!'g: ·-

at 2~ ,'OO'O:·- .. 

8. Mrs .. M• Ngwu N40,000 collected Money handed 
(SHAMA construe- for 4 contracts to legislators 
tion company) work done valued for whom she 

at 20% on 2 of the fronted 
contracts .. 

9. Fred unitwe: ex-lei N40,000 for 4 con- contirmed the 
islator UNIFESS lt ) tracts. worK notdonE case 

s~..ur,;eie: ~-wq;t'~j panel Report on the Recovery of Puhl ic Funds and 
Property, pp. 1 - 24. 
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rt is important to note that table 4.3 presents sample 

cases. several other such cases abound. In cases in which 

we merely wrote 1 6 legislators', •2 legtslators•~3 as the 

case may be, we merely used this system for convenience. 

The actual names of the legislators involved are contained 

in the Awote Report. 

The involvement of the Legislators in the scramble 

for self-enrichment and the constitutional privilege of 

political parties as the basis for contesting for political 

offices, immensely affected the performance of the Legis-

lators .. The Executive extensively used contract awards 

and such other patronages like allocation of plots and 

distributorship to lure some of the Legislators into dancing 

to its tune; while the political parties on the basis of the 

controlling power they had over their members appeared to 

have influenced certain behaviours of their members in the 

Legislature. It is plausibly in this light that 

senator A.O. Rufai remarked: •the politica~ parties and the 

executive dictated to the Le9islatorso we were not free 1
,
14 

IA a similar vein, David Attah, an NPP member of the House 

of Representatives asserted that in a situation wnere money 

politics was the order of the day and the executives~ men 

had the patronage bags which they doled out, any one who did 

l • d I 15 not comp y was deprive ~ 
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Many Legislators could not afford to reject patronages 

from the Executive because they were afforded what really 

attracted them into politics - acquisition of material 

wealth. In the face of this situation, the constitutional 

provisions for checks and balances in government were 

thrown overboard~ This circumstance appeared to have 

given the Executive opportunities for using state power 

in satisfying private-regFrding interests without 

restraint., 

The Executive and co~ruption 

The Executive is often looked upon as the heart ot 

governmental activitiess It is the Executive that really 

brings into reality government policies which invariably 
,... ··1 -.. ~ ~l ·~: ;· .. :··~::,.,..~ 

determine the amenities that woula be provided fpf,:.·1·£-~:.~ ~·-.,., 
! ' ·'/ . \ (.) // ''I~ .. • ~ r \. ... t:, 

set-ups of government.. Thus, while the legislf.ic,rfre, and \'~:\ 
:f f { ~0!;h· l J 

military policy-making organs come and go, the1)?\1reaucf'.acy J_.;.,f 
·-'·/'\~~\\ ;';\l 

remains, although, sometimes 9 with some: changes <.i~ the /<".., 
. "·\~,,,j':";:-:;;:-·~:::::.)/ 

1 eader snip.. Consider i.119 the apparent stability of 'the··: ... .-' 

bureaucracy,in the face of governmental instability in 

Nigeria, and its critical role in governmental admi~istra

tion, there is need for non-politicization 6f the bureau

cracy. In the face of instability in the Executive-military 

and civilian, and the legislature, the bureaucracy appears 

to be looked upon for direction. This may partly explain 
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Gowon•s immense reliance on Federal Permanent Secretaries 

in his regime. 

s.188(2) (a)-(d) of the 1979 Federal Constitution 

of Nigeria empowers a state Governor to make the following 

appointments: 

(a) Secretary to the Government of the State; 

(b) Head of the State Civil Service; 

(c) Permanent Secretary or other Chief Executive 

in any ministry or department of government 

of the state howsoever designated; and 

(d) any office on the personal staff of the Governor. 

S.188(3) and (4) caution: 'An appointment to the office 

of Head of the Civil Service of a state shall not be made 

except from among the members of the civil service of any 

state or of the federation; and 'In exercising his powers 

of appointment under this section, the Governor shall have 

regard to the diversity of the people within the state and 

the need to promote national unity. 

Shortly after his asuumption of office as Governor 

of the then Anambra state, Nwobodo appointed new permanent 

secretaries and redeployed some of those who were already 

permanent secretaries in the state~ Those appointed by the 

governor include: Dr. o. Nwuneli, or. F. Ogah, Dr. Gbaneite, 

and Mr. R. Okenwa. This appointment did not recognise 
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•f Dr. Nwumeli, etber appeintees aecept~d the affer. sy 

aeee~ti~g tbe appoimtmeAt, a fundamental questi&A was 

Eaised; wflly did tlae Gevera;a•r ap1tei9t •ml y peo111ie fra1a· 

tbe 1ee1sa1tlaical area kAG\?ll!I as 9 A•apra N•rth• fe,: the 

p•siti•a ef Permaaemt £eeretary? Aaambra state aas fer. 
',,*. 

1••1 bee8-1tla1ued ~y the unhealthy rival•y ~bat eften 

existed ltet:weesa the tw• divisb,aa •f t!l}e atatie eftesi"' 

desczribed as •ARamb.ra Nett\bi a11d Aiam-ra &euth•. Nwa'ii.'ed• 
is fl'er.t 1;~.~~,ii1<!~:;•,J,~,d AAam!tra NeBtb. Tbus, tbe a1t11efnt1J1eat 

., e0Iy jte011le fs•m A&cupra Nel'tb fer; the pest •f Peima,aent 

Secnetary teada ta ~ive ~ee111 f•~ ~ let ei>f_auapicion. Iii 

temds te su9gest tbat tl\e jter•anent aecDetalii.es a1tpeinted 

lly NWQllodo wet!e appoiated to serve-sectional i111terest. 
-· 

The office of secretary to tbe Gover~ment was oGcupied 

by Mr. Paul Egao1u, also fso,a tke sa~e ;eograpbieal.area 

witb the Govesaor, waile tke Head of ae~viee, Mr. v. Aeia;oh, 
,· 

fBO$ Aeama~a south, was a easeer sivil aervaQt. suasequent 

developments would appear to sP..1ggest that ,wollodo appointed. 
. . 

Egllogu to s.erve as Secretary to that, Stabe Govern11eat -lleaause 

of geogDap-iGal affinity. This poiat is supported ~Y tbe way 

they eollaiorated ia massive exploitation ef the.state, as 

will ite sliiowe later. igioiu•s eoliaioEatlor.a with the 
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Exeeutive iA tile exploitat.i.oA of tbe state may i:aob lte ,~ :.~ ··

~onsidesed as surprise package. simce fue was riaot a earee,r 

eivil servaRt, h,e'- mcst likely aor.1sidered his fate coi,pletely 

tied to tbe regime.that: appointed b!'m. 

With the ent~egGbmeat of sectio~alia• in the heirarchy 

Of tbe cd.vil servicize, E:OA.itontatioeai post:ltre waa eaczow.r;,aged~; 

Rec:ruitmeat and pro111()tioaa were iA turn affected lty aecti.oAal 
iatiea,est•• .. -l~- tibis ~egajd • Nwankwo (1912) asserted t'iai, 
'For tliae fitst time 1A tlle history of the Nigerian civil 

~· ~· · ... ·, 

service,_mass promotioras and .11'etpeACllllleilt of wliaole ministeJries 

were aased solely 
-- - .. .. - - 16 -oa geographical coAsiderations•. 

Executive interfereRCe ei the iureaueracy also extende~ 

case 111 poir.,t •. 

ao ... eSeft~Or MalllageineRt staff° of the pieaier arewery17 
·~··-·-·· ·.,, .. 

ela!mecl U1~t shortly aftes assi:.unption of office, N'wolledo•s 

admir,iistratior:a_ dissolved the BQard of Premier 8rewer.1(P8) 
'-~- :-·-

a!Jld appointed:&:1~W,1Deiuers OA the followimg Dasis: OQe from 
,..-:.l · •• ~- '.., . . •. . .. ', .•• ·.c.·:'. : . . . 

e:,cb of ~'~~,,~~Qat<::>°~ii,)l aooes; ~Ae represeatative each for 
Nigeria-Bank foll Commerce aad Industries (NBCI), and 

Nigeria It.lchastria1 Bcuit ( NIDB). C:hief Emeka NAaji was 
appoiAt.ed cbairmal!I Of tli\e Bo.Ude -·Toe four segatorial aoAes 

wel'e tepbeseiited ay omoja i:fejika (Awka); s. AAJ.igor (~akaliki); 

c:.N. Ezea (l!is\iikka), amd Azikiwe (omitsha). Nessr_s Ug@chukw\il 
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aad L. ileka respectively represented tbe NBCI aad NIDB• 

With the exceptiOR,<of the represen·t:~tives of tbe baRks, 

tbe tbairmam a9d othe~ memaers of tbe Board were umeQuivo

cally recognised. to be ir.i the good b0·0ks of the NPP. · 

Appoimtmeilt of distributors fer PB aiso follOWt!d. 

similar t{fe,ad ~ Investigations at the PB off ice, Orai tsha, 

sho~ed that. the goverrimer.it did hot appoimt mew distritnators 
... ·,;,,,:, 

immediately after dissolving the erstwlilile existiitg Bo~d •.. 

Rather~ the Execbttive took over the sale of Premier beer 

througn top NPP functionaries for abowt six moQths. Tee 
. . . 

party memlvers ilil Charge·of beer distrib\iltioR Were said to 

have dished o~t papers for sublettia:lg the PB products to 

people, especially well icnovin party members. Moreover, it 

was all~ged that appoia:itment p~i'pers sigAed by tine malilagemeAt 
,. ,· 

of PB were demaAded fer at the Goverrament House, Enugu. 

Party supporte~s and relatives of some of the ~'fj,ople in 
' . 

power ~ollected such papers from the party agents allld then 
,- ,:, ....... · ~ . ~ 

used tse,m, ir,_i :,collec;timg some quaitltities of eeer from the 

fac:tory. 

one remarkable feature of tbis trall'lsac:tioA was that 
' ' : ~ ., ; . 

several people who were given appoiiitment papers for PB pro

ducts were AOt people iA the beer tradeo Some of them 

collected tbe qttota approved for them, and sold them fAstantly 

to t~e actual meer dealers who paraded around the beer fac:tory, 
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bantiRg fot sucn sales. The researcher was also iAfotmed 

that most of the party men suppli~ with PB products 
.. 

collected them without submitting to the:;-PB Management 

empty •ottles as is the tradition of the company. This, 

therefore 5 had adverse effect 00 the capital of the 

company. 

Before the emergence of the NWobodo admi~istration 

iA 1979, PB had less than 1,000 distrimutors. Wbea NWoaodo 

administration appoiAteddistrih>utors, it appoii:lted more 

tb&D 3,800 distrieutors. The government further pressed 

for high produc:tioR so as to satisfy the demaa:ids of the 

distrik:,utel>rs and Geverr.1ment requisitions. It was discovered 

that the r:iumber of the PB distrl~utors was. lnG:reased with . a 

view to expar:1ding av_enues for ·party patronage. 

UDdGe cbaRges were effected iR the .ma~agemeRt. some 

senior maRagemeRt staff were sent OR iRdefiAite leave, some 

redeployed to the depots and r,epl aced with people wino repre

sented party and sectional iAterests. 

Havisg succeeded iR ·penetrating into the maRagement 

aAd the marketing system, tbe Exeeutive found it easy mani

pulatiAg the company without resistance. Moreover, the 

legisiators wno wouid have called the Executive to order w~re 

deeply iAvolved in the scram~le for P8 products. Thus, the 

soar~~,.~-~~rs and the· Exeeulive had their way in the eompalilY• 
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I 
it was Rot sarprisiAg, therefore, that the debt which the 

Compa~y owed the DepartmeRt of cwstoms aAd Exc:ise at a 

stage a~cumulated to H11 millioA. This invariably led to 

a temporary c1l,.osure of tbe compamy as a result of the action 
' 

Of tin~ staff of customs amd Excise who arrived at the PB 
I 

" Headquarters at ei:iitsha and sealed the coinpany from further, 

productions until t~e debt owed the Bepartmemt was paid. ! . 
. . . I . . 

A doct4mer:1t suemitted to the commissioo of Inquiry on the 

CeAtral IRvestment company Limited shows that aetween 1979 

a~d 1983, the Board of Pa made donations of about H1,073,694.00 
I 
1.. 18 

to differeet gtioups, iAcl1ading the goverRmer:it. Go\jj'ermmei'it 
I 

owed t:he Compa,ay over Hl00,000.00, while aeout H2.3 million 

was~ hy people who cOuld n05 he identified, hut who, 

of c:o~rse, were kAOWR to have got their appoiAtmerit papers 
I .. 

from t!he Executfye and its ageiits. 

dther state parastatals like the VaAguard IAdus•ries 

Limiter and Nigetilll'I ceme~t Company Limited, 1111:alagu, also. 

had similar experieAces. Their goverAiRg aoards were dis

solved aRd replaced With meim,ers Of the ruliAg party. 

Government, through its plarated ageAts ha the parastatals, 

iaterf~rred witb tl,e staffing and ~usiAess transactions of 

t~e patastatals. While VaRguard Industries Limited recorded 
I . . 

a get 'loss of H140,000.00 iletweem JUly and oeceuer 1981, &Ad 

as a r[esult of this finalilcial deterioration, could 111ot 
I 

I. 

I 
I 
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complete1 the major orders it r.eceived at this period, the 

Actiag Factory Manager baviRg emerged out of the woml> of 

party in:terest, threw aside the poor f imar:1cial condition of 

tbe CompaAy ~,q1 usidertake complete iRterior decoration and 
., 

furAishiAg of a house at O•e owned »y Mr. Paul Egbogu, the 

th . t t . 19 en sec~e ary e the governme~t. ome striking poiRt aaout 

this deal was the dueious way vanguard was ltrougbt ii:lto this 

deal. o~e Y.&r• AAtboJiy ewo purportedly placed order for tl:ile 

fttta:iisbiing of the bouse at Oli:>e$ IA_ tlile')f ace of the shady deal, 
I 

the FiRa~c:ial 111a1:1aget of vanguard reported that there was ao 

reeoud of assessme~t of work to he do~e in the house, •ao 
I 

deposit or uRdertakiAg to pay was giveR, no record of tbe 

material~ supposedly provided •Y the customer was evident, 

aRd no iRformatioR about the order was givem to any memsers 
. : 20 

of the 'm~11agemer::it •. II was, la fact, after the jo» had meem 

completed that it ~ecame kROWA that the company was exploited 

to satisfy the personal interest of the Secretary to the 
. 21 goverRmept. 

Nigeriaa:i cemes:lt compar.iy Limited (Nigercem) suffered 
;, 

' .. 
·•."": 

simil&~ !fate. Barty men were made meuers of t~e Board created 

Jty the ~oltodo admiAistration. As was the case 111meiler Aaika, 
' 

the compaAy was exploited without restraiRt. cement is one 

of the products that is always in high demand bi Nigeria. · 

Thus, party meruers and relatives of those who exercised state 

pewer spared iiothiaag in the ,.{:f/!sc:ramble for cement ciistrUnitorsh.tp. 
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•Just bow much cemeAt left the warehouses ay rrauduleAt 

mea~s is reflected im the fact that, as at the end of March 

19!1,. the compaAy Accous:its showed a loss of NS mirl.f:ion. 22 
···,r.,:1,0 

'' 

seveA moAths later wheR Nigercem was temporarily closed by 

the state Governmemt, the government aA~oumced that the 

fi~ancial loss iA the company bad risen to H32 million.23 . 

IA addition to the fimaRcial straRgulatioA of the para

statals resulting from UArestrai~ed misapproJ>4?~·atiora Of their 

fiAances, the use of party aff iliatior:1 and other Ji~roehial 

ties as aasis for recruitmeAt and promotio~s did not oAly 

affect the·quality of staff of the parastatals, but also 

created confrontational structures along party, ethnic, aAd 

sectior:ial lii:ies. 

coi:itract 

Contract award provided the Executive of the secoAd 

Republic ample opportunities for massive exploitation of the 

state. Communities demanded for good roads, pipe borne water, 

and other facilities from the goverRment. The Chief Executive 

aRd his political assistants also made pledges to the electorate 

in the course of their electioneering campaigAs. Thus, as if 

in response to the people's demands, and fulfilment of campaign 

pledges, the goverRment awarded several coAtracts. · Increase in 

revenue acruiRg from oil placed »oth the Federal and state 

Governments in favourable condition for large scale contract 

awards. Available data suggest that the government of the 
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Second Republic earned more revenue from oil than other 

goverr.iments~)'in Nigeria since 1958. The followii:ig table · 

highlights-this poi~t: 

T.ab).e VI 
~,, .. : .. ,zl' 0IL SALES IN NIGERIA. 1958 - 1913 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4 •. 

s. 

6. 

,. 
e. 
9. 

10. 

YEAR 

Between 1958 
ar:id C ::-:-~~~~:) -

1966 - 1975 

1976 

1977 

1978 

1979 
. ..... - --·----·-··· .. 

1980 

1981 

1982 

1983 

H 

66,000.000 

11,856,000.000 

4,834,000.000 

s,333,300.000 

4~333,300.000 

8,833,300.000 

13,571,000.000 

9,602,9ee.ooo 

12,911,975.00() 

7,501,226,110 

source: Adedipe, s. ·11shehu•s GoverRmen·t made H43.6 
billiora from oil sales. 11 sur:iday Concord, 

... ?/12/84 • 

. It w,s ~lso,noted that when Alhaji Shehu Shagari 

ascended the mantle of leadership as Nigeria's head of state 

of Second Republic on Monday, october 1, 1979, Nigeria•s 

foreign reserves stood at H~.31tR. The report also stated 

that within. the four years of.his leadership, Nigeria earned 
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about H40.5 bn in foreigr:i exchaAge as follows: 

1980 13.7 aillioi:l 

1981 10.7 billior.i 

19!2 e.9 billion 

19!3 7.2 billion 

The report further stated that by Saturday, December 31 ~· 

1983, just 51 months later, Nigeria's external reserves 

had vanished leaving the coµntry with external debt of 

H10.21 bi.11ior.a. But Bakr (1986) reported a higher figure 

by stating that as at December 1983, the couAtry•s external 

debts stood at about H20 billion.2~ The reports according to a 

cor.icerr:ied citizen queried ''where has all. the money gone". 25 

Possibly~answer to the disappearance of Nigeriais foreign 

reserves durii:19 the Secor.ad Republic might lte a diversion not 

only by the Chief executives, but by other top government 

officials. For instance, a Federal Minister during the 

second Republic, Alhaji umaru i>iko as we had earlier stated, 

was alledged to have. doled out H1<> bi:i from Nigeria•s Public 

Fuild •. 26 The motley was said to have been shared as follows: 

H72.4m meant for Presidential Task Force for the 
. . . 

importatioA ·Of Rice (PTF). 

U.K. £120m scandalously catered away with Alhaji 

Saleh jumbo. 
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- H329.1m Fougerolle Ajaokuta steel C::or.itract aad the 

10% bribe which was .distributed to sec::or.id Republic: 

politiciails as follows: 

(a) or. olusola Saraki 

(b) Maitama Bello Yusuf 

(c) Adisa Akinloye 

(d) umaru Dikko 

("e) Suleman Takuma 

H4.Sm 

- 'H1.4m 

HS00,000 + US$750,000 

H1m + USS300,000 

H.2m 

.m!00,00,Q,: barrels of Illegal Crude Oil deal with his 

late brother, Yahaya oikko in the celebrated H10.4bA 

German Klaus Seemith oil scandal • 

• m20.4 Herma Construction of Abakaliki~Afikpo-ohafia 

Road project by Felix Ayir.iatu amd those bribed: 

Late sur.aday Essar:19 n~2m 

Mr~ Victor Masi H1m 

Mr· Emmanuel osamor H.lm 

Mr. Umaru Dikko H.4:m 26 

The effects of the above information featured prominently 

in the then Anambra State Government in that several contract

ir.g firms suddenly emerged, some ?f which were actually owned 

by top goverAment functionaries, but managed by people who 

fronted for them. 
-

Awote panel Report revealed enormous irregularities in 

coAtract award in Aiilambra state and the consequent m4·~appro-

priation they er:iger:ieered. Some examples are necessary to 
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substantiate this poi~t. 

AllgemaiA Bau Construction Company Limited was 

awarded contract for the construction of roads at Trans

Nkissi Layout, Onitsha, iR respect of which it received 

H950,000.00 mobilization fee but failed to perform any 

'1/1.0 rk until after the Madu Ce>mmi ttee :tj'~")f started iRvestiga

tions on the cor:itr::-ac-t. IA the submissions made by repre

sentatives of the Ministry of ,Works, Lands aAd Transport, 

it W,9S reported that: 

(a) the contra~t was of a magnitude that should have 

been referred to the state Tenders Board but was 

single-handedly awarded by the then commissioner 

for Lar:tds t survey ar.1d Town Plar:u1ing t Mr• Justiti 

Mbam Ogodo. 

(b) the Mi~istry bad rito coi1tract .Agreement in respect 
,. 27 

of,the work. 

By the end,of the Madu Committee*s ir:ivestigations, the 

Company l'lad,virtuaily completed work on the bridge. The 

wor~ done was valued at only H45,702.SO as against the sum 

of H3So,ooo.oo collected as moi>ilization fee. T-hi~, there

fore, implies that the sum of H304,297.50 was excess payme~t 

. - 28 
for the coAtract. 

Similarly, the then commissioner for Chieftaincy 
. ' 

Matters; Chief F.t. Okoro, was held to have asked 

Mr. Josepfu Ogbodo, MaRagiAg Director of Small Joe Enterprises 
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to apply for the supply of vehicles to his ministry. 

Madu Committee drew attentioa:i to the contract order of 

H619,301.00, a contract above the limit for. Ministerial 

Tenders Board, aRd was awarded by the MiAistry of Chief

taincy ·Matters iilstead of by the state Ter.iders Board. No 

contract :a,greerner.it was made. The only finaAcial reference 
:;;..-• 

available to the Madu Committee was ~n Invoice by the 

CoAtractor, stating the prices at which some of the cars 
- .. ' 

111. 

supplied. For example, the Invoice recorded that a 

Peugeot 504 SR and a 50( GR were sold to the Ministry at a 

cost of N21,2SO.OO each in 1982, wl}ile the·market price of 

the cars in 1982 was estimated at H16,000.00. On this 

premise, if: was discovered that for the entire contract value 

of ~619,301.00, there was about H153,ooo.oo excess Pay~~nt. 29 

Awote Panel also noted that top government offcials esta

blished private.companies with the aid of people who fronted 

for them. Probab'iy, the most dramatized case was the 

Messrs GreeA:field tioiistructior:a Company. This company was 

awarded large scale coi:itracts ever:a wheA it did iiot put in 

formal application for contracts t aAd ve·ry often received 

overpaymeAt of the value of the contract as shown in the 

fol lowii:ig table •. , 
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Table VI!. ,:·: ;-: ; •-i··T5~~:;yJNDEJf/OVEHPAYM!r_NT T0 GREENFIELD . 

S/No. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

s. 

. - - - TOTAL VALUE 
CoAtract No. DescriptiOn-of OF WORK DONE 

contract CERTIFIED 
TOTAL. PAY
MENT · ... ·To . _ 

GVER/UNDER 
PAY~ENT 

ANW/RS/81 

ANW/R12/81 

ANW/R13/81 

ANW/R15/81 

·. FOR PAYMENT DATE 
cos:istructioi:i of Awk.a
Aguleri Road (31 km 
road with 7.3m width). 
CoAtract sum of 
H9,676,123,98 

construction of:. 
Permanent Sridge over 
River Anambra. 
contract sum of 
M10,890,596.16 

CbnstructioA of 
. .Amechi-Agbani Road. 
contract sum of 
H13,396,364.16 

cor:istructioJ:) ~.of ... , / · 
·:~{ijei}w~~t:~~eJ:g~~~l-·--:;:0,: · 
:C:oa.tract ·stim of ·>.1.:,.-
iflV ~ 774,304.15 

construction of 
permanent Bridge & 
Fly-over across 
the Expressway at 
Trar:is-Bkulu 
H4,294,4r70.00 -------- ..... 

H2,797.65 H3,145,912.36 
(IAcludir:ig 
aetentioA) 

Nil H2,178,119.26 

H34e,ses.11 
(overpaymeAt) 

H2,-178, 119.26 
coverpaym1;i:lt) 

HJ,090,84~ •.. (··:,. ___ ... , _ 
( Including .--:5~~;s~<1:;-~:9:.~,',- H502,880. 77 

. Retei::itioA -- ·· --· ·.:· - --- ' (Ur.iderpay-

N556,016. 

Nil 

rnea:at) 

H3,554,869.83 ·H2,995 1 844.01 
(overpayment) 

N!58,894.00 N!S!,894.00 
(overpay
ment) 

NET OVERPAYMENT HS,881 1 562.21 

source: -Awote-Panel_Report: Appendix, PP• 4 -.5. 
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of importai:lce also is that the five contracts awarded to 

Greenfield on which it received aR overpaymeAt of 

M5,!S1,562.21 was awarde~ either contrary to the recommenda

tion of the Tenders Board or did not go through the Tenders 

Board, as shown below: 

,1,f;~iJ vrm TENDERS BOARD AND CONTLUl'CTS T0 GREENFIELD 
.. 

CONTRACTOR 
CONTRACTOR 

"FfOADS 
TENDERS RECOMMENDED 

AWARDED PROCEDURE liY TENDERS 
-. 

liOARD CONTRACT 

Awka-Aguleri Public 1) c. Ikezue 
Tender & co. ANW/R5/!1 2) Coastcon 

(Nig. )Ltd Greenfield 
3) Gtampaoli 

co. 
Permanent Bridge Did not go 
over River Ar.1ambra through 
ANW/R12/S1 Ter:ider - Greenfield 

Amechi-Amodu Nominated 
·Agbani ANW/R13/81 Tender - Greenfield 

Nenwe-Nomeh Public 1) R.C.c. 
· ANW/ R14/ 81 Tender 2) p.w.co. Greenfield 

3) semomi 

Permaner:it Bridge fiid Aot go 
& Flyover across through 
Expressway at Ter:iders - Greenfield 
Trans-Skulu 11oard 
ANW/815/81 

-

source: Awote Panel Repor.t: Appendix, P• 17. 

· The involvement Qf Greenfield iA large scale government 

contracts and the consister:it overpaymei:lt1
,:/ made to it 
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compelled Awote Panel to undertake unravelling the owners 

of Greenfield. Despite the large scale contracts awarded 

to the company, it was found aifficult detecting the 

owne~s. The truth about the case started emerging when 

Chief Malachy Ezeilo ( NWobodo • s commissioner for "~:orks) 

ir:iformed .the Panel that the Principal Dire~tors of Green

field were an Asian Canadian ~amed NooreddiA valimahomed 

30 and Mr. Joseph Ogbodo. 

After much pressure on Ogbodo, he declared that he 

had •suffered enough on account of the Greenfield affair•; 

and tbeR declared that: 

(a) he (Mr• Joseph Ogbodo) was a representative of 

Chief Jim NWo~odo on the Board of Greenfield; 

(a) aarrister Maxwell onyeukwu represented Chief 

Malachy Ezeilo; and 

(c) Mr• Harrison oi:lwudiwe was representir.ig the 

i~terest· of i>r. i::dwir:i onwudiwe ir:i the company. 31 

After further· ir.ivestigations, the Par.iel finally 

concluded t'hat the actual .<owr:1ers of Sreei:lf ieid were: 

(a) Mr. shamji of Gomba u.K. Group whose ir:1terests 

Mr• Nooreddir:1 valimahomed represented; 

(a) Chief Jim I• Nwobodo whose ir:iterests were 

represented ir:1 the company by Mr. Joseph Ogmodo 

(alias snall Joe)' MaAagii:lg Director of small 

Joe Enterprises Limited; 
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(c) Mr. Sen Osy Umunna, A Nigerian based in London. 32 

These findings tend to explain why Greenfield was given 

special consideration in the list of contractors. favoured 

lly the governmer.it. ',~~!{t~{~;:~~~f~f-~~J!letimes 

contracts ·~~rt:!~ .· ·-.,_awarded to a body or contractors who 

did not at\all put ir:1 tenders for the cont:tra6t. 

~a~ipulation of Governme~t Treasury: 

Another technique adopted by the governing class in 

en~iching themselves and their clients was the direct 

~anip~fation of government treasury and the opening of 

•ghost• accounts under the shadow of the government. For 

example, a case was made to the effect that Nwobodo trans

fered the sum of M420,000.00 from the state government 

account to. the NPP, through the National Chairmar.i of the 

Party, Chief Ad~nir:aii 6gui:lsar:iya. In the uwani Pay Office 

voucher r,Jo. 398 of August 1981 in which request for the 

money was, .. ~ade, and signed by the Assistar:1t Director for 
.• ' ~. ... .:., 

Budget, or. M.O. Ude, it was claimed that the money was 

needed to fulfil the promise made by Nwo~odo. The withdrawal 

was characterized with a lot of ir.1trigues. According to 

Awote Pai;iel: 

· The paymei:lt voucher was charged .to 
Head 2211 ~ Governor's office, sub
head 11 - Relief Fur.1d for Emergencies/ 
Local Disasters. uwani Pay Office 
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A.c.a. Limited Cheque No. 43/HC2864 of 
18th August 19S1 for •420,000.00 with 
PV No. 395 written on it, in the name 
of Adeniran OgunsaAya was made out 
signed by the Pay Officer, uwani Pay· Office 
and was later cancelled and replaced with 
African Cor.itinental Bank Limited Cheque 
No. 43/HC2!2!0 of 18th August 1981 for 
H420,000.00 in the Rame of Assistant 

,Director of audget with PV 398 again 
written on it. Entry in the uwani Pay 
Office cash Book against PV 398 of August 
19e1 showed Chief Ademirar.i Ogunsany;aas the 
payee. Cheque NO• 43/HC28280 restrictively.(:-"~---:-_--) 
crossed •not Negotiable AIC Payee Only• was 
ope~ed with the instructior.i, •please pay 
cash• signed by.both the Pay .Officer and 
his Cashier.33 

After chains of manipuaations, the sum of l+l20,000.00 

was eventually collected by Mr· L.E. Agu, senior Budget 

Examiner on August 19; 1991. The money was later received 

by chief Ader.iiran Ogur.isar.iya on behalf of the NPP. 34 

A similar strategy was adopted when the payment of 

H2SO,OOO.OO was made to the NPP• In this regard, payment 

of the sum of N2SO,OOO.OO was made with the descriptioR: 

•beiRg payment to Principal Secretary as directed by the 

Director of Budget•. The Panel discovered that Reither 

the PriRcipal Secretary to the Governor nor the Director 

\ of Budget sigr.1ed the voucher as receiver. It observed 
1.;t 

that liquid correction fluid was used to erase the name of 

the Payee both in the Payee section and in the particulars 

of service rendered/goods supplied section of the voucher 

superimposing •the principal secretary to the Governor• 
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,f .. 

and •Principal secretary• respectively. A further critical 

secrutiny revealed that 'what. was erased in the front of 

the voucher was typewritten •chief Adeniran Ogunsanya, 

I. surule~e - Lagos:,; and iR the particulars section, •chief 

Adea:iiran Ogunsanya•, before the handwritten superimposition. 

IA the defence of the Assistant Director of Budget, 

:j;).r. Ude, r~ he claimed that he merely carried out instruction 

from the Gove;rnor, while Mr. Agu iA tur.n stated that he 

merely carried out fnstructioAs from his immediate boss, 

or. Ude. Chief Ogunsanya accepted that he received the 

sum of H670,000.00 from AAambra state. He claimed that ':he 

considered it as doRatioAs from NPP members in ·Anambra 

state. Nwobodo•s defer:1ce Counsel, Chief Ezeofor, informed 

the Panel that Nwobodo accepted responsibility for the 

payment of H67Q~OOO.OO to NPP. He, however, tried to 

suggest that •this was done in good .faith by his clieAt 

because his client had the inter:1tion of paying the s~ld sum . ~,,, -

back into the AAambra state Government•s coffer as soon as 

donatioAs were received from the members of the state wing 
V 

who were then aware of the bad fiAancial state of the 

35 party•. 

This case highlights the collaboration of political 

parties with their members in power in exploiting the 

government. The practice was not limi'ted to the Ni?P, and 
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the ~overnment of Anambra State. F6r instance, Olabisi 

Onabanjo, former Governor of Ogun state was found guilty 

of enriching the Unity Party of Nigeria (UPN) by causing 

to be paid to the party the sum of H2.8 million, an amount. 

representing 10 pe.rc:e:01:_ of the contract awarded to a 

French construction company, Bougues Nigeria Limited for 

118. 

.. ,.. - - 35 
;\ the constructior:10f·.:the •Great_ Nigeria House•. BarkiA zuwo, 

former Governor of Kano state, was found guilty of enriching 
I •. 

himself and his former party, People's Redemption Party '), ,: 

(PRP), by demandiAg aAd receiving the sum o_f N1000,000.00 

from a Bulgarian Firm, Electro Implex, which handled the 
lf-'' 

rural electrification project of KaAo state. ,1 The 

National Party of Nigeria (NP.N) was said to have received 

a kickback of H1.S million from Hammer construction Company 

for a road contract awarded by the Federal government in 1961. 

Direct manipulation of government accounts and kick

back from contracts appear to have been the two major means 

- of exploitir:ig the government that ~;~cured in the Second 

Republic of Nigeria. In this way, the political leaders 

acquired so much wealth which they expended, sometimes, with

out any sense of respoi:is·ibility. For example, in the News 

Agency of Nigeria (NAN) News service of Sunday, March 31, 1985 

it was reported that Albaji Abubakar Barde, former governor 

of Gongola·state bought clothes worth H28,000.00 for Christmas 

celebration in 1981, and clothes worth N25,000.00 for Sallah 
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celebration ir:i 1982. In this light, Lt. Col. y.y.- Madaki. 

is quoted to have told Alli, former governor of ·Bendel 

--·· State; •You awarded water cor.itract for your people because 

you i:ieeded mor:1ey for yourself• 'f!-IY 

AS a result of the we,~l:th which th_e political leaders 

massively amassed, they opei:ied -•ghost• accounts which not 

or:ily helped .~n concealing some of their dubious transac-
1? 

tions, but/further helped them in manipulating ~_vernment 

treasury. For example, Nwobodo and Egbogu opened •ghost• 

accounts iri bariks, including ~he African continental Bank 

(ACB), ogui Road, Enugu, where they lodged in the name of 

J. JohnsoR the sum of N1,002,295.00; k8SO,OOO.OO, and 

N198,000.00 •. Other lodgements of Hl million and H100,000.00 

, wedf said to have beer.a made ir.a the name of T. NAamani. 

A third account was oper.aed in the r.aame of Theophilus Okafor 

Chukwu. 

Nwobodo was four.ad to have made withdrawals from the 

accourits for self-regarding pruposes. The withdrawals 

·ir.aclude: 

(a) H3000,000.00 withdrawal from one of the 

J. Johnson accour:its; 

(b) Nl,868,000.00 paid to John Nwobodo account; 

(c) H32,000.00 paid to Jupiter Publishers Limited; 
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(d) H300,000.00 withdrawan from the Ogbete account 

and paid to Chief Rotimi Williams·< as legal fee; 

arid 

(e) N45,000.00 withdrawri also from the Ogbete account.3'&'.i

It was possibly on the basis of the manner with which 

Nwobodo controlled Anambra state revenue, and further 

enriched himself, the NPP and others that the Chairman of 

the Military Tribunal for the Easterr.1 ~one, Air Commodore 

Muktar Mohammed, assetted that Nwobodo erigaged ir.1 acts of 

•executive lawlessr.1ess and fir.1ancial profligacyi}9-::: 

The evidences available to us, therefore, suggest 

that the Executive at the Federal and state levels in the 

Second Republic of Nigeria massively used state power for 

self-regarding interests to the detrimeAt of the generality 

of the people. Thus the executive lawlessr.1ess was urifortunate 

for the electorate, because they suppose to emulate the 

political leaders whom they voted into power. This massive 

exploitation of the state was dor.1e without restrain;, thereby 

re~eating the ugly experience of the tirst Republic about 

which CoheA remarked: 
the Politifians had made it quite clear that their 
lootirig of public resources could not be challenged 
within the framework of electoral politics. Popular 
participation was limited to begging politicians to 
secure for individuals arid communities a small 
slice of the natiorial cake.4~',-_,-;. 
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THE JUDICIARY AND THE POLITICAL 
EXECUTIVE/LEGISLATORS: 

121. 

IA this section we are going to examiAe the relation

ship between the judiciary and other arms of government iA 

the exploitatioA of the state fer self-regarding fRterest., 

With regard to the Executive, we are focusing on those who 

ascended to power through elections or political appointments. 

We are ir:iterested in exploriAg whether/in this relationship, 
-

the judiciary was able to exercise its responsibilities 

without interference, aAd whether the judiciary collaborated 

with the other arms of governmeAt in exploitiAg the state .. 

we have e~lier stated that the 1979 constitution of 

the Federal Republic of Nigeria in its provisions for the 

appointment of members of the Judicial Service commission 

and Judges made it a possibility for the Chief Executives 

of the states and the Federation aAd the Legislators to 

appoiAt those who had sympathy for their respective poli

tical party as members of the Commission or Judges., 

Furthermore, the Chief Executives aAd the Legislators were 

critical factors in determini~g whether a Judge would remain 

in office or otherwise. Added to these points was that the 

Judiciary was dependent on the Executive and the Legislature 

for tts \'f,i11;1ancial wellbeing. These factors appeared to have 

created a context in which the judiciary was subjected to the 

control of the Executive ,and .the Legislature in a way that 
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would AOt make for a dynamic iAdependent judiciary. 

O~r efforts to elicit information,from several staff 

Of the judiciary, including members Of the beAch, could 

not yield much fruitful results. One of the judges inter

viewed would rather ad·,&rice the researcher to draw inference . ., 

from public statements of Judges ar.id to other judicial 

officers because he doubted if any officer of judiciary 

would want to comment on such •sensitive• matter. This 

' advice appear to have summarized the views of severai staff 

of the judiciary interviewed. 

However, some reported cases appear to suggest that 

the judiciary was actually interfered with by the political 

EXecutives and the Legislators. In this light, the Chief 

Judge of Rivers state, Justice Graham-oouglas in an address 

delivered to the Rivers state judiciary at the beginning 
. . -

of the 1982/83 legal year-made reference to what he described 

as ithe suppression and ir:itimidatioA of the judiciary•. 

The Political Executives and the Legislators interferred 

with the pr.pf~Ss~~ of the law by iAtimidating the judges in 

order to forestall ar.iy Judicial check on their excess. Ii:t 

otner words, having, through political alignmer:it and colia

boration Ol'll the bas:i's of extrar.ieous factors, defeated the ,,,:; 

idea of checks and balances between the Executive aAd the 
1 

' Legislature, it was also, plausibly, considered important 
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to subject the judiclary to the whims and caprices of 

the Political Executive and the Legislators. In .this 

regard, Justice .:··Emmanuel Olawuyi Fakayode ( 1987), the 

Chief Judge of Oyo state uAtil November 1984, observed 

that •ourirog the sec6Ad Republic, many Hous~s ~f Assembly 

within the Federation tabled motions to remove Chief Judges 

or judges in their States, adducir.1g very frivolous and f lims/1 

excuses in support of such motions• ~ji~( In 1981, the 

Executive and Legislators of aauchi State made frantic efforts 

to remove the State Chief Judge, Justice Ashton Piper. He 

was later forced to retire in 1982. In July/August 1982, 

effort was made by both the Executive and Legislature of 

Borne state to remove the State Chief Judge, Justice Kalu Anya 

after he had delivered two judgements which the government did 

not consider:_· favourable.42_':· ·This would appear to suggest that 

despite the so much talked about independence of the judiciary 

in Nigeria, some of the Politi~al Executives and Legislat?rs 

of. the second Republic appeared to have considered the judi-
' 

ciary merely as an arm of goverr:imeAt aAd m~st, as such, nbt 

act contrary to the interests of the goverr.imeAt defir:ied ir:i 

terms of the interests of those who exercised state power. 

IA the Anambra State, there were several allegations 
l •.. 

made by NPP political rivals to the effect that the NJf 

goverAment in the state was unduly influencing the state 
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~judiciary. However, such allegations were hardly, if ~wer, 

substantiated. What later appeared to have suggested undue 

government influence on the judiciary was the trial of 

Chief Arthur Nwankwo who vied for the governorship under 

the PRP in 1983. Nwankwo (1986) published a book titled: 

"How Jim NWobodo Rules Anambra $tate 0 • The book was published 

by Frontline c;roup Publishers Limited based at Enugu. The 

state government considered the book seditious and as such 

filed a case at the state High Court at OAitsha under 

Justice F.O. Nwokedi, who after listening to the case, found 

Nwankwo guiity and as such made the following verdict: 

•Nwankwo was to serve 12 months in jail. He was to pay 

a fine of NS0.00. Furthermore, the complete withdrawal of 

the book in question from circul atioA was ordere~ • ?l:3:.-

Nwankwo appealed against the judgement to the Federal 

Court of Appeal at Enugu, before their Lordships, Justice 

S.M•A• Belgore, o. Olatawura, ·and s. Aikawa. 

IA the judgements, delivered by Belgore and OlatuW\lt"a, 

they made assertions which appear to suggest that the Court 

was iAfluenced by the state government. Belgore stated 

that: 

IA a democratic society when other arms of 
the government start showing signs of decay 
the judiciary usually stands apart and the 
judiciary does so solidly and uAblemished 
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ir.i so far as it does not sr.o~ or appear 
to show cover cooperation with those arms. 
The courts in this country have performed 
well so far. So it appears and so it is. 
It is the appearance that is important in 
our society and what appears to me in this 
case is sordid enough, more distasteful 
than the substantive case before the trial 
court. It was as if the judiciary itself 
was on trial.. Luckfly: I have had occasions
to decide appeals from all High courts in 
this part of this great nation and this 
has been an isolated event.44 

The judiciary truly appeared to have been on trial in 

the sense that it would appear to have been faced by the 

fierce weight of government pressures ar.id. the demands of 

the rule of law. What selgore observed from the trial of 

NWankwo appeared to him to have been 1 sordtd enough, more 

distasteful• than the case of sedition before the court. 

Olatawura appears to have been more explicit in asserting 

his observations on the judgement of the lower court. In 

this regard, he succinctly stated: 

Forgetting that the application was meant 
to be heard at Enugu and without any speci-
fic order of transfer by the Chief Judge to 
the Judge at onitsha, Justice F.o. Nwokedi, 
enthusiastically proceeded to hear a matter 
outside his jurisdiction •••• It is anybody•s 
guess why a case meant to commence in Enugu as 
applied for by the State is tried in Onitsha 
without an order of transfer by the Chief Judge 
of the State.45 

could it be that the state High court at onitsha did 

not know that the case was not properly transfered to it? 
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What was the reaction of the state Chief Judge on the 

improper transfer of the case from Enugu to Onitsha? Why 

was the case, in .,>fact transfered? AAswers to these ques-... 

tioAs appear not to be readily available. In the opinion 

of the two Appeal court Judges quoted eariier, it would 

·_ appear that there was a deliberate attempt to aver:~· the 

rule of law in favour of the state government. ,This suspi

cion appears convincing. 

In September 1984, the Chief Judges of the ten northern 

states jointly issued a statement cjlling on the Federal 

Military Government to purge· the judiciary. At a special 

session of the supreme court in Enugu, capital of the then 

AAambra state, iA March 1-985, the retiriAg Chief Justice of 

Nigeria, Justice George sowemimo, declared that the state 

judiciary was •very sick and requires an urgent surgical 

operation to save it•. In August, he spoke of the •mess aAd 

decay• in the Imo State judiciary. In what appeared to be 

the purge sowemimo had advocated, the Chief Judges of the then 

Araambra, Ber.idel, Ber:iue, Plate·~'~-, etc. were either dismissed 

or forced to retire. sowemimo attributed their dismissal 
-41;-·:, 

· and/or retirement to •inefficier.1c~ and corruption•~, · 

The nature of the relatioAship betweeA the judiciary 

aAd the other two arms of goverAment_appears to have 

subjugated the judiciary to their manipulation. In addition 

' ' ') 
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to the appointment of Judges in which the Executive and 

the Legislature were involved, the Executives also exercised 

the powers of Prerogative of Mercy by which a convicted per

son could be set free by Executive order; and the powers of 

Nolle Prosequi by which the trial of a case could be stopped 

at any point by the Executive. The researcher attempted to 

aseertain grounds on which these powers were exercised in 

Anambra state in the second Republic. The authorities of 

the state Ministry of Justice interviewed agreed that th~ 

·reasons were generally tied to· the interests of some top 

members of government. As one of them put it, •the reasons 

were often very unorthodox•. Thus, the actual reasons for 

the exercise of such powers are not made public. 

Moreover, while the Legislature and the Executive could 

set in motion machinery for intimidating the judiciary, the 

judiciary could not act on cases involving either the Executive 

or the Legislatuie unless such cases were brought before it. 

It may also be important to note that the judiciary was also 

limited as to the cas•s involving the Legislature 6r the 

Executive which it could entertain. According to Nwabueze: 

The view of the courts is that judicial 
interventioA is prQper oAly for the 
purpose of testing.the legality of 
executive acts iA a formal limits of 
the powers granted by law, the court 
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cannot enquire further. The substantive 
merits of the act, whether it is just or 
oppressive, honest or corrupt, or other
wise arbitrary, is by and large, no concern 

of the guardians of the iaw. such is the 
narrow, formalistic conceptio_ij ?f the Rule 
of -Law adopted by our courts.·.?' 

I· 

It would appear from the above that in the context 

of the government of the second Republic of Nigeria, the 

hands of the dudiciary were tied to the whims and caprices 

of the Executive and the Legislature. Although some judges 

performed creditably well like in the case of Alhaji Shugaba 

Abdurahaman Damman, the majority leader of the GNPP in sorno 

state who was deported by the 1,federal goverAment, and whose 

deportation order was set aside by the court, several members 

of the bench appeared ·not to have been bold enough to resist 

interferer:1ce on judicial functions from the aU1er arms of 

government. The reason appears to lie in the socio-economic 

structure of Nigeria aAd the deper:1dence of the judicial 

officers on the state for their livelihood. Thus, some of 

the judicial officers:-,could afford to alli:ow the judieiary to 

be subverted in order for them to remain in the good book of 

government. Th.~se of them who refused being ir.1timidated and --z 

ma~ipulated would appear to be people who believed that they 

could sustain themslves and their families without the material 

rewards of the government. 
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IA summary, it is important to note that one thing 

is to provide checks and balances in government, and another 

thing is for those who pilot the affairs of the state to 

make the checks and balaAces effective. No doubt, goverr:1mer:i

tal machiAeries can only be as functional as the governing 

class and their agents would allow. Checks and balances 

provided for a governing class that is out to exploit the 

~tate will definitely be subverted with impunity. This was 

~eally the experieAce ir.i the then .Anambra stat~~· governments 

of Nigeria led by Nw9.,
0

odo. Ir.t the goverr:iment, the wheels 

of government were often bent to satisfy the interests of 

the governing class and their clients. 

AS a tesult of the political party link that existed 

in ~he Second Republic of Nigeria, a platform was created 

for the Executive and the Legislators to collaborate in 

expt:oi,tii:tg the state. Political parties by virtue of their 

. positioA as bedrock for vying for political offices, sometimes 

exercised selfish influence OA those in power who responded 

positively to party demands im order to remain in the good 

book of their respiective political parties. The judiciary 

which was expected to ensure the rule of law could not act 

~nless a case was brought before it. such cases involving 

the government were (~d ther judged ··:···: .in favour of the govern

ment, or, iA some cases the judge was intimidated by the 
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goverr:imer.1t and its agents for makir.ig judgement against 

the goverAmer:it. 

Having succeeded iA subverting the institutional checks 

and balances, the governiAg cl~ss then highli used state 

power ·to satisfy private ends. lr.1 this way,· they contributed 

to the expansion of the comprador bourgeoisie. Moreover, by 

engaging in skewed distributior:i of resources, the difference 

becomes more pronounced in the country. on the other hand, 

the scramble for wealth through the instrumentality of state 

power engendered unhealthy intra-class conflicts which in 

addition to makir:ig the government treasury bankrupt, also 

generated cor:ifrontati6n and gang-up in the government service. 

We may also have to recall at this poiAt that instability of 

goverr.:iment in Nigeria resultiAg from rampant military inter

ventioA is partly attributed to the desire of the coup 

plotters to eliminate corruption from the Nigerian body 

politic. Probably, the successive military regimes that 

came ir:ito power through coup de tatr~!V:'.:e always borne iA mir:id 
,,,-_.:· . ' 

the provision of s.15(5) of the 1979 constitution which 

stated that "state shall abolish all corrupt ~r~ctices and 

abuse of state power". If corruptior:1 and misuse of state 

power could be successfully aJ:?o1ii~~~:t_;/ then utopia would be 

created .. 
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Thus, the military intervention has always led to 

termir:iation of the nation•s experiment with democracy. 

For instance, corruption was the major reason give~ by 

Major CAukwuma Nzeogwu to oust the First Republic Civilian 

Government in June 27th 1966. Major Nzeogwu had told the 

nation then that: 
"our enemies are political profiteers,,·_ .-. -- -~: ··,_ " 
swindlers, the mer:1 in the high a Ad low ,:~ -__ ' _., 

· places that seek to keep the country '-
divided permanently so that they can 
remain in office as ministers and v.r.Ps 
of waste, the tribalists, the nepotists, 
thos~;:c- that make the coumtry big for 
nothing before international circles, 
those that have corrupted our society 
and put the Nigerian political calen
der back by words and deeds." 

About ten years later in 1975, late General Murtala 

Mohammed had cause to topple another military regime led 

by General Gowom · for ff:l:1t1e{· years. He too had told the 

jubilating Nigerians that his action was dictated by the 

need to curb: 

"the geAeral economic iAdisciplir.ie ••• C':~~t" 
aAd social drift that would iAevit-
ably result in chaos aAd bloodshed 
uAless arrested". 

·: 1,' 

Again eight years after (1983), corruption formed 

the basis for General Mohammed Buhari 9 s put.s.ch which ter-

minated the four-year civilian administration of Alhaji 

shehu Shagari - the second Republic Civilian President. 
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The new military leaders also reiterated: 

"while corruption and indiscipline have 
been associated with our state of under
development, these twin evils in our 
body politic attained unprecedencted 
heights in the past four years". The 
corr.upt1-:;inept and insentitive leader
ships in the last four years have 
been the source of immorality and 
impropriety in our society"~ 

This statement is similar to that of General Ibrahim 

Babangida who ousted General Buhari/Idiagbon military 

administration. The same applies to the present General 
-

132. 

Abachas•s regime whose administration dramatically displaced 

Chief Ernest shonekun•s Interim National Government also in 

an attempt to set the country free from corruption and 

indiscipline. However, the above discuss notwithstanding, 

it has, in fact, since become clearly evident that the 

military regimes have been as corrupt as the civilian admin~s

tra~, they ousted as lamented by Alhaji Shehu MUsa·-

"The venemous canker-warm (corruption), has recurringly 

. , bedevilled all our regimes from independence to date". · ;Bdt 

,i:t> is funny to observe that few years after his statement, 

the very Alhaji was said to have emassed wealth from the 

public fund as the chairman of the National Population 

., Commissior.i ( NPC). It was reported that he deposited about 

$15 million dollars, £22 million pounds and an asset worth 

N30 million in Nigeria - this was money purported to have 
.J,. 
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been made from foreign exchange transactions during the 

importation of satellite service for the demarcation of 

the country into counting zones and other equipments for 
-

the 1991 National Population census. 

However, due to efforts of the Nigerian-Police Force, 

an attempt have been made by the department ':', iro document

ing the reported cases of corruption in Nigeria. The 

following table summarized the incidence through percentage 

computation and deductions. The following table also serve 

as a general idea covering official reported cases between 

1967 to 1986. 
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Table V-III --TWO DECADES OF BRIBERY AND CORRUPTION IN NIGERIA 
(1.967 - 1986) 

134.; ,-, 

I BRIBERY & CORRUPTION ANNUAL PERCENTAGE THEIR PERCENTAGE 

I INCREASE/DECREASE SHARE OF TO'.f'AL. 
CRIMI NALTY-':,, . 

i'f:_'9tRS 
Figures Dates Figures Dates Figures 

1967 252 0.41 - - 0.45 
q 

1968 277 0.44 - +9.92 +7.32 0.48 

1969 305 0.48 +10.11 +9.09 0.43 

1970 340 0.52 .+11.48 +8.33 0 .. 30 

1971 416 0.62 +22.35 +19.23 0 .. 30 

1972 515 0.74 +23.80 +19 .. 36 0.35 

1973 586 0.83 +13.79 +12.50 0 .. 38 

1974 678 0.93 +15 .. 70 +12.05 0.37 

1975 721 0 .. 97 + 6 .. 34 + 9.,30 0.37 

1976 1,008 1.32 +39.81 +36.08 0.47 

1977 1,114 1.43 +10.52 + 8.33 o.so 
I. ""1-q 

1978 1,04-3; - t.·29 - 6 .. 37 - 9.79 0 .. 47 

1979 890 1.07 -14.67 -17.05 0.43 

1980 656 0.76 -26.29 -28.97 0.31 

1981 431 0.46 -34 .. 30 -35 .. 53 0 .. 16 

1982 513 o .. 56 +19.03 +14.29 0.18 

1983 483 0.51 - 5 .. 85 -12.50 0.15 

1984 1,085 1.11 +t!!C:~ 6-3 +117.65 0 .. 29 
,..,,,._,· -

1985 804 0.77 - 25.90 -30.63 0 .. 23 

1986 588 o.ss - 26.87 -22.57 0.20 

source: Annual Reports of the Nigeria Police Force 

Although corruption is known as a crime with low 

reportability, the above table is the figures showing only 

Rates 

0.45 

0.48 

0 .. 44 

0.30 

0.30 

0 .. 35 

0.38 

0.37 

0.37 

0 .. 47 

0.51 

0.47 

0.44 

0.31 

0.17 

0.19 

o_.16 

0.29 

0.29 

0.20 
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corruption cases handled and ducumented by the Nigerian 

Police Force in a period of two decades 1967 - 1986. 

one can then imagine the actual figure if all cases of 

corruption were oficially reported and documented in a 

country where corruption has been accepted as a way of 

life or where corruption is being regarded as official 

in a public office by the officials. 

The table,therefore indicates that corruption has 

risen steadily since 1967 from 252 cases to hit an all

time high of 1,114 and 1,043 cases in 1977 and 1978-

respectively, before declining, but never to as low as 

the 1967 level. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

5.1 AUTONOMY AND POLITICAL CORRUPTION 

Investigations into the various tiers of government 

ij~y~shown considerably that nation•s economic and techAolo

gical dependeAcy tended to have increased the corruptive 

activities in govermment through the misuse of state power. 

Unfortunately, the full report of investigation into 

the government of Anambra State under Jim Nwobodo cannot 

be meant because most of the documents were marked 

•classified•. I~ other words, the general public is legally 

restricted from having access to the full report. Thus, 

the pieces of information available do not reveal most of 

the network of transactions between the government and 

expatriate businessmen, or between the governl'l'l-ent official_s 

and private citizens. However, the available data suggests 
,-·· 

that Nigeria•s economic and technological depende~cy_execer-

bated political corruption in Anambra State under Nwobodo. 

Moreso,> since the purpose of the case study is to provide 

grounds for understanding political corruption as it affected 

the Nwobodo•s government (1979 - 1983) was part of, we shall 
) 

not hesitate to draw examples from other states and federal 

government of Shehu Shagari. Below are instances of politi

cal corruption in Anambra state during the second Republic 

through dependency on foreign transactions. 
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Three mai~ :~\reas may be identified iA this regard 

(a) Foreign loans 

(.~) Importation, and 

{c) IRvolvement of expatriates in the domestic 

economic activities of. the state. 

Foreigr.i LOaAS 

Anambra State governmeAt in the Second Republic 

depended-highly on foreign loans for the execution of 

most of its major projects like the Rural Electrifica

tion Scheme, Metallurgical Plant at Ozubulu, Concrete 

Industry at Abakil iki, Nike Lake Hot.el, Awka and Nsukka 

Hotel, Wate+ aAd Road projects, etc. As a result of 

the dependence of the state government OR foreign loaAs 

for the financiAg of projects, N558,541,792.58, was 

borrowed from external sources as could be observed in 

the foll~wing tablei 
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Table . 'X: SUMMARY OF LOAN COMMITMENTS - EXTERNAL AID 

INTii!REST OTHER 
S/No. LENDER PRINCIPAL· · DOWN 'PA'f- CHARGES MENT' LOAN 

1. Gomba U.K .. Ltd a, 1·12,411 .. otr 2,351,010.62 -
2. Gomba U .. K. Ltd 4,330,9~0.00 1,168,692.14 -
3. Gomba U.K .. Ltd 14,219,443 .. UO 3,837,032.94 -
4. Gamba U.K. Ltd 3,435,576.00 927,069 .. 95 -
s. Amex Bar.ik Ltd 28,406,939.00 14,343,224.lU 146,616.UO 

6 .. Amex Bar.ik Ltd 58,365,759.00 16,841.,494 .. 05 2].8 ,450. 70 

7. Amex Bank Ltd 43,968,872 .. 00 '12,687,258.9"1 'l"/7 ,852. ·10 

a. Amex Bank Ltd 36,964, 9a·1 .. oo ·.1u 666 2 79 .. 65 ' . ' ·,. 
151,882.10 

9. Bar.ik of Scotland 5,386,051.00 1.,009,884.95 45,920.28 

10. Banque De Paris 28,785,690.,00 14,534,462 .. 97 -
11. Williams & Glyns · 13,110,540.00 3,302,217.28 19,008.00 

12. commerce Bank I.td 22,596,614.00 11,409,476.35 110,125.00 

13. Aka 33,022,506 .. 00 10,837,161.08 -
14. Samuel Montagua 2,348,307 .. 00 1,107,624.11 16,730.00 

15 .. Samuel Montagua 9,117,008 .. 94 5,917,590 .. 65 -
16 .. Gulf Credit corp. 21,791,875.00 13,580,430.91 -
17 .. I .. B .. R.,D. 115,226,119 .. 30 31,940,969.07 -
18. Bank of Madrid 28,823,160.00 17,495,849.65 86,469,48 

19. r.a.R.o. - - -
20. HUAgariaA Govt 3,161,835 .. 60 379,420 .. 27 -
21 .. Consol. Engr Ltd 1,149,547.00 307,298.43 -

TOTAL 382,924,290 .. 84 174,644,448.08 973,053.66 
(100%) (45.6%) (1 .. 4%) 

•' j _;: G:RA'ND TOTAL 558,541,792-,58 
.. .: 

Source: Report of the Committee on the Review of Governmetit:, 
contracts ar.id other Agreements (Official Document No .. 15 
of 1984, p. 30). 

• 
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very often, the ~dvaAced capitalist countries 

describe such loari at aid to the developing countries. 

However, empirical s~rveys have made it explicit that 

such •aids• do not give much beAefit to the recepients. 

Thus, Nkrumah (1973) asserted that 'aid to a neo

colonial state is merely a revolving credit paid by 

the neo-colonial master, passing through the nee-colonial 

state and returning t6 the Aeo-colonial master in the 

form of iAcreased profits. 1 

IA this light, the Madu committee observed in respect 
',. 

of Table /1/;_'f;}·.· that •most of. the projects arising out of 

the loans were over priced. 2 Moreover, most of the major 

com.fr"acts were awarded to expatriate companies. some 

examples may be necessary at this ,·j:;tfoc;;j\.1E:e,. 
\t· 

The contract on the Concrete Industry, Abakiliki, 

built with Amex Bank Loan was discovered to have been 

overpriced. Similarly, the contract on Nike Lake Hotel 

was discovered to have been overpriced by about N10.million. 

In this later case, the contractors were. asked :to design 

.and construct the works. The expatriate architects 

involved made provisioA for the use of materials that 

could not be produced locally, thereby leading to the 

importatior:i of materials for· the work3 • we shall soon 

·aduce some evidence to show that such importations created 
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opportunities for siphoning large sums of money out of 

the country. It is also important to note that the 

expatriate architects who produced the designs were paid 

in foreign currency from the state government•s meager 

foreign reserves. 

Contrary to the state government's claim that 

H3,035,738.00 was spent on each of the hotels at Awka 

and Nsukka, the committee estimated that the contract 

cost of each of the hotels would be about N2.8 million. 

Similarly, loan from the Bank of Scotland was partly 

expended on the construction and equipment of Anambra 

Television (ATV). The contractors involved were .Arem 

corporation of Buckingham and International Generics 

Limited of Sussex. In the final analysis, the committee 

notes that the A.T.Va building is made on concrete frames 

and blocks and the furnishing would be the equipments 

that were introduced into the building. Allowing for 

the special sound proofing and air-conditioning, etc, the 

building will cost at the most about M4 to HS million. 

rt is difficult to see from the above analysis how the 

cost of A.T.V. building and equipments would have risen 

to.th~ present value of N20,410,591.92.
4 

On the basis 
~ 

of the contract valuatioA made by the committee, it would 
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seem that about N15,41U,591.92 claimed by the state 

goverAment as part of the cost of the contract may have 

been misappropriated. The committee suggests that the 

former Governor of Anambra state, Ifeanyi-chukwu Nwobodo, 

was directly responsible for the award of the contract. 

In this light, the Awote Panel on Recovery of Public Funds 

and Property •considers it very questionable whether the 

interests of government and that of the people were the 

main consideration in adopting to saddle the people with 

the burden of heavy foreign debtsu. 5 

What tends to ~m~~ge from the •foreign loan• question is 

that the dependency of Nigeria on foreign capital has 

created more avenues for the misuse of state power for 

private enrichment~ The more cor:ttracts are awarded, and the 

more expatriate businessmen penetrate and influence the 

domestic economy of Nigeria. In the final analysis, they 

defraud the country, swindle out their ill-gotten monies 

and then bank some abroad for their Nigerian collaborators. 

IA this way, the country's economy was devastated the more, 

thereby expanding and strengthening the dependency structure. 

Importation 

Added to the loss incured by the couAtry through the 

misappropiration of foreign loans was the massive exploitation 

resulting from widespread and unguarded importation of food 
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items and other goods from the industrialized countries. 

The experience in Anambra state in the second Republic 

was that the more foreign loan were borrowed, the more 

expatriates were involved in contracts awarded by the state 

government. It is important to note that each loan was 

a<ssociated with a particular project being embarked upon by 

the governmer.it .. 

As a result of the technological underdevelopment of 

Nigeria, the government inevitably had to import some items 

from the advar:iced cour.itries. No doubt, a country can .,justi

fiably import items from other countries. Advanced countries 

import items from the developing countries and vice-versa. 

Similarly advanced countries import items from other advanced 
' 

countries, and developing countries import items from among 

the developing countries. However, the question on the impor

tation of items from the advanced countries that is of interest 

to us is whether such transaction: was used by the governing 

class to defraud the state. This would appear to have been 

the case iA the second Republic of Nigeria. For example, the 

AeT.v. which was built ~ith money borrowed from the Bank of 

Scotland depended a lot on the imported items. The project 

was handled by two foreign contractors - Arem corporatio.n of 

Buckingham ar:1d International GeAerics.- Limited of Sussex., 

The depender.ice on foreign contractors and foreign materials, 

and the private-regarding interests of the Political Executive 

involved in the award of the contract combined to give rise 
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to the over pricing of the value of the project by over 

N15 million. There was also the case involving Link Group 

International, a company established by NWobodo before he 

become the Governor of Anambra state in 1979. The company 

engaged in the supply of a scientific and medical equip

ments& consequently, the company depended much on the 

advanced countries for the production of its goods. Link 

Group was accused of currupt importation and transaction 

under the cover of Nwobodo. For example, there was the case 

of the agreement reached between Link Group International 

and Fisher Scientific Company, based in ~urich, Switzerland, 

·' for Link Group to be their sole and exclusive represer:1ta+.-

tive for their scientific equipment in Nigeria.6 Fishers 

Scientific company was said to have been awarded a H22 million 

contract by the Anambra state GovernmeRt for the supply of 

science equipmen~ to schools in the state .. Nwankwo c1sserted 

that "LiAk Group, as the ir.itermediary, collected substantial 

commissions on such contracts which are credited to its Bank 

ACCOUAt Number 985042 11 •
7 

Okol_ie (1986) asserted that severval businessmen, including 

those who fronted for top government officials engaged in 

scramble for import license, •whereas it was originally envi

saged as a valve to conserve scarce foreigr.i exchange, indeed, 
8 import licer:1ce ripped upon the drain pipe of foreign exchange. 
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It has been observed that •so much (foreign exchaAge) was 

collected on the basis of import licence but the goods were 

never negotiated. Where they were negotiated, they were 

sailed ine And were they sailed in, it was Aot unusual for 

containers to be loaded with sand or plain rubbish. 9 

According to 0 ~akr (1986) Nigeria's level of foreign exchange 

disbursements for part of 1981 and 1982 was about N1.2 billion 

per moAth. He noted that when the military intervened in 

December 1983, Nigeria was already drifting in external debts 

of about $20 billionslO 

The scramble for import lic$nce was coupled with massive 

over-invoicing. Olu Falae, the secretary to the then Federal 

Military Government of Nigeria uRder General Mohamed Buhari 

was reported to have said that Nigeria lost N16 billion 

between 1979 and 1983 as a result of over invoicing_of import 

bills by importers, mostly in the private sector. 11 

We have earlier presented some evidences to show that 

many of the people who parade themselves as independence busi

nessmen or women were merely fronting for some top goverAment 

officials. This tends to explain why they often had their way 

in the face of regulations on import licence. considering the 

havoc caused on Nigerian economy through import licence, 

Modupe Okogie (1984) drew the attention of Nigerians to the 

fact that •our invoicing accounts for about 500 per cent of the 

inflation rate in this country, about ao perce~t Of drain aAd 
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Reports of the Military Tribunals that investigated into 

the activities of the Federal ~nd State Governments of the 

Second Republic revealed a lot in terms of the use of import 

busiRess to defraud the country. T~e rice scandal is a case 

ia:i poirit. 

Shagari•s governmer.it sent up a Presideritial Task F'Orce Ori 

rice. It was cla:fmed that the objective of the Task Force was 

to reduce the cost of rice in the Nigeria:n m~rket~ In the pree~,;;.. 

ir:19 chapter (Chapter ,'}~> we mentioned that Alhaji umaru Dikko, a 
,• 

leading me~ber o, the party in control of the federal government, 

was made the Chair.mar:i of the Task Force. According to Smith (1985) 

the Task Force was cor:iverted into a powerful machir:ie for defraud

ing the natior:i. Rice millionaire were created. The frauduler.1t 

deal rurther revealed that rice which landed in· Nigeria for N38 

( $48) per 50kg bag, sudden! y rose to N60. ( .$741
). af.\d soon after 

N100 ('7132) per 50 kg bag. 13 
~ ! :t., J . 

IA addition to extortii:lg mor.iey from local distributors, 

foreigr:i firms that were ir.ivolved in the rice deal collaborated 

' ' with·· some members ~f the. Task Force in enriching the NPN, arid 

iA swindl.i.Ag money out of the country to sway some private 

:accounts. For ex,~m..;ple, one of the expatrlate partners ir.i the 

rice deal, Eurotrade,· managed by three Greek - Nicholas Shacolas, 

i?ar.iikos Papadakis, and SpyridoA Phylacfafs ,,; enriched the NPN in 

order to retain the "good will" of the Federal·Government. 

Fraud squad detectives in London have revealed that •at least 

$80 millior.i lying in a British banki is awaitiAg to se collected 
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as the ill-gotten gai~s of the fraudulent deals. 14 

Similarly, in a publication made by the British press in 

1983, it was suggested that more than NG billior:1 in foreigr:i 

exchange beloAging to Nigeria m~ght have been stolen in 

frau~ involving export of goods to Nigeria. 15 

5.2 EXPATRIATES AND CAPITAL DRAIN 

Some expatriate companies that settled im Nigeria under 

the shadow of one business or- the other were either entirely, 

or in additioA to the contracts they performed; what 

~iegler (1978) describes as "professional carriers". 16 That 

is, people who specialised in illegally remitting capital 
I 

and depositing them in foreign accounts for their clients .. 

Almost all the expatriate companies that were tried along with 

the leadership of the second Republic were found to have 

collaborated with their Nigerian partners in remitting large 

sums of mor.1ey - sometimes running into billiohs of naira - out 

of the country. The case 0f Greenfield extensively discussed 

in Chapter IV supports this point. Anambra state government 

awarded millions of naira worth of contracts to Greenfield 

even when it neither applied for any contract nor was selected 

by the state Tenders Board. Investigation later revealed that 

Greenfield was owned by Mr. shamji of Gomba u.K. Group those 

interests Mr~ Nooreddin valimahomed represented, and Chief 

Jim Nwobodo, the theA Governor of Anambra state, whose interests 
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were represented by Mr .. Joseph Ogbodo (alias sm:~11 Joe), 

Managing Director of Small Joe Enterprises Limited. 

Mr-. Ben Osy umur.u:1a who was among the owners of the company 

was at a stage edged out by Shamji and Nwobodo. Ogbodo 

admitted before the Military Tribunal for Enugu zone that 

he withdraw £1.6 m_illion from the Greenfield accour.at in the 

ACB in Enugu and the money was taken away in cardboard boxes 

and then delivered into Governor Nwobodo's office. 17 

Thus, in the judgement of the Tribunal, the total sum found 

to have been misappropriated through contracts awarded 

Greenfield was shared between Nwobodo and Shamji. A London 

based bank, Johnson Mathey Bank (JMB) was discovered to 

have been used extensively by some Asian 'professional carriers• 

in swindling money out of Nigeria. It is estimated that Nigeria 

lost over N6.4 billion between 1979 - 1983 through this Bank. 18 

The Asians invorved in the JMB scandal were three Pahoomal 

brothers: - Vinod, Narendra ar.id Mohan, ar:td Mahtnud Sipra from 

Pakistan. They played major role in forging documents with 

which Nigeria was defrauded in the event of import deals. In 

this light~ soyinka reported that in 1983 when the Pahoomals 

were blacklisted in Nigeria, it was found that a letter of 

credit was paid for more than half a million r:aaira for tractor 

spare parts to Nigeria, whereas the true value of the tractors 

were put at about M15,000.00. 

It has not been possible to ascertaiA the total amour:1t 
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of money actually misappropriated by the goverAment of the 

Second Republic, or the entire private ends which state 

power was used to satisfy. However, the dicoveries made by 

various ·Military Tribunals suggest a lot in this regard. For 

instance, Major General Mohammed Buhari, the Nigerian Head of 

state whose government ousted the government of the Second 

Republic once disclosed that by September 1984, N112,129,182.67 

and £1,688,185.8 pound sterling had been recovered by various 

' t' t· 1 19 1nves 1ga 1A9 pane Se These sums do not include the billions 

of naira found to have been misappropriated, but which the 

investigating panels could not discover where they were inves

ted or hidder.1., 20 rt was on this premise that Lardner r,ema1fke_eF 

that 'digits better suited for astronomical computations have 

21 become generic expressions of national graft•. 

rn the final analysis, the billions of naira spent on 

importation of items from the industrialized countries created 

opportunities for siphoning money out of the countryo For 

instance, through the expenditure of about N3 billion on the 

importation of rice between 1980 and 1983, it was possible for 

those engaged in this exercise to accumulate for themselves 

not less than $80 billion in foreign accounts, in addition to 

the fantastic profits they made from the sale of the commodity 

in Nigeria. 

After the coup of December 1983, a wareshouse bel.oAging to 

Afro Continental, where rice was hoarded was discovered. Later 
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investigations linked the manager of Afro-continental to 

Isiaku Ibrahim, better known as one of the leading financiers 

f th d f t l\l t . l P t ·. f · . 22 o e e unc a iona ar y o. Niger 1.a. 

In some instance, money was paid for goods that were 

never exported to Nigeria0 Thus, Danjuma contended that 

•a sizeable proportion of the foreign debt for which Nigeria 

is today being held to ransom is for goods and services that 

· 23 never reached our shores•. 

New class million~e,s, were created from among those who 

exercised state power and their clientsu But the weight of 

the benefits of the spoils of the fraudulent practices was in 

favour of the expatriates who collaborated with some of the 

people in government in plundering the nation's economy. They 

raked off billions of naira from Nigeria, and their home banks 

benefited from being the custodians of the monies swindled out 

of Nigeria. Nigeria, iA turn falls back to foreign banks for 

loaAs, often given on interests that help to sway the economy 

of the expatriate countries$ 

Of importance also is that by siphoning capital out of 

Nigeria without making profitable.returns, the country's depen

dence on foreign economies is given more weighte In this 

regard, the committee set up by the Federal Military Government 

:to review Nigeriar:i's Foreign Policy, including Economic and 

Technical co-operation, in its report submitted in May 1976 

asserted that "the subversion of public institutions and the 
'· 
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public iAterest by corruption was a major problem which 

undermined the domestic conditions Aecessary for the type of 

independent foreign policy Nigeria needed in the decade 1975 -

1985; 24 that is the period covered by the report. In a similar 

vein, Asobie remarked that •capital drain brings with it rela

tive loss of power, a depreciation of the capacity to influence 

other states and actors to do things they do not wish to do or 

to refrain from doing things they wish to do. 25 

The validity of these assertions was made manifest when shortly 

after the coup of December 1983, the. new military government 

started negotiating for loans from some of the industrialized 

countries, in the face of the attendant lending conditionali

ties often provided by the lenders as a means of controlling 

economic activities in the debtor countries. The experience 

of Nigeria in the attempt to borrow money from the International 

Monetary Fund (IMF) illustrates this point. 

The nature of the relationship between dependency and 

political corruption is actually determined by the character 

of the governing class. For example, there is nothing intrin

sically wrong with borrowing loan from external sources, or 

inviting foreign experts to assist in the execution of certain 

projects. The fundamental problem in the Nigerian context is 

that the governing class relies on state power as means of 

enriching themselves. Thus, loans obtained from abroad offered 

them more opportunity to enrich themselves. Moreover, 
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expatriate experts and companies encouraged to operate in 

the cour.:1try exploited the ecor:iomic and technologfcal depen

der:ice of Nigeria and the character of the Nigerian governing 

class to amass wealth for themselves. Since some of the 

custodians of the Nigerian state collaborated with the expa

triate experts and businessmen in exploiting the Nigerian 

economy, they themselves, iA return, aided the Nigerian leaders 

and businessmen to siphone money out of the country and then 

deposit them in foreign banks for them. 

This, therefore, underpins the fact that any solution to 

the problem of corruption iA the government of Nigeria which 

will yeild fruitful result should focus on achieving a truly 

independent economy for Nigeria, and the transformation of the 

character of the Nigerian governing class. 
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Introduction 

rt was prophet Samuel who once in his life time had 

to put to test his uprightness - by declaring to his 

people: 

"Beh~ld, here I am; witness against me 
before the Lord, and before his anoited: 
whose Ox have I taken? or whose Ass 
have I taken? or whom have I defrauded? 
Or whom have I oppressed?. Whose hand 
have I received any bribe to blind my 
eyes therewith and I will restore it 
to him". (I Sam 1: 2 & 3). 

· 155 .. 

The response was of-course, unanimous: Samuel had neither 

defrauded anyone, nor countenanced any act of corruption or 

indiscipline, nor did he ever wrest justice after accepting 

bribe. The unanimity of the Jews• reply attested to the fact 

that Samuel was a man of unquestionable character. 

A validating question= - 'How many Nigerians, no matter their 

positions in life, approach Samuel's standard today 1 ?. 'How 

many can sincerely and boldly posits what Samuel posed•?. 

NO one wants the word · •corruption' to'·bei"~t-agged onto 

his/her name. The term •corruption• constitute a stigma, 

and are openly condemned by everyone. Nigerians are •angels• 

(Agbonifo, 1982). 26 
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5.3.1 POSITIVE EFFECTS OF CORRUPTION 

In order to balance the effects, I shall present 

arguements first to show that the effects of corruption 

may be beneficial in nature. However, it is noteworthy 

to mention that, that the effects are good does not mean 

that the means are either desirable or blameless. 

1. One of the opportunities open to corruption is that 

it may serve to increase the quality of public servants. 

Thus, if wages in government service are insufficient to 

meet a talented man•s needs, and he has an alternative 

choice, he will be tempted to choose the other. on the 

other hand, a man anxious to serve the country through 

government service might opt away from non-government 

employment if he knew that no means existed to supplement 

the meager salary. rhe corrupt are not always unable; nor 

are'>,.they always ur.ipatriotic.. These propositions seem 

especially true of under-developed countries where the re1eJ1c;1~g" 

for government service are so piteously low. Where corruption 

is often necessary to provide basic necessities of life to 

oneself and one's family, it becomes a necessary means of 

er.isuring a supply of able aAd williAg public servants. 

Furthermore, in developing natioAs, it is an indispensable 

means of reconciling insufficient wage rates with the claims 

of traditional so.ciety operating through exte~ded family and 
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claA ties. The civil servant cannot wish away this obliga

tion. Through corruption, he taxes society with preserving 

an importaAt element of social continuity. 

2. In countries where the absorptive capacity of private 

agencies is not great enough to provide employment for the 

educated or half-educated, goverAment service obtained by 

means of illicit considerations may be provided a safety 

valve of considerable importance. 

3. CorruptioA provides a means for reducing the harshness 

of an elite-conceived plan for economic and social develop

ment. It supplements the political system by allowing the 

introduction of political considerations at the administra

tive levelJsuch access may be essential to the stability of 

the system. When political channels clogged, corruption 

provides non-violent entry into government affairs and 

administration. 

4. Among politicians, corruption may act as a solvent for 

uncompromisable issues of ideology and/or interest. Where 

potential schisms based upon the claims of caste, trib~ 9 

religion, or language are manifold common i~•erest in spoils 

may provide cement for effective political unity, especially 

within a single dominant party. 

5. corruption may be functional to the maintenance of 

a political system by providing immediate specific and 

concrete benefits to groups which might otherwise be alienated 
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from the society. 

6. Leys (1965) indicates that public·officers forced to 

live on their monthly salary might seriously disrupt the 

economy with wage demands, whereas petty corruption is a 

form of forced taxation from citizens who might otherwise 
. Z7 

pay less than their share.· He also stated that it helps 

to cut the red-tape of government inefficiency and may 

redirect resources into development of the country. 

7. Since corrupting a system indicates basic acceptance 

of it, · •corruption provides immediate, specific and concret 

benefits to groups which might otherwise thoroughly be 

alienated from the society. corruption may thus be func

tional to the maintenance of a political system. 

8~ Nye (1967) stated that corruption may also help capital 

formation, supply an incentive for local entreprenuer; helps 

to intigrate the elite, provide resources for the development 

of political parties and enable the government to "aggregate 
· 2s· 

enough power to govern". 

5.3.2 NEGATIVE EFFECTS OF CORRUPTION 

1. political corruption instigates absence or weakens the 

political l~gitmacy and stability. A corrupt society lacks 

discipline aAd self-control; and absence of self-discipline 

and self-control in any society acts as a missing-link 

between corrupt free society and a meaningful development. 
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on a weak cultural and environmental fur.idation. , -·.ThU$-:j.: .. 

law and social norms are thrown overboard. Human worth 

and human digrlity became perverted aAd there is no .. 1 set 

goals about which people are geared to think positively. 

:f)ventually, the pattern and procedure:. of goverr.tajijce become 

riddled with perversions and there are r.io institutional or 

temporal remedies for creating legitmate channels for the 

upliftmer.it of the generality of the people. A corrupt 

society also makes the application of sanctions against 

corruption diffl.cul t, if not impossible. Any attempt to 

ir.ttroduce or encourage conformity to, and compliance with 

the laws are short-circuted by the prevailing channels of 
2.9:' 

corruption. (Babanginda, 1992). ThusJcorruption intimidates, 

suppresses and of-course manouvres one•s conscience towards 

ccilmmitir.19 crime. 

2. Norms of responsible conduct and of legitmate performance 

of official duties are violated with reckless abandon, and 

neither postive rmllr r.1egative s ar.ictioAs could in any way recti

fy the diminishing process of moral or ethical values that 

is set in motion. Rectitude is also put under danger and 

the proper governar.ice of the people becomes difficult. 

Moreover, corruption by itself progressively becomes 

disruptive of public order; offering or tendering and receiv

ing all forms of inducement become the order of the day for 

promoting certain interests, especially personal and selfish 
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itself for the wrongs that are inherent in it, or that 

could be produced by it, become destroyed as a re.sult of 

the very nature of corruption since it moves in circles. 

160., 

It manifests itself by, in addition to inducement, creating 

an expectation of undue realization of what could be regarded 

as avoided laws in terms of values. The common values that 

are meant to promote the common welfare become mortgaged 

and is not only subsequently placed at stake, it eventually 

gets sacrificed. 

3. Although N. Leff, J. Nye and other revisionists postu

lated that in a number of ways that corruption can be bene

ficial in enhancing the ability of the bureaucrats in 

developing countries generally to promote economic develop

ment; in Nigerian context, we can argue that such beneficial 

attributes are not applicable to Nigeria situation of today. 

Corruption has crippled the ability of the Nigerian civil 

service to effectively promote economic development. Apart 

from the •oil boom' of 1970's, the government has failed to 

emancipate most Nigerians from the debilitations of huAger, 

squalid living, homeless~ malnutrition, diseases, ignoraAce 

and all the other indicators of marginal existence •.. 

4. Etzioni, presents corrupt act as a 'failure to 

achieve the set objectives government sought when it 

'· 
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established criteria for decisions of various 

classes. For instance, if the objective iA hiring 

government employees is the obtaining of efficiency 

and ability in carrying out official tasks, then 

corruption in appointments produces inefficiency and 

waste. If the issuing of permits for domestic enter

prises is designed to ensure that scarce resources go 

to projects enjoying the highest priority in terms of 

facilitating long run economic development, then corrup

tion exacts a cost by inhibiting over-all economic 

development. 

s. Corruption represents a rise in the price of 

administration. The multiple of extra cost depends on 

what the market will bear. 'l"he man who is both tax-payer 

as well as being forced to submit to bribery has paid 

several times over and above for the same service. Thus, 

corruption is a mechanism for allocating increased amounts 

of resources to the performanc~ of a single type of funs

tion, namely government administration. 

6. If. part of the money awarded for a contract goes for 

a kickback, then it serves to diminish the total amount 

expended for public purposes to private hands. 
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7G Corruption exerts a corrupting influence on other 

members of the administrative apparatus. corruption feeds 

upon itself and erodes the courage necessary to adhere to 

high standards of propriety. Morale declines, each mar-i 

asking himself why he should be the sole custodian of 

morality., 

8.. Corruption perceived by the pe&~le in government 

lowers respect for constituted authority. It undercuts 

popular faith in government to deal even-handedly. The 

less a regime depends upon coercion in order to maintain 

itself, the more it must depend upon popular respect for it. 

one element iA this process of legitimation is popular faith 

in government to deal fairly among competing claimants. 

corruption weakens this element of support. 

9. Politicians constitute an elite. Their role expectation 

is to give purpose to national effort towards development. 

In so doir.19 they cainillot avoid settir.19 an example others .will 

emulate& If the elite is believed to be widely and thoroughly 

corrupt, the man-in-the street will see little reason why he 

too should not gather what he can for himself and his loved 

ones. corruption among an elite not only debases standards 

popularly perceived, but forces people to undertake the under 

h§nded approach out of self-defence. They feel they must 
.. ,,.v 
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resort to corrupt practices just to get their due, not to 

secure inordinate returns. This is a classic vicious circle. 

10. An important, perhaps overwhelming problem in those 

nations that have sought to develop economically within a 

democratic political framework has been the unwillingness 

of politicians to take actions, which are necessary for 

development but unpopular with the mass of the people. 

A corrupt official or politician is a self-centred individual. 

Such a person cannot be expected to put the nation before self 

or to jeopardize his prospects for the sake of prosperity for 

the whole country in the remote future?. Uncommon political 

courage can hardly be maintained in an afmosphere of toler

ance of corruption. 

11. corruption, since it represents to a common man institu

tionalized unfairness, inevitably leads to litigation, calu

minous charges and bitter grievances. Even the honest official 

may be blackmailed by the great that unless he act unfairly 

he may be charged publicly with being corrupt. And there 

would be few to believe his disclaimere The attention and 

energies of official and non-official alike are diverted into 

endless, unproductive wranglings. 

12. Time is important in the making of most decisions; delays 

can be costly in monetary and human terms. The most ubigui

tous form of corruption takes the form of what Indians call 

"speed money". The wheels of the bureaucratic machine must 
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be oiled with money, and unless this is done nothing at all 

will be done. Corruption causes decisions to· be weighed in 

terms of money, not in terms of human need. The poor man 

with aA urgent and just request gets little if any sympathy. 

13$ One revisionists have argued that peasants or the 

bureaucrats can be taxed where there is surplus to accumulate 

capital in case of scarce resources for capital formation. 

This has been accepted as theoretical postulation in Nigeria, 

but it was mentioned earlier that ~uch accumulated capital 

do find its way to overseas banks or used to purchase houses· 

in exclusive areas in London or diverted to non-durable like 

fleets of fast cars. i studies have demonstrated that the 

Nigerian comprador bourgeoisie which definitely includes the 

top civil servants is not an investing one. What has happened 

is that corruption has infact made the cost of socio-economic 

transformation too high. Such costs come from the percentage 

surcharge political bureaucrats demand on contracts, the 

replacement of costly equipments pilfred from offices, the 

rebuilding of multi-millior.a £\air.a buildiAgs and their political 

cohorts burnt down to eliminate traces of their crimes. · 

14. Another dysfunctional aspects of political corruption 

has led to non-achievement of the goal oriented task at the 

prime time the nation needed it most. In general, political 

corruption has delayed the completion of most of the Wational 
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Development Plan as anticipated. For instance, it took 

Nigeria almost 20 years to accomplish the construction of 

Petro-chemical and Energy manufacturing industry. The plan, 

it would be recall~d was contained in the first Nigeria's 

National Development ~lan (1962 - 1968) which was subse

quently brought up to the fourth Development Plan of (1981~85). 

The politicizatioA further engendered the series of upward 

revision of the cost of the contract because it was cut-up 

by the years• general increase in price level virtually on 

every facet of the materials to be used. The location site 

and choice of technical partners also suffered politicization. 

All the aforcited points therefore contributed to the delay. 

Thus, corruption by political office-holders and bureaucrats 

in Nigeria has stigmatized the image of the government, 

weakened its creditability and reduced the effectiveness of 

the development programmes a.nd.pp.lJcies which so far have beer.i 

formulated. 

15. Okparal M.,_ J.,: stated that the multiplicity of Nigeria's 

capitalist class through corruptioA has led to serious 

problem. He summarizes part of the problems that ~many things 

that are happening in the country give cause for serious 

concern such as reports of embezzlement and misappropriatior.i 

of public funds, laxity, selfishness and lack of integrity, 

disloyal activities and gross iAdisciplir.1e iA the body politic:,:: · . .-

consequently, the degerating effects are of course the 
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underdevelopment of the rural areas, increasing pauperisa

tion of the peasantry, non-payment of salaries to large 

sections of the working class, proletrainisation of an 

increasing number of the petty-bourgeosie, a huge foreign 

debt, etc. on non-payment of salaries, such effects had 

manifested itself in Enugu State in that both secondary and 

primary school teachers were on 'sit-down-at-home-strike' 

because of non payment of their salaries for the past four (4) 

months. (July August 1994). Similar situations with the 

local government staff, ministries, parastatals, some state 

universities, polytechnics, etc. 

In conclusion therefore, having given the two sides 

of the •coin•, it is probable that the cost of corruption in 

less developed countries exceed its benefits; except for top 

level corruption involving modern inducements and marginal 

deviations for situations where corruption provide only 

solutions to several of the more limited problems of 

development. CODESRIA
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 
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political corruption appear to have become institu

tionalized in several countries of the world, especially the 

developing countries. Military coups in Africa have often 

beer.1 explained as an attempt to eliminate political corruption. 

Thus, each past/pre~ent military regimes in Nigeria claim to 

be a •corrective regime'. However, Report of Probes reveal 

also that the military regimes are not either free from the 

misuse of state power as that of their civilian counterpart. 

The efforts so far made to eliminate political corruption 

in Nigeria have led to series of coups by the military mene 

In the course of achievir.ig these forceful chaAge of governmer.it, 

top military offic~rs and several highly placed Nigerians have 

been killed through bloody coups. Others were imprisoned.or 

made to refund their ill-gotten money in addition to the confis

cation of their property. They, in the various coups accused 

the ousted governments of corrupt practices. The attendant force

ful char.ige of government notwithstanding, political corruptior.i has 

remained pervasive both in the military and the civilian govern

ment of Nigeria. This tends to suggest that we have not been 

able to grabble with the factors which generate and sustain the 

phenomenon in our body politic. 

consequently, we considered it important to address 

this research project to the problem. In this regard, ~we 
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directed our attention to the incidenceyramifications and 

implications of political corruption in Nigeria. 

In order to ensure that we adequately focused on the 

phenomenon in Nigeria, we formulated thre~· hypotheses as 

follows: 

1. Political corruption is indispensable with 

capitalistic economic system. 

2. Corruption in Nigeria can only be controlled if the 

policypmakers live by example. 

3. Political corruption in Nigeria is the major obstacles·-~~ 

her rapid development. 

we also focused on the Second Republic civilian govern

ment in Nigeria so as to have a scope of the phenomenon under 

investigation. Although we choose the Anambra state under 

Governor NWobodo as our case study, there is every possibility 

that what may be obtained in other states might Aot be 

different. consequently, we became convinced that we.caR 

generalise beyond the state. 

It was discovered that for the governing class all over 

the country, politics is a lucrative business enterprise, 

while state power serves as instrume~t often used for private 

enrichment, and OA a grand scale too. In this light, politi

cal corruption is conceived as a mode of property accumulation. 
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As we observed in our theoretical framework, the 

state from its formative stage in Africa served as a 

tool for capital accumulation. The colonial government 

in collaboration with multinational corporations created 

the states in their colonies ~s a meaAs of selling the 

surplus goods from their home countries, and amassi~g raw 

materials and labour at minimum cost. The productive 

sector of the colonies was utterly neglected. consequently, 

economic activities in the colonies were made to depend on 

economic activities in the metropolitan statee Thus, they 

made the colonies to be a consummer nation. This trend has 

continued in post-colonial states like Nigeria. What this 

suggests is that the metropolitan state granted Nigeria 

political independence without a corresponding economic 

independeAce. 

The goverAiAg class that emerged after the exist of 

the colonial governmeAt had no viable economic base. 

They needed to complement political power with economic 

power. It was this situation that tended to have given 

rise to their obsessive concern with acquiring wealth and 

the power which it could bring. Two alternatives appear 

to have been open to them: (a) the development of the pro-
r ductive sector, or (b) the use of state power to accumulate 

private wealth. They opted for the second alternative 
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plausibly because it offered the quickest means of 

amassing wealth, and on a grand scale too. The under

development of the productive sector and the consequent 

dependell'mce: on foreign ecor.1omies have combined to make 

polities -___ ·the favour of multinational corporations 

prirnary sources of accumulating private wealth for the 

governing class in Nigeria. 

Two main forms of corruption were identified in our 

literature review. They are •parochial• and •market• 

corruption. The former tends to dominate in a system in 

which ties of kinship, affectiom and so forth determine 

access to the favours of community leaders while the later 

ter.ids to transcend parochial ties, and is rather under

pin.ad in an impersonal process in which influeAce is 

accorded those who can 'pay• most, regardless of who they 

are. Market corruption appears prevalent in contemporary 

Nigerian society. This tends to explain why.those who 

.collaborate to exploit the state cut across ethnic an9 

international boundaries. What appears critical to them 

is the 'connections• or 'I•M•' (in Igbo parlance, means 

Ima Mmadu or • kr.iowing some0Ae1 v) that will help them achieve 

their private calculations, no matter the ettmic group or 

r:lationality of the parties involved .. However, when members 

of the same ethnic group or religion find it more convenient 
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to collaborate in exploiting the state, they unite on such 

parochial framework. 

we grouped the ',~ramifications of political corruption 

into three broad categories: (a) manipulation of governmental 

machineries; (b) embezzlement/acquisition of property, and 

(c) skewed patronage/coercive intimidation. These categories 

are logically grouped together. It would appear that there 

is Aeed for govermnental machineries to be manipulated by 

the governing class so as to bend the wheel of government 
\ 

to the satisfaction of its whims and c~prices. Nothing was 

really spared in the effort to bend the wheel of government 

to their personal advar.1tage* Having succeeded in its mani

pulations, the governing class then used the state machineries 

for private-regarding interests. This included outright 

embezzlement of government funds, and acquisition of other 

valuables such as land and motor vehicles. The goverAing 

class did not only enrich-1:)nemselves, they also enriched 

friends, party members aAd relatives at the expense of the govern

ment. some of those who attempted to restrain the authorities 

froritrnanipulating the governmental machineries were maltreated 

or even killed. In this light, we may recall the observation 

made by werlin to the effect that officials who do not 

~o-operate in corrupt procedures that have become politically 

well established ~ight find themselves in serious trouble. 
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Two complemeAtary issues that attracted our atten

tion in our literature review are the causes and effects 

of political corruption. With regard to the former, we 

noted that several writers, especially western writers, 

could not UAderline the factors responsible for political 

corruption in Nigeria~ Some of them perceive corruption 

as a phenomenon that logically developed from the customs 

of the pre-colonial .African societies. It was in this 

light th~t we referred to scott•s remark to the effect 

that accounts of corruption that focus on values argue that 

•much of what is considered corruption is in fact a conti

nuation of traditional gift-giving practices ••• only the 

imposition of Western forms had transformed traditional 

gift exchange into corruption•. This mode of explanation 

was adopted mainly by writers of the modernization school 

like HUA ting ton aAd Apter. In the final anal ysi_s, we 

exposed the weaknesses of such mode of analysis in explaining 

the causes of political corruption in states like Nigeria. 

Plausibly, the inadequacies of such explanations as exposed 

in our literature review may have contributed to the 

inadequacies of several efforts that have been made to 

eliminate political corruption from different states of 

Africa. In the Nigerian context, we stated that the endemic 

political corruption is underpinned in the socio-economic 
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formatioAs of the ~ociety. More ·Jspecifically, the pheno~enoA 

would appear to be generated and sustained by the character 

ef the goverr.d.r.ig class aAd the, role of state p<lJWer as ia:istrument 

of private property accumulation. Other factors like economic 

buoyaacy aRd p.arochial loyalty teAd to cor.itribute peripherally 

to the pervasiveAess of the phenomenon. Thus, they should not 

be used as primary basis for explair:iir:ig it. We have not·ed 

that· eveA when some couAtries depend oR foreign loans for 

their existence, their l~aders stlll exploit the state to their 

private ad~anta~es. On the othet hand, moit of the cases of 

political corruption that have been uftcovered are not pitched 

OR the pheRomeAOR of parochial ties. They are rather cases 

of market corruption. 

IA respect of the eft"ects of palitic.al Corrupfien, we 

examined the perspectives of two Schools of thougbt. 
" . 

+ Primarily' we noted the false~:-.-ssertioA made by MC~~llai:l 

that •Africans show-little seAse &f iF'ldigRatioft abowt oftem 

fantastic stories of· corruption by leaders•. What ... such 
·.:·-·, 

writer.3: app«;!ar t0 be sayiRg is that Africans are not .-capable 

of differentiating between the possible negative and positive: 

effects of corruption. This view is err@aeous. 
' .. 

OR the two scheols of thought, OAe COAtends that political 
. \ 

c:orruptiOA is emtireiy _l!lon-eeiieficial, while the ett\er school 

coi:ltends that it 'is some.times l!)enef icial ar:1d sometimes 
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Roti-beneficial, ,J~~h either of the consequence's::/' ci>ut

-weighiRg the other. The later school adopts the cost

benefit approach. 

The contentioA of the school of thoughtwhich holds 

that the consequeR~es of political corruption are entirely 

non-b~neficial is pr6babl~ based on the pre~~se· that 

politic al corruptior,i is expl:<fift-~"t~i':ye· by r:iatu't·e. However,, 

such rigid assumption would not allow concrete experience 

of the phenomenon in society to provide the premise for 

. ! 

·e;,camining its·effects. This point, therefore, would appear 

to limit its usefulness. Th~s, we ~onsidered the cost

b~nefit approach more useful in the sense that it guarantees 

a broad scope Of \:lr.lderstandir.ig aAd. engineers a researcher 

to probe extensively to elicit whether there are other sides 

to. whatever effects of political corruption that. ar,e illlll1ediate1ly 
' ...... :.-

available to him. 

We, OQServed that· most of tlite points o:f'tea teferred to 

as benefits of political corrtiiption are questienable. The 

iAt~rests .of the ge~erality of the people ~re Aot c~nsidered. 

GR the Qther hand,.scandals associated with the pheRomeR0A 

would a~p~ar to be be~eficial to ~ociety in the ~ens~ of 

prom~ting widesprea9 political awareness. 

OR the negative effects, it would appear easier to 

detect some COURtervailiAg COS1:;S of political corrtaptiOA·, 
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which are detrimeAtal te society. In this re~ard, we 

agree with Nye•s remark that •corruptlo~ is economically 

~~steful, politi~al de~~abilizing, and destructive of 

governmental capacity•. IA the Nigeria~ context, some 

of the Regative effect of political corruption which tend 

to support Nye•s remark include p0litical instability, 

ca~ital drain; ahd incapacitati0n 0f the administ~~iive 

machineries. Also, st. Peter warned that corruption is 

the maa:dfestation of evil desires; while oeutronomy 16: 10.:...20 

stated that~bribery blinds the eyes of the wise and twists 

the words of the righteous~ 

ORe Of the major problems the researcher encountered 

iA this study ;~S that of collecti~g relevai:lt data~ 

Pl~u~lbly, the problem stems fr6m the fact that ~h6~e whoje 

activities constitute the subject of. the research are 

peopie who have piloted the affairs of goverilmer:it iR Nigeria, 

and as such have knowA how and where to press buttor:is to 

get what they want in the various goyernmental circles. 

This tends to explain why the reports of commissioms of 

inquiry deposited in some public libraries and archi\,a;,-, c;· 
,. ' 

could RO more be fOURd available. W~ may recali the allega

tion of a staff .of the National Archives to .the effect that 

the people found corrupt by commissions of inquiry do AOt 

spare anything !A eAsurlng that the reports of such probes 

\ 
~\ 
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are ~ot preserved for public c6r.isumption. 

some of the critita1 documents needed for this exercise 

are •classified•, that is, th~ public is barred by legal 

sar.ictior.i from having access to such documer.its. This tends 

to raise doubt as to whether the governmeAt is confident 

ir:1 the reports Of such ir:rvesti.ga~iOAS. ·,,--;;:?_:~~/~~~\~-;:-:;;/:.·~t:;'~'._\:
. .,,: ~;:--:~n(ltherc:,major' set back at the pick of the field work 

was the degenerated political situation iA the country that 

er:1gulfed the r.iatior:i followimg the ar:umlmer.it of June 12 ,"'..1993 

Presidential Ger.ieral El~ctior:1. The at:1mulment indeed desta

bili~ed activities ar:1d demostrations were being recorded in 

p~rts of the cour:1try, particularly in the western states. 

Thus, there were several arrests especially the frontline 

''I 

members of Committee for Democracy (CD) and Chief M.K.O. Abiola -

the -Self-proclaimed presider:tt elec.t Of the Juf.le 12 electiOAe 

These difficulties Aotwi thstar.idir:19, the resea.r;chet 

enver.itu~lly ~ucceeded in coming across some of t~e relevant 

documeAts. The pieces of informatioA tapped from them were 

found very useful iA our analysis. 

The data used in this exercise were tapped from reports 

of commissior:is of Ir:iquiry, governmeRt white papers, newspaper 

reports, news reports, ii:l'terviews, ar:id scholarly publicatior:is. 

Thro~gh the interviews,tit was possible fo~ the tesearcher to 
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come in contact wlth some of the staff of the bureaucracy 

and parastatals who had first hand experie~ce of the manipu

latior:i of gC)vert.lmer.1tal machir.1eries. Some of th~m found it 

· difficult making comments on the phet1omer.ioA under investiga

tion for fear of losing their job. However, those who were 

Jaold enough to make comments prayed for a~onymity. Furtber·..:. 

more, the researcher's iaterviews wi~h retired civil servants, 
,, 

ex-legislators and some leaders of the banned· political parties, 

were very fruitful. Through the various sources mentioned 

above, we accumulated a wealth of data which provided basis 

for eur conclusions. 

(] Thus, the questionnaire method was not eithe!r used 

because majority of the sampled respor1der:it~ opted for 0ral 

interview aa:id those who accepted were very relur.ictar:it to 

complete lt. 

With regard to the context of political corrUJ!)tlom iA 

Nigeria, we noted that the Nigerian state was created 

thi6~gh the iristr~mimt:a1Iti of the coloriial gove~rament and 

meltinatiomal corporatiORS. The coloniziAg activities Of 

the colonial powers led to the amalgamation of hitherto 

e~1sting i~depencier:lt c:0mmur.d ties into a pol i ticai ·ur.iH: 

govermed by the colonial authorities. The coler:iiaI goverr:i

meAt co-ordir;iated activities in the color:iy OR ll>ehalf of the 

goverRmeRt of the metropolitai:l state, arid furthermore, 
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collaborated with merchants from their home cotmtry who 

exported their surplus goods to the color.iies, aAd iA turn, 

collected raw materials from the coleny for use ill thier 

hOIRe industries. Th~'~::, they created what HOpkiAS called 

a triangular· trade in favour of their met.i:opolitam states. 

In th~s way, the pre-coloAial s6tieties 6f Nige~ia were 

ir.icorporated into the world capitalist economy in·a subju

gated positior.i. Thi ~6~t-colo~ial state of Nig~~t~ ~hich 

emerged iA 1960 retained some fUAclamental characteristics 

of the pre.;,.colonial societies such as .the ethRi.C. phenomenon 

and the subsistence mode of agriculture. 

The WesterR political system was ir.1troduced-ihto the 

colonial territory as a means of goverr.dng the·i,.territory. 

The amalgamation of 1914 !nvaria~ly de!lla_nded a cent;ra;l, 

administtative u~it arid subsidiary UAits th~t would be 

c6-0rdi-i:iatlr:1g ·activities in the er.itire territory. IR additioA" 

to the already existing adntiAistrative Ur:ti ts, th-e executive 

and.legislative councils were also introduced. It was the 

introduction of the legislative council that created forum 

fir the ir.itreduction of the elective pri~ciple into Nigeria. 

In this regard, a step forward was made toward participatory 

~olitics ir.i Ni~eria. However, the franchise that .. was granted 

was cl·ass oriented. By stating that only people with a gross 

annual iac6me, from all sources, 6f not less than ~ne hundred 

·'·./ 
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p~unds (£100) were qualified to vote·, only about 0.75 and 

0.1 per cents of adults in Lagos and Calabar townships 

r~spectively were qualified to vote. · This, therefore, implies 

that the WesterR- political system at its i1=1ceptior:i ir:i Nigeria 

was discrimir:iatory or:i economic basis. In other words, economic 

power was made a basic factor for political participation. 

Although subsequent protests by the lAdiger:ious political 

activists eventually led to the susper:isi6n 6f financial income 

as basis for franchise; the financial cost or electoral con

tests in the post-colonial state of Nigeria demar:ids that a 

candidate for political office would either be ecor:iomically 

bouyant or be fir.1ancially backed by others before ·he or she 
i 

- I . 
- could effecti~ely c6ntett for election. This sho~ld n6t be -

'understood to imply that the relationship between economic 

power and politics in Nigeria is such that economic power has 

become the determinant factor for electoral success. This 

is far ftom bel~g the trith. tn fact, it is ,expllcit that 

ethnicity and religion are sometimes more critical· in electioAs 

in Nigeria than the economic ~uest:i6n. 

Our analysis indicates that the governiAg class iA 

Nigeria emerge maiAly from wealthy businessmen and professionals. 

Their role perceptioa:i, the amoua:it of m:'1ey involved in the emo-
. '~{/ ' 

lument they carved out for themselves, and the way they 

abused state power tend to suggest convinciAgly that they 
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conceive politics as a commercial enterprise for the 

enrichment of themselv~s, their relatives, and cli~nts. 

182. 

our third chapter which discus~es gevernmer.ital institu

tions and politiGal corruptioA was based oA the fact that 

p6litical corr~ptio~ resul~s from the Aat~re of the exercise 

of state power. Thus, it would appear improper to discuss 

politic al corruption without s-i b:i'ati:.;g it ir.i goverr:1.meAtal 

instit~tio~s. This ~oint was discussed ir.i detail in chapter 

three. suffice it t6 state here that the in~tit~tions of 

governmeAt iA the period under iRvestigatiOA were extensively 

maRipulated by the governing class in order to satisfy some 

selfish calculations. 

The three arms of goverAment: Executive, Legislature, 

ar.id Judiciary - that· operated·iA the Second Republic were 

expected to guard agaiASt the abuse of pm~er iA ar.ty Of the 

three arms of goyerAment. Unfortunately, the governing class, 

even aft~r they had been voted int6 offices, still appiared 

to be regarding themselves as •party mei:i•. Thus, political 

affiliatioR te~ded to have liAked them iA such a way that the 

princi~le of.~eparation Of pewers proviaed for iA the 1979 

Coi:istitutior;i appeared to have beei:i throwii overboard. Members 

of the tjbiefr.ii~~ cl~ss who refused to toe ~afty li~e were 

threatened of the withdrawal of party support iria the event of 

the subsequeRt electioRS. They were also denied patronages 

·~t . 
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given to other.members of the 1,1>arty. Those of them who 

d.i.d AOt Wailt to De denied ·party support aAd patronages, 

especially in a system that did iot provide for independent 

caRd.idacy' had to bow to the whims aAd caprices of the p~r,ty'.· 
. ,. 

Executive had a lot of powers at its disposal. rt·,,·, 

played a major ·'role ir.i the appointmeAt of members of- th'e 

Judicial Service ce111missi6A and ir.r the appoiRtn,ent e,f · Juages. 

Moreover,-tbe Judiciary depended on it for its fiAar:1cial 

i:leeds~ 

OA the other hand, the legislators expected to check 

the excesses of both the executive aild the judiciary were 

made up of people, ·some of whom were ir:. the same party with 

those who exercised the executive powers. 

Furthermore, a good r:.umber @f tbe Legisla.tors deperaded 

00 the ,Executive for cor:1tracts aAd other beRefits. The 

Chief Executives of the States therefore, appeared to have 

beer:1.placed in a position in which they could exercise execu

d.ve pcn<iers without checks. The effects are enormous. 

Government funds were· outrightly embezzled through rnaAip~la

tiom of governmeAt accounts. some •ghost• acc6unts were 

established where governmeAt fumds were irregularly diverted. 

costs of contracts were highly and rampantly inflated and the 

overpriced -value appropriated from the contractors. Governmemt 

parastatais like Premier Breweries ar:1d Nigercem were und~hy 

I, ~-\, 

\ / 
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politicised and exploited. Some of the Legislators er.igaged 

ir:i the scramble for government cor.itracts. :i:n several cases, 

contracts were awarded, mobilization fees paid, aild yet the 

contracts were ntl>t executed. Some of the co~trac'fs so 

awarded rec~ived the approval of completion on mere paper 

evidence, thereafter authorizati6n forth~ payme~t was signed 

and infact, ~he contr~ct claim get paid. This ~i~ertion was 

COAf irmed _ by Awote Par.iel as contained in table ":t;\)~·of 

ch~pter four. Also, political office holders made claims 

Of allowances for conf ere Aces, WOr/l.S(;uf · ar:td short-term 
, 'T . 

ir.i-service trainiAg - a course they did never attend. 

The assertions of ~ome judges, ar:id how some trials involv

ir:19 the goverr:uoer:lt: were handled tend to suggest that there was 

political iAterfereritce Or.l the judicic1ry. This, therefore, 

suggests that the judiciary was mot: free er:iough tb guard 

against goverr.imentai excesse~ in~6lviRg the Executive and the 

Legislators. 

The reports of the Commissions of inquiry set up to 

probe the.goverr.1ment of the sec:ond Republic do not provide 

adequate premise for j,udgi~g ·,;.the regimes :in ~t;il. Probes 

on c~rru~t practices involving top goverr.imea:it 6iiic:iais is 

difficult because of fear of being implicated by the result 
l 

of the probe. This difficulty raises douot· as to the 

r~liability of using the available data i~ convincirigly 
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Nigeria. 
-· 

The governing class of the second Republic emerged 
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through the political party which had influence on the 

activities of the execu~ive. The government of the second 

Republic iA which the legisiaters could frustrate the efforts 

of the Executive was experienced in Kaduna state. These 

points tend to suggest, that the govefning class in the Second 

'epublic had more people with ;whom to share the "spoils of 

politics. Thus, the governing class was obliged to patronise 

such non-gov~rnmental icidi~s like political parties amd · 

priv,ate campaigm financiers. In this light, one could observe 

that the gover~ment of the second Republic of·Nigeria had 

' 

mo~e political leaders who scrambled for private weii:flth through 

the instrumentality of state power. 

In our analysis of the influence of jigeria~s economic 

amd·technological deper:idei:icy on the phenomenoi:l under investi

gation, we noted that although Nigeria is r:cognizect to be 

politically independeRt, she still depends OA foreign economies 

~nd te~h~o16gy f6r her survival. 

The governing class has not ·made much effort to develop 

the·productive sector of the economy. MultiAatioAal corpora

tions exploit this situation to their advan~age~ In addition 

to importing their goods ~~d services, they al~o dominate in 

the critical sectors of the Nigerian economy. For example, 
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they dominate in the oil industry which is Nigeria's major 

source of revenue. The same is true of manufacturir:ig ai:td 

processing, and in the construction of major projects like 

express roads. worthy of note also is that expatriate 

financiers are heavily depended on for 16an as could be 

observed In table ~~~o 

As we noted iR chapter four, the nature of the relation

ship betweem dependency and polit~cal corruption in Nig~ria 

is influenced by the character of the governing class. Both 

the advanced and underdeveloped countries need, and also, 

receive both financial and human aids from other countries. 

However, the critical question is how such aids are used and 

the interests they are made to serve. In the Nigerian coAtext 

in which the goverr:iing class use state power as tool for 

private accumulation of wealth, external loans, importation 

of goods, recruitment of the services of foreign- e~perts, etc., 

provide more avenues for private accum~lation of wealth. 

Expatriate businessmen ar:td multir:iational ·corporations in their 

trar.isaction of business with the ~,igerian goverr.1mer:it exploit 

the prevailing situation to assist the Ni~erian governir.19 

class to siphon money out of the country, a means of creating 

avenues for er:triching themselves. Thus, we concluded that 

dependence on foreign capital, expertise, and technology 

accentuated political corruption in Nigeria in the period 

under investigatior:1s. 
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Thus, the implications of political corruption can 

be s~mmarized a~ foilows: 

187. 

1. it incapacitates governmental ihstit~tio~ ~hrough 

massive misrise of governme-t funds a~d waste bf skills. 

2. it gener~tes unheal~hy c6mpjtition among the aspirants 

to political office:tf,.,. 

3. it creates new class of wealthy men and strengthens 

the wealth of those who were already wealthy before 

ascending the power. 

4. it increases s-ctional cle~va~es; .tbe res~lt 6t which 

is impositiora Of conflicts, suspiicioA and loss of conf'i

der:ice. 
-

5. it unduly benefits the ruling class mostly, their relatives 

and clients at the expense of the masses. 

6. it encourages capital drain and ·subjugates the nation's 

economy to the whims ar.id caprices of the mult.is:iational 

c:orporatior:is. 

In approachiRg the problem of political ~orr~ption 

~specially in the s~6ond Republie of Ni~eria, we h~ve to 

add~ess our minds to the following specific fact6ra which 

we have earlier identified as being instrument~! to the form 

and degree of political corruption in Nigeria: (a) Leadership; 

(h) Checks and balances in goverAmerit; (C) MaiR ··sources of 

capital for economic activities; (d) Relationship with 

expatriate economy, expertise and technology, etc. 
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The leadership of a country has much influence on the 

course of events in the country. Moreover, the form of 

corruption which is of interest to us is specifically asso

ciated with the leaders of government. In other words, if 

the leaders of government stop abusing state power, political 

corruption will become an experience of the past. This 

therefore, underlines the importance of ensuring that only 

people of proven integrity a~d capability should be allowed 

to pilot the affairs of government. 

The ideological orientation of the leadership is not 

enough to guarantee that state power will not be abused by 

the governing class~ The call to ensure that the institu

tionalized checks and balances in government are effective, 

in addition to restructuring the economy in such a way that 

the major economic activities of the country will be controlled 

by the government need to be stressed. Since the effectiveness 

of the checks and balar.1ces ,. to a great extent, depends on the 

political behaviour of the governing class, the masses have to 

be properly educated so that they will be well exposed to the 

qualities of good leadership and the consequences of bad lea

dership, thereby preparing their minds for usiAg the electoral 

process to enthrone a responsible; responsive, aAd effective 

leadership i~ government. 

other factors which we identified to be instrumental 

to political corruption in Nigeria is dependence on state 
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power as the major source of private capital. Another 

r~lated factor is the dependence of the d6mestic economy 

on expatriate economies, expertise, and techr:iolqgy. These 

two factors demar:id the development of the productive sector 

of t'he domestic economy' ar.id more cor:icerted effort to achieve 

techriol6gical ex~ertise in the relevarit fields. 

~he advanced ca~it~li~t countries, the bourgeoisie hav~ 

established their btisiness to such an extent that they do not 

need to depei:id on state power as source of private capital 

accumulation. Moreover~ they do.not need to depend on imported 

technology and expertise from other countries. Thus, there 

tends to be far less incidence of political corruption than 

is experie_nced in Nigeria. Thus, the present assumed position 

of Nigeria. as. a consumer natioA should be di~courage.d for a 

producing nation. On the other hand, the soviet Union which 

stands out as the most advanced socialist country has adopted 

the strategy of socializirig the major economic ·~ctivities of 

the c6untry at:1d, discouraging the accurnulation'ot private 
~ ... ·; 

property in. any manner and dirnens1on .that c9uld give rise to 

E?~UitatioA, ar.ad at the same time encouraging-the developmer:1t 

of iAdigenous techr:1ol6gy aAd exPertise for thi sef~ice of the 

peo:ple within the framework of the socialist ideology. These 

f~ctors·ter:1d to make the less develo~ir:19 capitalist st~tes 

moie p~one to corruPtio~ tha~ the s6cialijt state. 
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The socialist path appears to be the most worthwhile 

path for Nigeria. It will drastically curtail the chances 

of political corruption in Nigeria, in addition to making 

genuir.ie efforts to ,:jpromote the wel lbeing of, the entire 

people. Much has been w.ritten on the r:teed to adopt socialism 

in Nigeria. However, we need to do more work on how to adapt 

it to the Nige-~fin environmental context so as to make it 

achieve the desired goals. 

As part of the efforts to disengage Nigeria fi-cim its 

depende~c~, there is ·~he need t6 increase Nigeii~'s financial 

and personnel involvement in the business sectors which Nigeria 

cannot at the moment cope with alone. By limiting expatriate 

involvement in the domestic e66nomy, it will be possible to 

· checkmate the conduit pipes through which money is drained out 

of the couiiltry. The goverr.iment will have to set up machin.~ry 

for importing items irito the country, when necessary, so as 

to limit the ~se of import licince as certific~te for capital 

drain. 

Another area to be str~ssed is tbe attitude of the 

government in the reappointment/engagement of public officers 

who were previou.sly found guilty of corruption ai:ld were subse

quently donvicted or barred from holding pablic office for 

term 6f years. 

For instance: 

1. Samuel Ogbomudia, former.,.:;:: military governor of Bendel 
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)s,· --- "- ,~· ~::~ :· 
state who were convicted by Murtala Regime and was 

later pardoned ar.id ap'poir.d:ed ManagiRg Direct~lr/ Nigeria 

Railway Corporation. 

2. Mr. Seleon-Miner, former permanent secretary, Benue 

State who was formerly convicted for plundering the 

state between 1968 - 1975 but later pardoned to hold 

public office as Chairman of the Nigerian Merchant 

Bank. 

-3. Alhaji A.B. Umar, who was diimissed in 1976 by Western 

State government for enriching himself as a PermaneAt 

Secretary in the Ministry of Trade and Ir:1dustrie·s but 

later appointed a member of the Board of the Nigeriai:l 

·4 .,.., ...... Airports In 1987. ~ .... ' .:>- • -. • ... 

. . 
._-'. 

-.... - . - -;--- -, 

There are many others but to mention a few. We there-. 

fore ~6sit that thii official double stariding create the 

impression that government's rescerision on those found guilty 

and convicted of politital corruptiOA does r:iot in·;'aAy .way 

serve as a deter.i::'ai.lt to others but: eAOUrages ~ji(J~ti~:g\(
of the social .. ,:problem. 

It is most likely that political corruption will not be 

abated in Nigeria, eve~ after e~ecuting the mea~ures su~gested 

above,. if state pbwer is not disengaged fro~ ierving as a tool 

for accumulatir.19 private wealth iA Nigeria. This is specifi""~-. .-::·:~\);i, 
cally why we recommended the developmerit of the productive 
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sector of the Nigerian economy in the context of the 

socialist framework adapted to the Nigerian environment, 

192. 

and the iAstitutionalization of?effective checks and balances 

in government. Als6, our value system where the society 

places greater credit on ability to acquire monetary wealth 

than anything else &hould be realistically debunked. 

This project report covered the political corruption 

between 1979 - 1983 only with particular focus on. the then 

Anambra state under governor Jim Ifeanyichukwu Nwobodo•s 

administration. We suggest that similar detailed research 

be carried out in other states of Nigeria, both under the 

civilian and military regimes. rt is therefore hoped that 

such studies wheA completed shall offer a comparative socio

ecor.1omic analysis on political behaviour of the Nigerian 

governing class and the use of state power. The expected 

result from the further studies shall provide a data-bank 

for finding a lasting solution to the problem of political 

cor~uption across the country. CODESRIA
-LI
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ORAL INTERVIEW GUIDE 

1. Swearing in of Political Office Holders,-what effect 
do you think it has on the perf6rmance of the public 
duties. 

2. As much as possible, briefly comment or appraise the 
government of President Alhaji Shehu Shagari and 
Governor Ifeanyichukwu Nwobodo (Anambra state Government) 
(1979 - 1983). 

3. In what ways do you think that political corruption can 
be held responsible for the slow paste of socio-economic 
development of Nigeria. 

; 

4. Is there any relatipAship between Nigeria's economic 
system and corruption. 

5. What is your opinion about the political ex-convicts 
who were later appointed to public offices by subse
quent government. 

6. Without prejudice to whoever it may concern, and consi
dering the negative effect of corruption on our socio
.economic development, what punitive measures do you 
suggest or a~sign to any public officers found guilty 
of the misuse of state power in the execution of 
official duties. 
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